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Abstract 

Epilepsy is a chronic condition that consists of a transient disorder of brain function 

manifested by recurrent and unprovoked seizures affecting approximately 50 million people 

worldwide. Antiepileptic treatment is aimed at possible improvement the quality of life by 

reducing epilepsy seizures with the lowest possible side effects. One of the newest broad 

spectrum antiepileptic drug (AED) for the treatment of wide range of epilepsies – focal, partial, 

myoclonic, tonic-clonic and primary generalized seizures that can be used in both children and 

adults is levetiracetam. Levetiracetam is believed to bind to SV2A (synaptic vesicle protein 2A) 

in the brain, prevent the release of calcium stores from neurons and inhibit GABA and glycine 

activity. Due to the unique mechanism of action, high bioavailability (in both oral and 

intravenous administration), rapid absorption, metabolism based on the hydrolysis of acetamide 

groups in the blood (independent of the liver) and the lack of activity of the resulting 

metabolites, the drug is considered to be safe and effective in reducing and stopping seizures. 
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In this review, we present the latest reports on the effectiveness of levetiracetam and its potential 

in the treatment of epilepsy in children and adults. 

Key words: epilepsy; levetiracetam; seizures; therapeutics; treatment; drug resistance 

Introduction 

Epilepsy is a chronic condition that consists of a transient disorder of brain function 

manifested by recurrent and unprovoked seizures. During a seizure, the nerve cells experience 

excessive and spontaneous bioelectric discharges [1]. Status epilepticus (SE) - that is, repetitive 

seizures at short intervals or for prolonged duration, can have permanent consequences such as 

damage to neurons and changes in neural networks [2]. WHO (World Health Organization) 

estimates that about 50 million people worldwide have epilepsy, which is nearly 0.7% of the 

population [3]. According to Fiest et al. the frequency of epilepsy is 61.4 per 100,000 person-

years [4]. The rate is higher in low- and middle-income countries and highest in the lowest 

social classes (≈80%) [2,3]. According to ILAE (The International League Against Epilepsy), 

epilepsy is defined as two unprovoked (or reflex) seizures occurring more than 24h apart; a 

single unprovoked (or reflex) seizure if recurrence risk is high (> 60% over the next 10 years); 

or a diagnosis of an epilepsy syndrome (based on clinical presentation, encephalography - EEG 

and additional examinations) [5,6].  

ILAE classifies seizures according to the type into focal, generalized, or unknown 

(depending on the onset). A more precise division divides focal seizures into those with retained 

awareness and impaired awareness and further into motor seizures (automatisms, atonic, clonic, 

epileptic spasms, hyperkinetic, myoclonic, tonic) and non-motor seizures (autonomic, 

behaviour arrest, cognitive, emotional, sensory); generalized seizures can be divided only into 

motor seizures (tonic-clonic, clonic, tonic, myoclonic, myoclonic-tonic-clonic, myoclonic-

atonic, atonic, epileptic spasms) and non-motor (also known as absence) seizures (typical, 

atypical, myoclonic, eyelid myoclonia). Seizures of unknown onset can be classified into motor 

seizures (tonic-clonic, epileptic spasms) and non-motor seizures (behaviour arrest). Combined 

epilepsy (with both general and focal seizures) includes Dravet or Lennox-Gastaut syndrome 

[6,7]. Active epilepsy is the condition that is treated regularly with medication or has occurred 

within the last 5 years [2]. Cured epilepsy is considered when seizures are absent for more than 

10 years, with at least 5 years without taking antiepileptic drugs [8]. 
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Due to the etiology, ILAE divides the etiology of epilepsy into six categories: structural, 

genetic, infectious, metabolic, immunological and unknown [6,9]. Balestrini et al. also 

distinguish a neurodegenerative etiology [9]. 

The diagnosis of epilepsy is based on patient interview and history - age of seizures 

onset, nature of seizures, comorbidities; EEG and additional neuroimaging tests [7]. The 

identification of pathological changes in the brain correlating with the clinical manifestation of 

the seizure and / or an abnormal EEG recording of changes typical for epilepsy (spikes and sharp 

waves; spike-slow wave complexes) are important in the diagnosis of the disease and making the 

appropriate therapeutic decision. In about 21-37% of patients with epileptic seizures, focal 

changes are detected in neuroimaging tests. The percentage is higher in people with drug-

resistant focal epilepsy. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the method of choice that allows 

visualization of focal lesions (which may be invisible on CT), but if there are contraindications, 

computed tomography (CT) with contrast is recommended. EEG, considered as the most 

important tool in the diagnosis of epilepsy, is the only test so far that can show paroxysmal 

bioelectric activity of the brain. This test can be supportive in classifying the types of seizures, 

epilepsy syndromes and also to assess recurrence risk - the presence of epilepsy-specific 

changes in a concrete area of the brain may suggest the location of the epilepsy area. However, 

it should be remembered that the correct EEG recording does not preclude the diagnosis of 

epilepsy. More accurate diagnostics include video-EEG and electrocorticography [6,8,10]. 

According to Weber et al. genetic testing plays an important role in the diagnosis of epilepsy - 

approximately 500 epilepsy-related genes have been detected, which increased the chances of 

identifying the causes of some types of epilepsy [11,12]. 

Antiepileptic treatment is aimed at possible improvement the quality of life by reducing 

epilepsy seizures with the lowest possible side effects. It is estimated that the use of drugs 

allows for remission of seizures in about 65-80% of people with epilepsy [6,13]. The drugs used 

should be adjusted to age, sex, reproductive capacity, comorbidities, seizure type, drug 

interactions and hypersensitivity - therefore the individualization of the treatment method plays 

a significant role. Antiepileptic drugs can be used as monotherapy and polytherapy, however, 

due to the risk of toxicity, monotherapy seems to be the more advantageous option. Treatment 

is started with a low dose of an anti-epileptic drug which should be gradually increased to the 

lowest possible maintenance dose, although it is estimated that approximately 50% achieve 

seizure remission at the initial dose. This effect is intended to reduce side effects, but a higher 

dose may be given in the event of frequent seizures or status epilepticus [6,8,13]. Drug-resistant 
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epilepsy is epilepsy treated with at least two well-chosen drugs (in mono or polytherapy) in 

order to obtain a permanent absence of seizures. It is estimated that it may affect about 25-35% 

of patients and then surgery and neurostimulatory interventions (also vagal nerve stimulation) 

should be considered [6,8,14,15]. 

Here we present the latest reports on the effectiveness of levetiracetam and its potential 

in epilepsy patients. 

Research on the effectiveness of levetiracetam 

 Levetiracetam (LEV) approved by the FDA in 2000 is one of the newest broad spectrum 

antiepileptic drug (AED) for the treatment of wide range of epilepsies - partial, myoclonic and 

tonic-clonic seizures that can be used in both children and adults. Initially, it was approved in 

US as adjunctive therapy for partial-onset seizures. Further research allowed the use of the drug 

for the treatment of focal, myoclonic and primary generalized seizures – at first only in an oral 

form, but since 2006, intravenous use has been allowed in patients over 15 years of age with 

oral intolerance. In Europe, levetiracetam is used in mono and polytherapy for partial seizures 

(one month or older), tonic-clonic seizures (over five years old) and myoclonic seizures (in 

people aged 12 and over) [16,17,18]. It can be used as first-line therapy in patients with epilepsy 

[19].  

The mechanism of levetiracetam is not fully understood. Levetiracetam is believed to 

bind to SV2A (synaptic vesicle protein 2A) in the brain, prevent the release of calcium stores 

from neurons and inhibit GABA and glycine activity [20,21]. The bioavailability of the oral 

drug is almost 100% - the drug is quickly absorbed and reaches its maximum concentration 1 

hour after taking it (however, the maximum concentration is reduced by 20% when taken with 

food). Levetiracetam is not metabolised in the liver - it is broken down by hydrolysis of the 

acetamide group in blood and 66% of the drug is excreted unchanged via the kidneys (however, 

the dose should be adjusted according to creatinine clearance). The metabolites formed during 

the transformation are inactive. Protein binding is less than 10% which has no significant 

clinical effect. The half-life of levetiracetam is 6-8 hours and in elderly is increased by 40% 

(lower creatinine clearance). In infants and older children, this period is shortened and amounts 

to 5-6 hours, in newborns, due to the higher creatinine clearance than in adults, it is 9 hours. 

The oral and intravenous bioavailability is comparable [18,22,23,24]. 

Cao et al. assessed the efficacy and safety of levetiracetam in children up to 18 years of 

age with focal seizures using a meta-analysis. The effective treatment was considered to be 
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when the number of seizures was reduced by at least 50% from the baseline value, while the 

drug safety assessment was performed using TEAE rate (treatment-emergent adverse events) - 

the percentage of patients who experienced at least one adverse event (also ADR-related with 

TEAE - adverse drug related reactions), as well as dropout rate (due to any nuisance reasons) 

and recall rate (due to nuisance side effects). The study showed that levetiracetam was more 

effective than placebo. The median seizure reduction rate was 55% (31-79%). The ORR 

(overall response rates) for at least one TEAE indicator was 74% (54–94%) and for at least one 

TEAE indicator related to ADR was 48% (40–55%). The RRs for withdrawal rate were 0.77 

(0.44-1.38) and ORRs were 17% (5%-28%); the ADR-related withdrawal rate were 0.91 (0.42-

1.98) and ORRs were 6% (4%-8%).The most common adverse events were fever, headache, 

nervousness, and somnolence. The analysis showed that levetiracetam is a good treatment 

option for children with partial seizures due to its high efficacy in reducing seizures as well as 

its low toxicity compared to other AEDs [25]. 

McHugh et al. compared the efficacy of phenobarbital (used in the first instance in 

neonatals with epileptic seizures despite its relatively high toxicity - impaired neurocognitive 

and motor development in neonates) and levetiracetam (not yet approved for this use). The 

effectiveness was assessed on the basis of the reduction of seizures - here, in the case of primary 

levetiracetam, 77% seizure cessation was obtained, in the case of secondary levetiracetam - 

63%, and in the case of the originally used phenobarbital - 46%. According to researchers, 

levetiracetam may be more effective than phenobarbital in reducing seizures, with significantly 

lower toxicity [26]. Penner et al. think that levetiracetam seems to be a promising alternative to 

phenobarbital used in epilepsy in neonates, also due to its neuroprotective effect and good safety 

profile. However, more long-term studies on neonatals are needed to make this drug a first-line 

drug [27]. 

Nolan et al. tested the effectiveness of levetiracetam in absentee seizures in children. 

However, this medicine was only effective in about a quarter of the patients. In 74% of subjects, 

treatment with levetiracetam was discontinued because seizures and occurring (intolerable) side 

effects were not fully controlled. Studies have shown that even a low dose in people who are 

effective in levetiracetam can reduce a seizure [28]. 

Manreza et al. conducted a phase 3, multicentre, randomized, double-blind study in 114 

people aged 4-65 years who were treated with levetiracetam as adjuvant treatment in refractory 

epilepsy - in whom, despite the treatment, there were at least 12 in the last year seizures. The 

effectiveness of 16 weeks of treatment was assessed on the basis of a reduction in the number 
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of focal seizures per week by 50% and more. Participants were randomized to receive placebo 

(control group - 55 people) or levetiracetam (59 people) which was increased every 2 weeks 

from 20 mg/kg/day or 1000mg/day up to 60 mg/kg/day or 3000mg/day. The study showed high 

efficiency and safety in both children and adults - The results of the study showed a much 

greater effectiveness of levetiracetam than placebo (reduction in the number of seizures by 

38.7% of patients in the research group and 14.3% in the control group); Moreover, the study 

demonstrated a high safety profile of levetiracetam, and the incidence of adverse events was 

comparable to placebo (levetiracetam - 69.1%, placebo - 52.4%), and no clinically significant 

changes in vital signs were observed. In the study, the most effective and safe dose of 

levetiracetam was 1000-3000 mg/day or 60 mg/kg/day (in children). Based on the results of the 

study, scientists conclude that the implementation of levetiracetam should be considered in 

refractory focal epilepsy - in both children and adults [29]. 

Marson et al. conducted a randomized study (SANAD II) on the long-term efficacy of 

levetiracetam and zonisamide compared to lamotrigine in newly diagnosed focal epilepsy (as 

first-line treatment). 990 participants aged 5 years and older (mean age - 39.3 years) were 

randomly assigned to one of the three groups (levetiracetam - 332 people, zonisamide - 328 

people, lamotrigine - 330 people) - patients, however, were aware of what drug they were 

receiving. Initial dosages for ages 12 and over included oral lamotrigine 50mg in the morning 

and 100mg in the evening, 500mg levetiracetam twice daily, and 100mg zonisamide twice 

daily. People under the age of 12 received lamotrigine 1.5 mg / kg twice daily, levetiracetam 

20 mg / kg twice daily and zonisamide 2.5 mg / kg twice daily. Adverse events occurred in 33% 

of patients using lamotrigine (the most common were neurological disorders - 16%, psychiatric 

disorders - 13%, gastrointestinal disorders - 8%), 44% - levetiracetam (here in 30% psychiatric 

disorders, neurological disorders in 17% , general disorders in 10%) and 45% zonisamide (here 

psychiatric disorders in 23%, neurological disorders in 19%, general disorders in 12%). 

Moreover, side effects of levetiracetam caused anxiety, depression and stigma much more often 

than other drugs. 37 people died during the study - however, nothing indicated a higher rate 

when using a particular drug. In terms of effectiveness and profitability, lamotrigine turned out 

to be the best - therefore, according to scientists, in focal epilepsy, it should still be used as a 

first-line drug despite recommendations for the use of lamotrigine and zonisamide as 

monotherapy in the world. According to the researchers, the results of the study are all the more 

important due to the frequent prescription of levetiracetam to patients with epilepsy by 

neurologists [30]. 
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A study by Ballve et al. investigated the effectiveness of levetiracetam monotherapy in 

women of reproductive age (17-43 years; mean - 25.4 years) with idiopathic generalized 

epilepsy - IGE. The observation period ranged from 24 to 120 months (mean - 68.3 months). 

Of the 26 women in the study, 11 continued to take levetiracetam (of which 10 had no seizures 

anymore and 3 had no seizures after stopping treatment). Change of treatment was necessary in 

12 patients - no efficacy in 3, side effects in 5, both factors in 4. In 3 people, despite the use of 

levetiracetam in polytherapy, no efficacy in reducing seizures was noticed. The most common 

side effects of levetiracetam in the study group were irritability, drowsiness, mood disturbances 

and sedation. The study suggests that levetiracetam may be a good first-line treatment option 

in women of childbearing age with IGE. The researchers point out that the numerous side effects 

that have been shown in their study may limit the use of this drug. However, the confirmation 

of the scientists' results requires research on a larger group of people [31]. 

Lyttle et al. compared the efficacy and safety of intravenous phenytoin - previously used 

in the UK as a second-line treatment for status epilepticus in children aged 6 months to 18 years, 

compared to levetiracetam based on a randomized study. Phenytoin was administered as an 

intravenous infusion of 20 mg/kg over 20 minutes (134 patients) and levetiracetam at a dose of 

40 mg/kg for at least 5 minutes (152 patients). Seizure status epilepticus was terminated in 64% 

of children in the phenytoin group and in 70% of children receiving levetiracetam. There were 

no significant changes in the timing of administration or seizure termination between both 

drugs. The results showed a slightly higher effectiveness of levetiracetam in stopping a seizure, 

however, due to the better safety profile of levetiracetam compared to phenytoin (in this study 

phenytoin showed severe, life-threatening hypotension in one patient), levetiracetam should be 

considered as an alternative to the more toxic phenytoin. The researchers point out that the 

known side effects of phenytoin - apart from hypotension, also arrhythmia and severe 

extravasation damage are more dangerous than the side effects observed with levetiracetam - 

sedation, drowsiness, dizziness [32]. 

A study by Kapur et al. compared the efficacy and safety of intravenous levetiracetam, 

fosphenytoin and valproate in children and adults who did not respond to benzodiazepine 

administration in the status epilepticus. The study involved 384 people (39% up to 17 years of 

age; 48% - from 18 to 65 years of age; 13% - more than 65 years of age) who were randomly 

assigned to three groups receiving levetiracetam (145 people), fosphenytoin (118 people), and 

valproate (121 people). Efficacy was assessed on the basis of clinical improvement within 60 

minutes of drug administration, while safety was based on the occurrence of life-threatening 
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side effects. Resolution of status epilepticus and improvement in functioning occurred in 47% 

of the levetiracetam group, 45% of the fosphenytoin group and 46% of the valproate group. 

Adverse events occurred in 42% of people - the most incidents of hypotension and the need for 

intubation occurred in the fosphenytoin group, and the most deaths occurred in the 

levetiracetam group (although these differences were not significant). The results of the study 

showed similar efficacy and frequency of side effects of the three drugs used in the study [33]. 

Conclusions 

Based on the presented studies, levetiracetam is often selected as the first-line therapy 

in the wide-spectrum treatment of epilepsy in children and adults due to its low toxicity and 

liver-independent metabolism compared to other antiepileptic drugs. However, despite many 

studies proving the effectiveness and high safety profile of this drug, some studies show 

numerous side effects of this drug - including depression, sedation and dizziness. The use of 

levetiracetam in drug resistant epilepsy seems to be promising - research shows the 

effectiveness of this drug, hence the need for further research.  
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Consejo Nacional para la Integración de la Persona con Discapacidad (/conadis)

El !"% de las personas que tienen epilepsia
no acuden a los establecimientos de salud
para recibir tratamiento médico adecuado
Nota Informativa

! de febrero de "#"$ - !:%# a. m.
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Cada segundo lunes de febrero se celebra el Día Internacional de la Epilepsia, una enfermedad considerada como tabú
dentro del grueso de la población mundial. 

La epilepsia es un trastorno del sistema nervioso central (neurológico) en el que la actividad cerebral se altera, lo que
provoca convulsiones o períodos de comportamiento y sensaciones inusuales, y, a veces, pérdida de la conciencia.
Cualquier persona porque le  epilepsia. La epilepsia afecta tanto a hombres como a mujeres de todas las razas, grupos
étnicos y edades.

La Organización Mundial de la Salud (OMS), por su parte, calcula que casi $# de cada $### personas en todo el mundo
padecen epilepsia, lo que equivale a casi &# millones de pacientes. La mayor parte de estos casos (un '# por ciento) se
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registran en países en vías de desarrollo, mientras que los países desarrollados se estima que hay entre %# y !# nuevos
casos por cada $##.### personas.

Cerca de un !&% de las personas que tienen epilepsia no acuden a los establecimientos de salud para recibir tratamiento
médico adecuado, según datos de la Organización Mundial de la Salud (OMS), advirtieron especialistas de EsSalud. En el
Perú, se estima que la prevalencia de epilepsia es de $$,'-(",$ por cada $### personas (!).

ÀC—mo se maniÞesta la Epilepsia?

La epilepsia es un trastorno del sistema nervioso central (neurológico) en el que la actividad cerebral se altera, lo que
provoca convulsiones o períodos de comportamiento y sensaciones inusuales, y, a veces, pérdida de la conciencia.
Cualquier persona puede padecer epilepsia. La epilepsia afecta tanto a hombres como a mujeres de todas las razas,
grupos étnicos y edades.

Asimismo, no tiene una causa identiÞcable en casi la mitad de las personas que padecen la enfermedad. En la otra mitad
de los casos, la enfermedad puede producirse a causa de diversos factores, entre ellos lesiones prenatales o perinatales,
inßuencia genŽtica, traumatismos de cr‡neo, enfermedades cerebrales como tumores o enfermedades cerebrovasculares,
enfermedades infecciosas, trastornos del desarrollo.

Los síntomas de las convulsiones pueden variar mucho. Algunas personas con epilepsia simplemente permanecen con la
mirada Þja por algunos segundos durante una convulsi—n, mientras que otras contraen repetidamente los brazos o las
piernas. Tener una œnica convulsi—n no signiÞca que padezcas epilepsia. Se necesita de al menos dos convulsiones no
provocadas para tener un diagnóstico de epilepsia o estudios complementarios que contribuyan al diagnóstico.

Segœn grupo etario 

Las causas m‡s frecuentes de epilepsias en adultos de "& a %# a–os son traumatismos craneoencef‡licos, tumores del
sistema nervioso central, etilismo o alcoholismo crónico.

Igualmente, el consumo de drogas, malformaciones vasculares, infecciones del sistema nervioso central, como la
neurocisticercosis, que es una enfermedad del sistema nervioso central que genera alta morbilidad y que tiene como
vector al cerdo.

En los adultos de %$ a )# años, la causa de las crisis de epilepsia son los tumores primarios del sistema nerviosos central,
el etilismo cr—nico, traumatismo craneoencef‡lico y enfermedad cerebrovascular.

Mientras tanto, en los mayores de )# años esta crisis puede derivarse de una enfermedad cerebrovascular isquémica,
tumores cerebrales primarios y metast‡sicos, la enfermedad de Alzheimer, entre, otras.

Por este motivo, se recomienda a todos los pacientes con crisis epilépticas a acudir al neurólogo, para determinar las
causas de estas crisis y deÞnir el tratamiento segœn las caracter’sticas del paciente, de las crisis epilŽpticas y as’ reducir la
presentación de dichas crisis para lograr una mejor calidad de vida
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ABSTRACT 
 
Introduction: Levetiracetam a second-generation antiepileptic 
drug with a broad spectrum and a wide safety margin, is used in 
both focal and generalized seizure treatment. In this study, we 
decided determine efficacy, side effects and safety of 
levetiracetam monotherapy in children with epilepsy. 
Methods: The medical records of consecutive 102 patients who 
were treated with levetiracetam monotherapy were evaluated 
retrospectively. 
Results: Total of 102 patients on levetiracetam monotherapy, 50 
(49%) girls and 52 (51%) boys, were evaluated. Median age of the 
patients is 121.5 (62.25-178.5) months. Majority of the patients 
(95.1%) had generalized epilepsy. Twenty-seven (26.5%) patients 
had concomitant neurological problems. Dosing of levetiracetam 
was 20-80 mg/kg/day. Twenty eight (27.5%) patients had adverse 
reactions. The most common side effects were nervousness 
(10.8%) and enuresis nocturna (3.9%). Nervousness (4.9%), 
enuresis nocturna (1%) and headache (1%) were the reason for 
discontinuation. Twenty four (51.1%) of abnormal pre-treatment 
EEG had recovered and 74 (72.5%) of patients were seizure free 
after levetiracetam treatment. There was a statistically significant 
difference between levetiracetam treatment pre- and post-EEG 
abnormality (p=0.001). All over 10 (9.8%) patients were 
discontinued the treatment due to adverse effects (n:7, 6.9%) and 
inefficacy (n:3, 3%) at the 12 month of the treatment. The 
retention rate was 90.2%. 
Conclusion: This study suggests that levetiracetam monotherapy 
had high percentage of seizure reduction, low rates of serious 
adverse events and inefficacy, significant difference on pre-
treatment EEG recovery in children. 
 
 
Key words: Adverse reaction, children, efficacy, epilepsy, 
levetiracetam, monotherapy 
 

 
 

ÖZET 
 
Giriş: Geniş spektrumlu ve geniş güvenlik marjına sahip ikinci 
nesil bir antiepileptik ilaç olan levetirasetam, hem fokal hem de 
jeneralize nöbet tedavisinde kullanılmaktadır. Bu çalışmada 
epilepsili çocuklarda levetirasetam monoterapisinin etkinliğini, yan 
etkilerini ve güvenliğini belirlemeye karar verdik. 
Yöntemler: Levetirasetam monoterapisi ile tedavi edilen ardışık 
102 hastanın tıbbi kayıtları geriye dönük olarak değerlendirildi. 
Bulgular: Levetirasetam monoterapisi alan 50 (%49) kız ve 52 
(%51) erkek toplam 102 hasta değerlendirildi. Hastaların ortanca 
yaşı 121,5 (62,25-178.5) aydır. Hastaların çoğunluğu (%95.1) 
jeneralize epilepsi hastasıydı. Yirmi yedi (%26,5) hastada eşlik 
eden nörolojik problemler vardı. Levetirasetam dozu 20-80 
mg/kg/gün idi. Yirmi sekiz (%27.5) hastada yan etkiler görüldü. En 
sık görülen yan etkiler sinirlilik (%10.8) ve enürezis nokturna 
(%3.9) idi. Sinirlilik (%4.9), enürezis nokturna (%1) ve baş ağrısı 
(%1) bırakma nedeniydi. Tedavi öncesi anormal EEG'nin 24'ü 
(%51.1) düzeldi ve levetirasetam tedavisi sonrası hastaların 74'ü 
(%72.5) nöbetsiz kaldı. Levetirasetam tedavisi öncesi ve sonrası 
EEG anormalliği arasında istatistiksel olarak anlamlı fark vardı 
(p=0,001). 10'dan fazla (%9.8) hastanın tamamı, tedavinin 12. 
ayında yan etkiler (n:7, %6.9) ve etkisizlik (n:3, %3) nedeniyle 
tedaviyi bırakmıştır. Elde tutma oranı %90.2 idi. 
Sonuç: Bu çalışma, levetirasetam monoterapisinin yüksek oranda 
nöbet azaltma, düşük ciddi yan etkiler ve etkisizlik oranları, 
çocuklarda tedavi öncesi EEG iyileşmesi üzerinde anlamlı fark 
olduğunu göstermektedir. 
 
 
 
 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler:  Advers reaksiyon, çocuklar, etkinlik, epilepsi, 
levetirasetam, monoterapi 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder in the 

pediatric population, affecting up to 1% of children (1).  

Epilepsy is defined as at least two unprovoked (or 

reflex) seizures occurring >24 h apart or one 

unprovoked (or reflex) seizure and a probability of  

 

further seizures similar to the general recurrence risk 

(at least 60%) after two unprovoked seizures (2). 

Antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) constitute the majority of 

epilepsy treatment and aim to treat epilepsy primarily 

with a single AED. While starting a new AED, the drug 

should be preferred considering its efficacy, safety, 
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tolerability, side effects, accompanying comorbidities, 

as relevant to the patient’s specific circumstances and 

epilepsy type. With the increasing use of new AEDs in 

children with each passing day, the issue of which one 

to choose becomes more and more debatable. 

Levetiracetam a second-generation antiepileptic drug 

with a broad spectrum and a wide safety margin, is 

used in both focal and generalized seizure treatment 

(3). And also levetiracetam is the only AED with Class I 

evidence for myoclonic seizures (4). Levetiracetam 

works differently from most AED, combining with a 

protein called synaptic vesicle protein 2A (SV2A) in the 

brain. But the exact mechanism of action is not fully 

known (5). The use of levetiracetam, also available 

intravenous form, is increasing day by day in childhood 

epilepsy. 

There are not many studies of levetiracetam 

monotherapy in pediatric patients with epilepsy. In this 

study, we decided determine efficacy, side effects and 

safety of levetiracetam monotherapy in children with 

epilepsy.  

 

METHODS  
The medical records of consecutive 102 patients who 

were treated with levetiracetam monotherapy at the 

pediatric neurology outpatient clinic in 2012-2015 were 

evaluated retrospectively. Seizures were classified 

according to commission of international league against 

epilepsy (ILAE) (6). Seizure type was determined based 

on the history taken from the parents and the video 

footage, if any. The patients were clinically evaluated at 

one month after the drug was started and at three-

month intervals thereafter. The responses after using 

levetiracetam were evaluated under two groups (no 

seizures (seizure-free if they achieved seizure 

remission for at least 6 months under levetiracetam 

monotherapy), seizure recurred within three months). 

Information of patients’ gender, age, mental status, 

neurological findings, pre-treatment and post-treatment 

electroencephalography (EEG), magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) findings, regarding etiology, seizure type, 

seizure frequency, medication dosage, efficacy, 

adverse events, were obtained retrospectively from the 

medical records. Patients who did not continue to 

follow-up were excluded from the study. 

Routine EEG was performed with electrodes placed 

according to the international 10–20 system.  EEG was 

evaluated at pre-treatment and at 6–12 months during 

the post-treatment period. EEG improvement was 

defined by a pre-treatment EEG that was abnormal and 

a follow-up control EEG that was normal (no spikes or 

abnormalities). Levetiracetam was started with a dose 

of 15 mg/kg/day, and the dose was increased once a 

week to 80 mg/kg/day. Serum levetiracetam level could 

not be measured due to the inability to work in our 

hospital. The study protocol was approved by the 

Institutional clinical research ethics committee (2011-

KAEK-25 2021/06-14). 

 
   Statistical analysis 
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 15.0 

(SPSS for Windows, Version 15.0. Chicago, SPSS Inc.) 

program. Normally distributed variables were presented 

as mean (standard deviation), and normally distributed 

variables were presented as median (minimum-

maximum). In the comparison between the independent 

groups, t-test was used for the parametric data and 

Mann-Whitney U test was used for the non-parametric 

data. The difference between the categorical data was 

evaluated by chi-square and Fisher's exact test. 

Correlation between variables are evaluated by 

Spearman correlation coefficient and Kendall’s Tau-b 

correlation coefficient for nonparametric variables and 

Pearson correlation coefficient for parametric variables. 

The McNemar test is used to determine the differences 

on a dichotomous dependent variable between two 

related groups. For estimating the relationships 

between a dependent variable and one or 
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more independent variables (regression analyisis is 

used. p-value <0.05 was considered statistically 

significant.  

 
RESULTS 
Total of 102 patients who received levetiracetam 

monotherapy were included in this study. Of these, 52 

(51%) were male and 50 (49%) were female 

(male/female ratio 1). Median age of the patients was 

121.5 (62.25-178.5) months. The clinical follow-up 

period ranged from one to 72 (mean±SD 18.06±12.02) 

months. Ninety-seven (95.1%) patients had generalized 

seizure and five (4.9%) patients had focal seizure. 

Cranial MRI was performed in almost all patients (n:95, 

92.2%). Sixty-eight (71.5%) patients had normal MRI 

findings. MRI findings, clinical and demographic 

characteristics are shown in Table 1. Twenty-seven 

(26.5%) patients had concomitant neurological 

problems. Accompanying neurological diseases were 

mental retardation (n:9, 8.8%), central nervous system 

infection sequela (n:4, 3.9%), cerebral palsy (n:3, 

2.9%), macrocephaly (n:2, 2%), neurodevelopment 

delay due to prematurity (n:2, 2%) and gait disorder 

(n:2, 2%). One (1%) patient each had microcephaly, 

meningomyelocele, Neurofibromatosis type 1, 

hydrocephaly, and speech disturbance. Five (4.9%) 

patients had genetic disorders. A total of 51 patients 

(50%) had idiopathic epilepsy, and 44 (43.1%) patients 

had symptomatic epilepsy. Epilepsy type could not be 

evaluated in seven (6.9%) patients who could not 

undergo MRI. 

Dosing of levetiracetam was 20-80 mg/kg/day. Twenty 

eight (27.5%) patients had adverse reactions. Adverse 

reactions occurred within a median of one (1-3) months 

after levetiracetam initiation with the exception of the 

allergic rash. Allergic reactions occurred within the first 

10 days of drug initiation. The most common side 

effects were nervousness (n:12, 10.8%) and enuresis 

nocturna (n:4, 3.9%). Nervousness (n:5, 4.9%), 

enuresis nocturna (n:1, 1%) and headache (n:1, 1%) 

were the reason for discontinuation of levetiracetam.  

The discontinuation rate due to adverse effects was 

6.9%. The adverse reactions have been presented in 

Table 1.  

 

 

 

Clinical and Demographic 
Characteristic 

n % 

Gender 
   Female 
   Male  

 
50 
52 

 
49 
51 

Seizure semiology  
   Focal Onset 
   Generalized Onset 

 
5 

97 

 
4.9 
95.1 

Type of Epilepsy 
   Idiopathic  
   Symptomatic   
   Unknown    

 
51 
44 
7 

 
50 

43.1 
6,9 

MRI Findings (n:95, 92.2 %) 
   Normal  
   T2 Hyperintensities  
   Encephalomalacia 
   Corpus callosum agenesis  
   Cerebral Atrophy 
   Delayed myelination 
   Hydrocephalus  
   Intracranial hemorrhage 
   Dandy Walker Malformation 

 
68 
8 
6 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

 
71.5 
8.4 
6.3 
4.2 
3.2 
2.1 
2.1 
1.1 
1.1 

Pre-treatment EEG (n:96, 94.1%) 
   Normal 
   Anormal 

 
44 
52 

 
45.8 
54.2 

Post-treatment EEG (n:89, 87.3%) 
   Normal 
   Anormal 

 
59 
30 

 
66.3 

  33.7 

LEV dosage (mg/kg/gün) 
   <30 
   30-44 
   45-80 

 
58 
40 
4 

 
56.8 
39.3 
3.9 

Adverse reaction* (n:28, 27.5%) 
   Nervousness 
   Enuresis Nocturna 
   Dermatitis  
   Allergic reaction 
   Decrease in apettite 
   Vertigo 
   Swear 
   Increase in apetitte 
   Headache 
   Increase In Apetite 
   Abdomianl Pain 
   Acne 
   Tiredness 
   Fussiness 
   Pressure Feeling 

 
12 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

 
10.8 
3,9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of the 
Patients 
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  Adverse reaction   
 

P No Yes Total 
n % n % n % 

Gender 
   Female 
   Male 

 
33 
41 

 
32.1 
40.2 

 
17 
11 

 
16.7 
10.8 

 
50 
52 

 
48.5 
51.5 

 
0.14 

Pretreatment EEG  
   Normal 
   Anormal 

 
29 
40 

 
30.2 
41.7 

 
15 
12 

 
15.6 
12.5 

 
44 
51 

 
45.8 
54.2 

 
0.23 

Post treatment EEG 
   Normal 
   Anormal 

 
43 
23 

 
48.3 
25.8 

 
16 
7 

 
18.8 
7.9 

 
59 
30 

 
74.2 
25.8 

 
0.7 

MRI  
   Normal 
   Anormal 

 
34 
34 

 
36.2 
36.2 

 
15 
11 

 
16 

11.7 

 
49 
45 

 
52.1 
47.9 

 
0.5 

Response to treatment 
   Seizure free 
   Seizure recurred 

 
52 
22 

 
51 

21.6 

 
22 
6 

 
21.6 
5.9 

 
74 
28 

 
72.5 
27.5 

 
0.4 
 

Mental retardation 
   No 
   Yes 

 
69 
5 

 
67.6 
4.9 

 
24 
4 

 
23.5 
3.9 

 
93 
9 

 
91.2 
8.8 

0.2 

Neurologic diseaase 
   No 
   Yes 

 
55 
19 

 
53.9 
18.6 

 
20 
8 

 
19.6 
7.8 

 
75 
27 

 
73.5 
26.5 

 
0.76 

 

Allergic reaction (dermatitis) is seen only in two (1.9%) 

patients. Seventeen (60.7%) patients who had adverse 

reaction were female. There was not any significant 

difference between gender and adverse reaction 

(p=0.14). There was no relationship between drug 

adverse effects and the presence of MRI findings, 

neurological disease or mental retardation (p>0.05). 

Clinical features of the patients with adverse reaction 

are shown in Table 2. 

EEG recording was planned for each patient before and 

after starting levetiracetam. However, it could not be 

performed all patients due to patient or family 

incompatibility. EEG had been performed in 96 (94.1%) 

patients before treatment and in 89 (81.3%) patients 

during post-treatment. Eighty four (82.4%) patients had 

both pre-treatment and post-treatment EEG. Of these 

84 patients, 47 (56%) had pre-treatment EEG 

abnormalities and 28 (33.3%) had post-treatment EEG  

 

abnormalities. EEG after levetiracetam treatment was 

normal in 24 (51.1%) of 47 patients whose pre-

treatment EEG was abnormal. An exact McNemar's 

test determined that there was a statistically significant 

difference in the proportion of patients between 

levetiracetam treatment pre- and post-EEG abnormality 

(p=0.001) (Figure 1). Thirty two (66.7%) of 48 male 

patients and 20 (41.7%) of 48 female patients had pre-

treatment EEG abnormality. There was statistically 

significant difference between gender and pre-

treatment EEG (p=0.017). EEG of 18 (n:28, 64.3%) 

male patients and 6 (n:18, 33.3%) female patients 

improved after levetiracetam treatment. The 

improvement in EEG in male patients after treatment 

was statistically significantly different from female 

patients (p=0.028). There was not any significant 

difference between gender and ILAE seizure type 

(p=0.67), post-treatment EEG (p=0.33), MRI 

Table 2. Adverse effects and clinical features. 
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abnormality (p=0.9), seizure recurrence (p=0.9). There 

was not any significant difference between pre-

treatment EEG abnormality and ILAE seizure type 

(p=0.1), seizure recurrence after levetiracetam 

treatment (p=0.61). There was no significant difference 

in age between the patients whose EEG improved and 

did not after treatment (p=0.055).  

 

 
 

 

 

After levetiracetam treatment, 74 (72.5%) of 102 

patients were seizure free. Seventy of seizure-free- 

patients had pre-treatment EEG. Thirty eight (54.3%) of 

70 patients who was seizure free after levetiracetam 

treatment had abnormal EEG whereas 14 (53.8%) of 26 

patients who had recurrent seizures had abnormal EEG 

before levetiracetam treatment (p=0.9). Fourteen 

(53.8%) of 26 seizure-recurred-patients had abnormal 

pre-treatment EEG (p=0.9). Six of (23.1%) of 26 

seizure-recurred-patients had abnormal post-treatment 

EEG (p=0.17). There is not statistically significant 

difference between post-treatment EEG abnormality 

and seizure recurrence after levetiracetam treatment 

(p=0.17). 

Levetiracetam treatment was discontinued in seven 

(6.9%) patients at the third month of treatment. 

Levetiracetam had been changed another AED in five 

(5%) patients due to serious nervousness and 

discontinued in three (2.9%) patients due to inefficacy. 

Side effects disappeared after levetiracetam was 

discontinued. All over 10 (9.8%) patients were 

discontinued the treatment due to adverse effects (n:7, 

6.9%) and inefficacy (n:3, 3%) at the 12 month of the 

treatment. The retention rate was 90.2%. Median 

duration of levetiracetam treatment was 17 months (8-

25.25 months), median seizure free duration was 15 

months (9-22 months), seizures recurred in a median of 

4.5 months (2-10.5 months). Seizures reccured in 28 

(27.5%) patients one of them had focal seizure.  
 
DISCUSSION 

Levetiracetam binds to the synaptic vesicle protein 

SV2A. This may result in neuronal hyperactivation with 

nonspecific decrease in neurotransmitter release (4). 

Levetiracetam, as it does not contain enzymes of the 

cytochrome P450 system, neither induces nor inhibits 

drugs metabolized by the liver. Since it is largely non-

protein bound, it does not compete with other drugs for 

binding, giving it an advantage in multi-drug use (6,7). 

In addition, the availability of an intravenous form of 

levetiracetam increases the frequency of use with each 

passing day. Although levetiracetam is approved for 

use as adjunctive therapy in children, it has recently 

been considered successful as monotherapy (8). 

Levetiracetam was both effective for partial and 

generalized seizures (9). Levetiracetam is well-

tolerated. It is recommended to adjust the dose by 

starting at 20 mg/kg/day (infants 1 month to <6 months 

of age: 14 mg/kg/day) and increasing by 10 mg/kg/day 

every 1-2 weeks. Target total daily and usual maximum 

effective dose of levetirecetam by age groups: 4 years 

to <16 years: 60 mg/kg/day; children 6 months to <4 

years: 50 mg/kg/day; infants 1month to <6months: 42 

mg/kg/day.4 In this study, majority of the patients 

(95.1%) had generalized seizures. Levetiracetam was 

started with a dose of 15 mg/kg/day, and the dose was 

increased once a week to max. 80 mg/kg/day. Tekgul et 

al. (10) starting at a dose of 10 mg/kg/day, increased by 

Figure 1. Comparison of EEG before and after 
levetiracetam treatment. 
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10 mg/kg/day at 2-week intervals, maximum dose as 

needed increased up to 110 mg/kg/day. 

As well as the effectiveness, the side effects of the drug 

are also important for the continuation of the drug. Most 

common adverse events associated with levetiracetam 

are asthenia, somnolence and dizziness. Irritability and 

hostility may occur, more often in children. No 

relationship was shown between the dosage of 

levetiracetam and the patient’s weight (4,11). In this 

study, side effects were seen in approximately one-

quarter of the patients. The most common side effects 

were nervousness (10.8%) and enuresis nocturna 

(3.9%). Side effects were more common in female 

patients (p>0.05). Levetiracetam was discontinued in 

seven (6.9%) patients due to nervousness, enuresis 

nocturna and headache. There was no relationship 

between drug adverse effects and the presence of MRI 

findings, neurological disease or mental retardation 

(p>0.05). As in this study, nervousness and irritability 

are the most reported adverse event associated with a 

high rate of drug discontinuation (12) Headache is one 

of the frequently reported symptoms in adult patients. 

Mazur et al. (13) reported side effects in 32.4% patients 

with irritability, moodiness, depression, and drowsiness 

being the most common. They had to discontinue 

levetiracetam in 19.6% of the patients due to the 

adverse effects. In an another study, it was reported 

that 16.7% of the patients had side effects in 

levetiracetam monotherapy (10). The most frequently 

reported adverse events were irritability, hyperactivity 

and somnolence.  Enuresis was seen in 1.2%. Not only 

enuresis but also non-seizure-related fecal incontinence 

has been reported in the literature during levetiracetam 

treatment (14). Headache, that we had to discontinue 

levetiracetam treatment in one patient, is one of the 

common side effects in adult patients (15). 

Persistent EEG pathologies were associated with an 

increased risk for recurrent seizures.16 EEG, which 

also plays a role in the classification of epilepsy and in 

the selection of antiepileptic treatment, may play a role 

in monitoring the effectiveness of AEDs (16,17). Arican 

et al. (18). evaluated 92 infants with levetiracetam 

monotherapy, only 32% patients demonstrated 

improvements on EEG, 83% of them were seizure free. 

EEG improvement rate was significantly higher in 

patients who stopped having seizures (12). Tekgül et al. 

(10) found that levetiracetam effectively improved the 

EEGs of 47% of the children with focal and generalized 

epilepsy. In an other study, it was shown the usefulness 

of levetiracetam in reducing secondary bilateral 

synchrony on EEG and seizure frequency (19). In this 

study, EEG had been performed in 84 (82.4%) patients 

had both pre-treatment and post-treatment EEG. 

Twenty four (51.1%) of abnormal pre-treatment EEG 

had recovered after levetiracetam treatment. 

Levetiracetam treatment was found to be effective in 

improving EEG (p=0.001) There is not statistically 

significant difference between post-treatment EEG 

abnormality and seizure recurrence after levetiracetam 

treatment (p=0.17). 

Reducing seizure frequency and controlling seizures is 

one of the most important indicators of the 

effectiveness of a drug. The retention rate of a drug has 

been correlated as an indirect indicator of the 

effectiveness and tolerability of AEDs. And also 

discontinuation rate was one of the important 

parameters for the efficacy. In a study investigating the 

efficacy and safety of levetiracetam monotherapy in 

children with epilepsy, it was found that 6-month 

retention rate of 61.1%. Of those patients, 46.8% had 

seizure free for at least 6 months, 12-month retention 

rate was 53.1%; also seizure-freedom was 41.2% in 12- 

months (13). Tekgül and et al. (10) found that the >90% 

seizure reduction rate of levetiracetam monotherapy in 

children was 65% in the  

3rd month of treatment, and 63% in the 12th month of  

treatment. In a large cohort of patients with epilepsy, 

the estimated three-year retention rate of levetiracetam 
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was 58% (20). In a study comparing the efficacy of 

levetiracetam monotherapy with carbamazepine and 

extended-release sodium valproate in newly diagnosed 

epilepsy patients, it was revealed that levetiracetam did 

not show significant differences compared to other 

standard AEDs (21). In this study nearly all patients had 

generalize epilepsy and 72.5% patients were seizure 

free after levetiracetam treatment.  Levetiracetam was 

interrupted in only three (2.9%) patients due to 

ineffectiveness. It was well tolerated with a 12th month 

discontinuation rate of 9.8%. In this study the retention 

rate was 90.2%. It was higher than the previous 

literature. 

The main limitation of our study is its retrospective 

design. We could not compare long-term efficacy, 

tolerability, and safety of levetiracetam monotherapy to 

other AED regimen.   

 
CONCLUSION 
After levetiracetam treatment, approximately three-

quarters of the patients were seizure-free, and 

levetiracetam was discontinued in only three patients 

(2.9%) due to ineffectiveness. The retention rate was 

90.2%. These results show that levetiracetam 

monotherapy is well tolerated and effective in children. 

However, there is a need for multicenter prospective 

studies with long-term follow-up in children. 
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-<1,'-)2hE!G)!'(*&,'\'-)-'.&!(*!#&)!2*4'.&!*4,1#-,#1)2!4#,'2!1*d#'*1*!*4,#('<4!(*!

Q*4<&)&-')!N)0&b,'-)!gQNh!)51<5')(<4!d#*!4'0)&!51<,<-<2<4!*45*-=\'-<4!5)1)!

2)!*5'2*54')E!3^'4,*&!)4<-')-'<&*4!$'*&!1*-<&<-'()4!(*&,1<!(*!2)4!*5'2*54')4!-<&!

*,'<2<0=)! *4,1#-,#1)2E! 34,)4! '&-2#9*&[! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! (*2! 2.$#2<! ,*X5<1)2!

X*4')2! -<&! *4-2*1<4'4! (*2! Z'5<-)X5<e! -1'4'4! 0*284,'-)4! -<&! Z)X)1,<X)!

Z'5<,)28X'-<e! 4=&(1<X*! (*! Q)4X#44*&! 9! 4=&(1<X*! (*! Z*X'-<&Y#24'.&:

Z*X'52*C=):*5'2*54')E! Q*-<&<-*1! *4,)4! )4<-')-'<&*4! *4! 'X5<1,)&,*! 5)1)!

0)1)&,'6)1! d#*! 2<4! *4,#('<4! (*! (')0&.4,'-<! 5<1! 'X80*&*4! (*2! 5)-'*&,*! 4*!

*^)X'&*&! -#'()(<4)X*&,*! )! \'&! (*! Y*1'\'-)1! 4'! 51*4*&,)&! )&<X)2=)4!

*4,1#-,#1)2*4!*45*-=\'-)4E!

!
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 9,-5/52#$%2'0a,-+$=!3&!*4,*!-)4<!2)!*5'2*54')!*4!2)!-<&4*-#*&-')!('1*-,)!(*!#&)!

X#,)-'.&! 0*&b,'-)! -<&<-'()! <! 51*4#&,)! *&! 2)! d#*! 2)4! -1'4'4! 4<&! #&<! (*! 2<4!

51'&-'5)2*4! 4=&,<X)4! (*2! ,1)4,<1&<E! G)4! *5'2*54')4! 1*2)-'<&)()4! -<&! #&)!

*,'<2<0=)! 0*&b,'-)! 4<&! X#9! ('Y*14)4! 9e! *&! 2)! X)9<1=)! (*! 2<4! -)4<4e! )f&! 4*!

(*4-<&<-*&! 2<4! 0*&*4! 4#$9)-*&,*4E! 3&! 51'X*1! 2#0)1e! 2)! '&\*1*&-')! (*! #&)!

*,'<2<0=)!0*&b,'-)!5#*(*!$)4)14*!f&'-)X*&,*!*&!2<4!)&,*-*(*&,*4!\)X'2')1*4!(*!

#&!,1)4,<1&<!)#,<4.X'-<!(<X'&)&,*E!7<1!*C*X52<e!*&!*2!4=&(1<X*!(*!*5'2*54')!

&*<&),)2!\)X'2')1!$*&'0&)e!2)!X)9<1=)!(*!2)4!\)X'2')4!51*4*&,)&!X#,)-'<&*4!(*!

#&<!(*! 2<4!0*&*4!(*2!-)&)2!(*!5<,)4'<e!o?;pU!<!o?;pWE!3&!4*0#&(<! 2#0)1e! 2)!

'&Y*4,'0)-'.&!-2=&'-)!5#*(*!4#0*1'1!#&)!*,'<2<0=)!0*&b,'-)!*&!5<$2)-'<&*4!-<&!*2!

X'4X<! 4=&(1<X*e! -<X<! *5'2*54')! )#4*&-')! '&\)&,'2! <! *5'2*54')! X'<-2.&'-)!

C#Y*&'2E! ?)()! Y*6! 4<&! X84! 2<4! 5)-'*&,*4! -<&! )&<X)2=)4! 0*&b,'-)4! -<&<-'()4!

-)#4)&,*4! (*! *5'2*54')4! ,)&,<! 01)Y*4! -<X<! 2*Y*4E! G)! 0*&b,'-)! X<2*-#2)1! Z)!

5*1X','(<! '(*&,'\'-)1! 2)! X#,)-'.&! -)#4)2! *&! #&! 01)&! &fX*1<! (*! 0*&*4! (*! 2)!

*5'2*54')e!d#*!4*!<1'0'&)&!-<&!X)9<1!\1*-#*&-')!(*!&<Y<e!*&!*2!Wa:Ra!i!(*!2<4!

&'A<4! -<&! *&-*\)2<5),=)4! *Y<2#,'Y)4! 9! *5'2b5,'-)4! 4*Y*1)4E! 32! *C*X52<! X84!

-<&<-'(<! *4! *2! 4=&(1<X*!(*!@1)Y*,e! *&!*2! d#*!X84!(*2! _a!i!(*! 2<4!5)-'*&,*4!

51*4*&,)&!#&)!Y)1')&,*!5),<0b&'-)!(*2!0*&!"?;S+E!!

!

 9,-5/52#$%-0]'++-54$=!G)!*,'<2<0=)!X84!-<Xf&!*&!,<(<!*2!X#&(<!*4!*2!-)4<!*&!

d#*! 4*!51<(#-*! 2)! *5'2*54')! -<X<! 1*4#2,)(<!(*!#&)! '&\*--'.&E!32! -<&-*5,<!(*!

*,'<2<0=)!'&\*--'<4)!1*X',*!)2!1*4#2,)(<!('1*-,<!(*!#&)!'&\*--'.&!-<&<-'()!*&!2)!

d#*! 2)4! -1'4'4! 4<&! #&<! (*! 2<4! 51'&-'5)2*4! 4=&,<X)4! (*2! ,1)4,<1&<E! q)-*!

1*\*1*&-')!)!#&!5)-'*&,*!d#*!,'*&*!*5'2*54')!*&!2#0)1!(*!#&!5)-'*&,*!d#*!,'*&*!

-1'4'4! d#*! 4*! 51<(#-*&! *&! *2! -<&,*^,<! (*! #&)! '&\*--'.&! )0#()! -<X<! 2)!

X*&'&0','4!<! 2)!*&-*\)2','4E!+20#&<4!*C*X52<4!-<X#&*4!*&!1*0'<&*4!*45*-=\'-)4!

(*2! X#&(<! '&-2#9*&! &*#1<-'4,'-*1-<4'4e! ,#$*1-#2<4'4e! L/qe! ,<^<52)4X<4'4!

-*1*$1)2!*! '&\*--'<&*4!-<&0b&',)4!-<X<!*2!Y'1#4!(*2!r'm)!9!*2!-',<X*0)2<Y'1#4E!

G)! *,'<2<0=)! '&\*--'<4)! ,'*&*! 'X52'-)-'<&*4! *45*-=\'-)4! *&! *2! ,1),)X'*&,<! 9! *&!

<-)4'<&*4! ,'*&*&! #&)! -<11*2)-'.&! *4,1#-,#1)2E! K)X$'b&! 5#*(*! 1*\*1'1! )2!

(*4)11<22<!5<4,!'&\*--'<4<!(*!2)!*5'2*54')e!-<X<!2)!*&-*\)2','4!Y'1)2!d#*!51<Y<-)!

-1'4'4!(*45#b4!(*!2)!'&\*--'.&!)0#()E!!

!
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 9,-5/52#$% 8',$@3/-+$=! 32! -<&-*5,<! (*! *5'2*54')! X*,)$.2'-)! 4*! #,'2'6)! 5)1)!

(*4'0&)1!*2!1*4#2,)(<!('1*-,<!(*!#&!,1)4,<1&<!X*,)$.2'-<!-<&<-'(<!<!51*4#&,<!

*&!*2!d#*!2)4!-1'4'4!4<&!#&<!(*!2<4!51'&-'5)2*4!4=&,<X)4!(*2!,1)4,<1&<E! "*!Z)-*!

1*\*1*&-')! )! #&! (*\*-,<! X*,)$.2'-<! $'*&! (*\'&'(<! -<&! X)&'\*4,)-'<&*4! <!

-)X$'<4! $'<d#=X'-<4! *&! ,<(<! *2! <10)&'4X<! -<X<! 5<1\'1')e! #1*X')e!

)X'&<)-'(<5),=)4! <! -1'4'4! (*5*&('*&,*4! (*! 5'1'(<^'&)E! 34! 51<$)$2*! d#*! 2)!

X)9<1=)!(*!2)4!*5'2*54')4!X*,)$.2'-)4!,*&0)&!#&)!$)4*!0*&b,'-)e!5*1<!)20#&)4!

5#*(*&!4*1!)(d#'1'()4e!-<X<!2)!(*\'-'*&-')!-*1*$1)2!(*!\<2),<E!G)!'(*&,'\'-)-'.&!

(*! 2)4! -)#4)4!X*,)$.2'-)4! *45*-=\'-)4!(*! 2)! *5'2*54')!*4!(*! 4#X)! 'X5<1,)&-')!

(*$'(<! )! 2)4! 'X52'-)-'<&*4! 5)1)! ,1),)X'*&,<4! *45*-=\'-<4! 9! 5)1)! 2)! 5<,*&-')2!

51*Y*&-'.&!(*2!(*,*1'<1<!'&,*2*-,#)2E!!

!

 9,-5/52#$% -08"0-,$)-$[! 3&! *4,*! -)4<! 2)4! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! 4<&! #&<! (*! 2<4!

51'&-'5)2*4! 4=&,<X)4! 9! 1*4#2,)(<! ('1*-,<! (*2! ,1)4,<1&<! '&X#&',)1'<E!

Q*-'*&,*X*&,*! 4*! Z)! 1*-<&<-'(<! #&)! 0)X)! (*! *5'2*54')4! )#,<'&X#&*4! -<&!

51*4*&,)-'<&*4! -)1)-,*1=4,'-)4! ,)&,<! *&! )(#2,<4! -<X<! *&! &'A<4E! 7#*(*!

-<&-*5,#)2'6)14*!#&)!*,'<2<0=)! '&X#&',)1')!*&! 2<4!-)4<4!*&!d#*!Z)9!*Y'(*&-')!

(*!'&\2)X)-'.&!(*2!4'4,*X)!&*1Y'<4<!-*&,1)2!X*(')()!5<1!)&,'-#*15<4E!3&,1*!2<4!

*C*X52<4!4*!'&-2#9*&!2)!*&-*\)2','4!5<1!)&,'-#*15<4!-<&,1)!*2!1*-*5,<1!(*!;N@+!

g;:X*,'2:@:)45)1,),<hE! ?<&! *2! 4#10'X'*&,<! (*! *4,)4! *&,'()(*4e! *4,*! 4#$01#5<!

*,'<2.0'-<! X*1*-*! #&)! -),*0<1=)! *45*-=\'-)e! *&! 5)1,'-#2)1! ()()4! 2)4!

'X52'-)-'<&*4!(*2!,1),)X'*&,<!-<&!'&X#&<,*1)5')4!('1'0'()4E!!

!

 9,-5/52#$% &'4+505+-&$=! "'0&'\'-)! d#*! ,<()Y=)! &<! 4*! -<&<-*! 2)! -)#4)! (*! 2)!

*5'2*54')E! "'0#*! Z)$'*&(<! X#-Z<4! 5)-'*&,*4! -<&! *5'2*54')! -#9)! -)#4)! 4*!

(*4-<&<-*E!3&!*4,)!-),*0<1=)e!&<!*4!5<4'$2*!*4,)$2*-*1!#&!(')0&.4,'-<!*45*-=\'-<!

)5)1,*!(*!2)!4*X'<2<0=)!*2*-,1<-2=&'-)!$84'-)e!-<X<!5<1!*C*X52<!2)!*5'2*54')!(*2!

2.$#2<! \1<&,)2E! G)! -)5)-'()(! (*! (*,*1X'&)1! #&)! -)#4)! (*5*&(*! (*2! 01)(<! (*!

*Y)2#)-'.&!('45<&'$2*!5)1)!*2!5)-'*&,*E!34,<!('\'*1*!4*0f&!2<4!('\*1*&,*4!5)=4*4!

9!-<&,*^,<4!(*!),*&-'.&!Xb('-)e!9!*4!(*!*45*1)1!d#*!2)!4',#)-'.&!X*C<1*!-<&!*2!

,'*X5<!*&!2<4!5)=4*4!(*!*4-)4<4!1*-#14<4E!

!
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QNY ;EFEK(I7KLK!RI%%

G)4!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)4!4<&!(*4-)10)4!)&<1X)2*4!*&!#&<!<!X84!01#5<4!(*!&*#1<&)4e!-#9)!

1*51*4*&,)-'.&!-2=&'-)!g4*X'<2<0=)h!(*5*&(*18!(*2!2#0)1!(*!('-Z)4!(*4-)10)4E!!

34,)4! (*4-)10)4! <$*(*-*&! )! #&! -<&C#&,<! (*! Y)1')-'<&*4! \'4'<5),<2.0'-)4e! *&,1*! 2)4!

-#)2*4! *4,8&! 2<4! -)X$'<4! )! &'Y*2! (*! 2)! X*X$1)&)! &*#1<&)2! d#*! 51<(#-*&! )! 4#! Y*6!

-)X$'<4! *&! *2! ,1)45<1,*! (*! *2*-,1<2',<4! -<X<! *2! 4<('<! 9! *2! -)2-'<e! 0*&*1)&(<! #&!

5<,*&-')2! (*! )--'.&E! 7<1! <,1<! 2)(<e! 2<4!X*-)&'4X<4! d#*! 4*! *&-)10)&! (*!X<(#2)1! 2)!

(*4-)10)!,)X$'b&!5#*(*&!Y*14*!)\*-,)(<4e!-<X<!*4!*2!-)4<!(*2!&*#1<,1)&4X'4<1!>+B+e!

d#*!)-,f)!*&!2<4!-)&)2*4!(*!-2<1<e!*,-E!!

@#1)&,*! #&)! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)e! 2)! 1*(! &*#1<&)2! X#*4,1)! ,=5'-)4! <4-'2)-'<&*4! d#*!

\1*-#*&,*X*&,*!4*!51<5)0)&!)!,1)Yb4!(*2!-*1*$1<e!'&Y<2#-1)&(<!51<01*4'Y)X*&,*!)!2)!

X)9<1!5)1,*!(*!*4,*E!34,)4!<4-'2)-'<&*4!4*!5#*(*&!<$4*1Y)1!)!,1)Yb4!(*!2<4!5<,*&-')2*4!

(*! -)X5<! 2<-)2*4e! -<X<! 4<2*X<4! Y*12<4! *&! *2! 32*-,1<*&-*\)2<01)X)E! G)! *^51*4'.&!

-2=&'-)!(*!*4,)4!)2,*1)-'<&*4!1*4#2,)!1*Y*2)(<1)!(*!2)!r<&)!*5'2*5,.0*&)!gr3he!2)!-#)2!*4!

2)!1*0'.&!-<1,'-)2!d#*!51<(#-*!2)4!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)4E!G<4!2=X',*4!(*!2)!r3!&<!5#*(*&!4*1!

(*\'&'(<4! ('1*-,)X*&,*! -<&! -#)2d#'*1! '&4,1#X*&,<! (*! *Y)2#)-'.&! 9! 4#! -<&-*5,<! *4!

,*.1'-<E!!

3&!2)!*5'2*54')e!*4,)!)2,*1)-'.&!\'4'<5),<2.0'-)!)(d#'*1*!#&!X),'6!-1.&'-<!9!1*5*,','Y<e!

51<Y<-)&(<!)2,*1)-'<&*4!,1)&4',<1')4!5<1!#&)!(*4-)10)!*45<18('-)!<!*&!4#!(*\*-,<!#&!

-#)(1<!-1.&'-<!d#*!5#*(*!51<Y<-)1!#&!(*,*1'<1<!51<01*4'Y<!*&!*2!5)-'*&,*!-)#4)&(<!2<!

d#*!-<&<-*X<4!-<X<!*&-*\)2<5),=)!*5'2b5,'-)E!

!

QNP IF(9.7KF%9(E19VEKLT!E.KF%

3^'4,*&! *4-)4<4! (),<4! *5'(*X'<2.0'-<4! )! &'Y*2! 1*0'<&)2e! 4'&! *X$)10<e! )! &'Y*2!

'&,*1&)-'<&)2! 4*! 1*5<1,)! #&)! '&-'(*&-')! (*2! S! )2! U! i! *&! 2)! 5<$2)-'.&! 0*&*1)2E! G)!

51*Y)2*&-')! )! 2<! 2)10<! (*! 2)! Y'()! *&! +Xb1'-)! G),'&)! 9! *2! ?)1'$*e! (*! )-#*1(<! )! #&)!

1*-<5'2)-'.&!(*!WU!*4,#('<4!$)4)(<4!*&! 2)!-<X#&'()(e!4*!4',f)!*&!#&)!X*(')!(*!Sce_!

5<1!Saaa!Z)$',)&,*4E!3&!*4,*!*4,#('<!&<!Z#$<!('\*1*&-')4!4'0&'\'-),'Y)4!(*!)-#*1(<!)2!

4*^<!<!01#5<4!(*!*()(E!!

"*!Z)!*4,'X)(<!d#*!*&!*2!X#&(<!SaER!X'22<&*4!(*!&'A<4!5<1!(*$)C<!(*!SR!)A<4!,'*&*&!

*5'2*54')!)-,'Y)e!1*51*4*&,)&(<!-*1-)!(*2!URi!(*!2)!5<$2)-'.&!02<$)2!-<&!*5'2*54')E!@*!
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2<4! WER! X'22<&*4! (*! 5*14<&)4! d#'*&*4! (*4)11<22)&! *5'2*54')! )&#)2X*&,*! Hai! 4<&!

X*&<1*4!(*!SR!)A<4e!9!X84!(*2!_ai!Y'Y*&!*&!5)=4*4!*&!(*4)11<22<E!

34,#('<4!1*)2'6)(<4!*&!&'A<4!-<&!(')0&.4,'-<!'&'-')2!(*!*5'2*54')!'&('-)&!#&)!'&-'(*&-')!

)&#)2!(*!TS!–!SUH!5<1!Saaeaaa!*&!5)=4*4!*&!(*4)11<22<e!9!HS:Ra!5<1!Saaeaaa!*&!5)=4*4!

(*4)11<22)(<4E!

G)!*5'2*54')!,'*&*!#&)!('4,1'$#-'.&!$'X<()2e!4'*&(<!X)9<1!*&!2)4!(<4!51'X*1)4!(b-)()4!

(*! 2)! Y'()e! 2#*0<! ('4X'&#9*! 9! Y#*2Y*! )! )#X*&,)1! )! 5)1,'1! (*! 2)! 4*^,)! (b-)()E! G)!

'&-'(*&-')!('4X'&#9*!51<01*4'Y)X*&,*!(*!SRa!5<1!Saeaaa!*&!*2!51'X*1!)A<!(*!Y'()!)!

HR:Ra!5<1!Saaeaaa!(*45#b4!(*!2<4!V!)A<4E!34,#('<4!1*-'*&,*4!'&('-)&!d#*!Z)4,)!2)!*()(!

(*! SR! )A<4! S:SEci! (*! 2<4! &'A<4! ,*&(18! )2!X*&<4! #&)! -1'4'4! &<! 51<Y<-)()e! 9! aEc:aE_!

1*5*,'18&!2)!-1'4'4E!!!

!

QNQ ;I.7KJ9F%19%JE9F!K%IFK.EI1K%

QNQNO V'&-5%$8@-'0,'%

3&!&#*4,1<!X*('<!Y'Y'1! 4'&! 4*1Y'-'<4!4)&',)1'<4!)(*-#)(<4!4#5<&*!#&!1'*40<!5)1)!

X#-Z)4!*&\*1X*()(*4e!4'*&(<!2)!&*#1<-'4,'-*1-<4'4!#&<!(*!2<4!51<$2*X)4!(*!4)2#(!

5f$2'-)! 9! d#*! (*$*! 4*1! )$<1()(<! 5<1! 2)4! )#,<1'()(*4! 4)&',)1')4! (*! &#*4,1<! 5)=4e!

5#*4!*4!#&)!-)#4)! 'X5<1,)&,*!(*!*5'2*54')!4'&,<X8,'-)E!@*! '0#)2! \<1X)!2)4!(*X84!

*&\*1X*()(*4! '&\*--'<4)4! d#*! <-#11*&! )! 2<! 2)10<! (*! 2)! Y'()! 9! (#1)&,*! 2)! *,)5)!

5*1'&),)2! <! )&,*&),)2! g*&! *2! *X$)1)6<h! -<X<! *2! -',<X*0)2<Y'1#4! -<&0b&',<! <! *2!

,<^<52)4X)!-<&0b&',<!,)X$'b&!4<&!-)#4)!\1*-#*&,*!(*!*5'2*54')!*&!&#*4,1<!5)=4E!!

!

QNQNA 94,-/54%&'%?-&$%

;<!4*!Z)!*&-<&,1)(<!1*2)-'.&!-<&!2)!51*4*&,)-'.&!(*!2)!*&\*1X*()(E!

!

QNQNY ;$+,5)'4%<')'&-,$)-54%

"*! Z)! (*4-1',<! 2)! *,'<2<0=)! 0*&b,'-)! -<X<! -)#4)! (*! *5'2*54')e! )4=! ,)X$'b&! *^'4,*&!

X#-Z<4!4=&(1<X*4!*5'2b5,'-<4!(*\'&'(<4!-2)1)X*&,*!)4<-')(<4!)!#&!0*&!*45*-=\'-<E!

/&-2#4'Y*!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!4*!-<&\'1X)!-<&!*2!1*4#2,)(<!(*2!0*&!)\*-,)(<E!3&!&#*4,1<!

X*('<! *4,<4! *4,#('<4! &<! 4*! Z)&! (*4)11<22)(<! *&! \<1X)! -<&Y*&'*&,*! )f&e! 4'&!

*X$)10<e!*4!-2)1<!d#*! 2)!35'2*54')!1<28&('-)e! 2)!35'2*54')!(*!)#4*&-')! '&\)&,'2!9! 2)!

35'2*54')!X'<-2.&'-)! C#Y*&'2e!d#*! ,'*&*&!-2)1)!1*2)-'.&!-<&!#&)!*,'<2<0=)!0*&b,'-)e!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
>9HJKLK!EI%(91EI7JE.I–%MNBA%

(*2-0$%OP%&'%PQ%
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4<&! \1*-#*&,*4! *&! &#*4,1)! 5<$2)-'.&E! 7<1! <,1<! 2)(<e! *2! ,*&*1! #&! \)X'2')1! -<&!

*5'2*54')! 4#5<&*! #&! 1'*40<! X)9<1! )2! (*! 2)! 5<$2)-'.&! 0*&*1)2! (*! (*4)11<22)1! 2)!

*&\*1X*()(e! 4<$1*! ,<(<! 4'! *2! 5)-'*&,*! 51*4*&,)! #&)! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)! f&'-)e!

)#X*&,)&(<!)!#&!Rai!*2!1'*40<!(*!51*4*&,)1!#&!4*0#&(<!*Y*&,<E!

MEN .K>FE19JI.EK>9F%9F(9.R;E.IF%%

\NO %.HI1JK%.LR>E.K%

32!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!2)!*5'2*54')!*4!*4*&-')2X*&,*!-2=&'-<e!*&!$)4*!)!#&)!)(*-#)()!Z'4,<1')!

9!*^)X*&!\=4'-<!-<X52*,<4E!32!(')0&.4,'-<!*&!&'A<4!(*$*!Z)-*12<!#&!&*#1.2<0<!5*('),1)!

<!5*('),1)!-<&!*^5*1'*&-')!9!*&,1*&)X'*&,<!*&!*5'2*54')E!

G)!51*4*&,)-'.&!-2=&'-)!(*5*&(*!(*!#&!&fX*1<!(*!\)-,<1*4[!2#0)1!(*2!-*1*$1<!)\*-,)(<!

)2!'&'-'<!(*!2)!-1'4'4e!Y*2<-'()(!(*!2)!(*4-)10)!*5'2b5,'-)!)!,1)Yb4!(*2!-*1*$1<e!*,'<2<0=)!

(*!2)!*5'2*54')!9!2)!*()(!(*!2)!5*14<&)!)\*-,)()E!!

!

G)4! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! ,'*&*&! ,)&,)4! \<1X)4! (*! 51*4*&,)-'.&e! -<X<! \#&-'<&*4! ,'*&*! 2)!

-<1,*6)!-*1*$1)2E!3&!0*&*1)2!2)4!-1'4'4!4#*2*&!4*1!-<1,)4e!,'*&*&!#&!5*1'<(<!5<4,!'-,)2e!)!

Y*-*4!2)!51*4*&-')!(*!)#1)e!9n<!,*&*1!X)&'\*4,)-'<&*4!-<&Y#24'Y)4!9!&<!-<&Y#24'Y)4E!

!

!"#$%&%'#'%()*+,*"#$*-.%",.$%#$*

G)! &#*Y)! -2)4'\'-)-'.&! (*! 2)4! *5'2*54')4! g/G+3! UaSche! 51*4*&,)! Y)1'<4! &'Y*2*4! 9! *4,8!

5*&4)()!5)1)!1*45<&(*1!)!2)!-2)4'\'-)-'.&!*&!('\*1*&,*4!*&,<1&<4!-2=&'-<4E!"*!('Y'(*!*&!

,1*4!&'Y*2*4[!!

! K'5<!(*!-1'4'4!

! K'5<!(*!35'2*54')!

! "=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<!

!

"'*X51*! d#*! 4*)! 5<4'$2*e! 4*! (*$*! 51<-#1)1! *4,)$2*-*1! #&! (')0&.4,'-<! *&! 2<4! ,1*4!

&'Y*2*4e!)4=!-<X<!2)!*,'<2<0=)!(*!2)!*5'2*54')E!gF'0E!Sh!

!

!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
>9HJKLK!EI%(91EI7JE.I–%MNBA%

(*2-0$%OQ%&'%PQ%
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!

!

!

K<X)(<!(*!"-Z*\\*1!*,!)2E!gUaSch!/G+3!-2)44'\'-),'<&!<\!,Z*!*5'2*54'*4[!7<4','<&!5)5*1!<\!,Z*!

/G+3!?<XX'44'<&!\<1!?2)44'\'-),'<&!)&(!K*1X'&<2<09E!35'2*54')e!R_gHhe!RSU:RUSE!!

!

ON 7-:5%&'%+)-4-4%%

34!*2!5#&,<!(*!5)1,'()!(*2!X)1-<!(*!-2)4'\'-)-'.&!(*!2)4!*5'2*54')4e!4#5<&*!d#*!*2!Xb('-<!

9)! Z)! *4,)$2*-'(<! #&! (')0&.4,'-<! (*\'&','Y<! (*! #&)! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)E! G)! -2)4'\'-)-'.&!(*!

,'5<4!(*!-1'4'4!4*!(*,*1X'&)!(*!)-#*1(<!-<&!2)!&#*Y)!&<X*&-2),#1)e!4*!5#*(*&!-2)4'\'-)1!

*&!#&)!(*!2)4!4'0#'*&,*4!,1*4!-),*0<1=)4[!-1'4'4!(*!'&'-'<!\<-)2e!(*!'&'-'<!0*&*1)2'6)(<!<!(*!

'&'-'<!(*4-<&<-'(<! gF'0E!UhE! 3&!)20#&<4! *&,<1&<4e! 2)! -2)4'\'-)-'.&!4*0f&!*2! ,'5<!(*!-1'4'4!

5#*(*!4*1!*2!&'Y*2!X8^'X<!5<4'$2*!5)1)!*2!(')0&.4,'-<e!9)!d#*!5#*(*!&<!Z)$*1!)--*4<!)!

33>e! 1*0'4,1<4! (*! Y'(*<4! <! *4,#('<4! (*! (')0&.4,'-<! 5<1! 'X80*&*4E! 3&! <,1<4! -)4<4e!

4'X52*X*&,*! 5#*(*! Z)$*1! X#9! 5<-)! '&\<1X)-'.&! ('45<&'$2*! 5)1)! *4,)$2*-*1! #&!

(')0&.4,'-<!(*!&'Y*2!X84!)2,<e!-<X<!-#)&(<!#&!5)-'*&,*!4<2<!Z)!,*&'(<!#&)!-1'4'4!!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
>9HJKLK!EI%(91EI7JE.I–%MNBA%

(*2-0$%O\%&'%PQ%
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AN 7-:5%&'%':-/':4-$%%

32!4*0#&(<!&'Y*2!*4!*2!(*2!,'5<!(*!*5'2*54')e!d#*!'&-2#9*!#&)!&#*Y)!-),*0<1=)!(*!k*5'2*54')!

-<X$'&)()! 0*&*1)2'6)()! 9! \<-)2l! )(*X84! (*! 2)4! *5'2*54')4! 0*&*1)2'6)()4! 9! \<-)2*4! 9)!

*4,)$2*-'()4! *&! 2)! -2)4'\'-)-'.&! (*! )A<4! )&,*1'<1*4E! K)X$'b&! '&-2#9*! 2)! -),*0<1=)!

k(*4-<&<-'()lE!!

3&!#&!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!*5'2*54')!0*&*1)2'6)()e!*2!5)-'*&,*!,=5'-)X*&,*!51*4*&,)!)-,'Y'()(!

(*!5#&,):<&()!0*&*1)2'6)()!*&!*2!33>E!G)4!5*14<&)4!-<&!*5'2*54')4!0*&*1)2'6)()4!5#*(*&!

51*4*&,)1!('Y*14<4! ,'5<4!(*! -1'4'4e! *&,1*! *22)4e! -1'4'4!(*! )#4*&-')e!X'<-2.&'-)4e! ),.&'-)4e!

,.&'-)4! 9! ,.&'-<! -2.&'-)4E! 32! (')0&.4,'-<! (*! 2)! *5'2*54')! 0*&*1)2'6)()! 4*! *4,)$2*-*!

-2=&'-)X*&,*e! -<&! 2<4! (),<4! 4*X'<2.0'-<4! (*! 2)4! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4e! 1*45)2()(<! 5<1! 2)!

51*4*&-')!(*!(*4-)10)4!'&,*1'-,)2*4!,=5'-)4!1*0'4,1)()4!*&!#&!33>E!!

G)4!*5'2*54')4! \<-)2*4! '&-2#9*&!,1)4,<1&<4!#&'\<-)2*4!9!X#2,'\<-)2*4e!)4=!-<X<!-1'4'4!d#*!

)\*-,)&!#&!4<2<!Z*X'4\*1'<E!"*!5#*(*&!<$4*1Y)1!('Y*14<4!,'5<4!(*!-1'4'4e!*&,1*!*22)4e!-1'4'4!

\<-)2*4! -<&! -<X51<X'4<! ,<,)2! <! 5)1-')2! (*! 2)! -<&-'*&-')e! -1'4'4! \<-)2*4! X<,<1)4e! -1'4'4!

\<-)2*4! &<!X<,<1)4! 9! -1'4'4! $'2),*1)2*4! ,.&'-<:-2.&'-)4E! 32! 33>! '&,*1'-,)2! 4#*2*!X<4,1)1!

(*4-)10)4!\<-)2*4!*5'2*5,'\<1X*4e!5*1<!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!4*!*4,)$2*-*!-2=&'-)X*&,*E!

"*! '&-<15<1)! *2! &#*Y<! 01#5<! (*! *5'2*54')4! -<X$'&)()4! 0*&*1)2'6)()4! 9! \<-)2*4e! 9)! d#*!

)20#&<4! 5)-'*&,*4! ,'*&*&! -1'4'4! ,)&,<! 0*&*1)2'6)()4! -<X<! \<-)2*4E! G)4! 01)$)-'<&*4! (*!

*Y*&,<4!'-,)2*4!4<&!f,'2*4e!5*1<!&<!\#&()X*&,)2*4E!32!33>!'&,*1'-,)2!5#*(*!X<4,1)1!,)&,<!

(*4-)10)4!0*&*1)2'6)()4!(*!5#&,):<&()!-<X<!(*4-)10)4!\<-)2*4!*5'2*5,'\<1X*4e!5*1<!&<!

4*!1*d#'*1*!)-,'Y'()(!*5'2*5,'\<1X*!5)1)!*2!(')0&.4,'-<E!+20#&<4!*C*X52<4!\1*-#*&,*4!*&!

2<4!d#*! ,'*&*&! 2#0)1!)X$<4! ,'5<4!(*!-1'4'4!4<&!*2!4=&(1<X*!(*!@1)Y*,!9!*2! 4=&(1<X*!(*!

G*&&<^:>)4,)#,E!!

32!,'5<!(*!*5'2*54')!,)X$'b&!5#*(*!4*1!*2!&'Y*2!\'&)2!(*!(')0&.4,'-<!)2-)&6)$2*!-#)&(<!*2!

Xb('-<!*4!'&-)5)6!(*!*4,)$2*-*1!#&!(')0&.4,'-<!(*2!4=&(1<X*!(*!*5'2*54')E!!

32! ,b1X'&<!k(*4-<&<-'()l! 4*!#,'2'6)!5)1)! '&('-)1!d#*! 4*!*&,'*&(*!d#*!*2! 5)-'*&,*! ,'*&*!

*5'2*54')e! 5*1<! *2! Xb('-<! &<! 5#*(*! (*,*1X'&)1! 4'! *2! ,'5<! (*! *5'2*54')! *4! \<-)2! <!

0*&*1)2'6)()! 5<1d#*! &<! 4*! ('45<&*! (*! 4#\'-'*&,*! '&\<1X)-'.&E! 34,<! 5#*(*! (*$*14*! )!

Y)1')4!1)6<&*4E!"'!4*!(*4-<&<-*&!2<4!,'5<4!(*!-1'4'4e!*4!5<4'$2*!d#*!4*!(*4-<&<6-)!*2!,'5<!

(*! *5'2*54')! 5<1! X<,'Y<4! 4'X'2)1*4e! )#&d#*! 5#*(*&! &<! 4*1! 4'*X51*! -<'&-'(*&,*4E! 34!

5<4'$2*! d#*! &<! Z)9)! )--*4<! )2! 33>! <! d#*! 2<4! *4,#('<4! (*2! 33>! Z)9)&! )11<C)(<! 5<-)!

'&\<1X)-'.&!g5<1!*C*X52<e!4'!2<4!1*4#2,)(<4!\#*1<&!&<1X)2*4hE!7<1!2<!,)&,<e!4*!(*4-<&<-*!

*2!'&'-'<!(*!2)4!-1'4'4!9!2)!5*14<&)!,'*&*!#&!,'5<!(*!*5'2*54')!(*4-<&<-'()E!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
>9HJKLK!EI%(91EI7JE.I–%MNBA%

(*2-0$%Ob%&'%PQ%
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YN F#0&)58'%':-/a:,-+5%

34!*2!,*1-*1!&'Y*2!(*!(')0&.4,'-<e!*2!k"=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<l!Z)-*!1*\*1*&-')!)!#&!-<&C#&,<!

(*!-)1)-,*1=4,'-)4!d#*!'&-<15<1)&!,'5<4!(*!-1'4'4e!33>!9!-)1)-,*1=4,'-)4!(*!(')0&.4,'-<!5<1!

'X80*&*4! d#*! 4#*2*&! 51*4*&,)14*! C#&,)4E! +! X*&#(<! 51*4*&,)! -)1)-,*1=4,'-)4! d#*!

(*5*&(*&! (*! 2)! *()(e! -<X<! 2)! *()(! )2! '&'-'<! 9! )2! X<X*&,<! (*! 2)! 1*X'4'.&! g4*0f&!

-<11*45<&()he! 2<4! (*4*&-)(*&)&,*4! (*! 2)4! -1'4'4e! 2)! Y)1')-'.&! ('#1&)! 9e! )! Y*-*4e! *2!

51<&.4,'-<E! K)X$'b&! 5#*(*! 51*4*&,)1! -<X<1$'2'()(*4! ('4,'&,'Y)4e! -<X<! ('4\#&-'.&!

'&,*2*-,#)2! 9! 54'd#'8,1'-)e! C#&,<! -<&! 1*4#2,)(<4! *45*-=\'-<4! *&! *2! 33>! 9! *&! *4,#('<4! (*!

(')0&.4,'-<!5<1!'X80*&*4E!7#*(*!,*&*1!'X52'-)-'<&*4!)4<-')()4!*,'<2.0'-)4e!51<&.4,'-)4!9!

5)1)! *2! ,1),)X'*&,<E! 3^'4,*&!X#-Z<4! 4=&(1<X*4! $'*&! 1*-<&<-'(<4! -<X<! 2)! *5'2*54')! (*!

)#4*&-')! '&\)&,'2e! *2! 4=&(1<X*! (*! s*4,! 9! *2! 4=&(1<X*! (*! @1)Y*,e! )#&d#*! &<! 4*! Z)!

*4,)$2*-'(<!#&)!-2)4'\'-)-'.&!)-,#)2!\<1X)2!(*!2<4!4=&(1<X*4E!!

!

\NONO%F-2054%6%F#0,58$4%%

F'8-5/52#$%&'%/$4%+)-4-4%':-/a:,-+$4%

32!1*2),<!(*!2)4!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)4!d#*!4*!<$,'*&*&!*&!*2!X<X*&,<!(*!2)!*2)$<1)-'.&!

(*!2)!Z'4,<1')!-2=&'-)!(*$*!4*1!-<X52*,<e!,<X)&(<!*&!-#*&,)!2<4!4'0#'*&,*4!5#&,<4[!

71*4*&-')! (*! 0),'22)(<1*4e! )Y'4<4! 51*Y'<4! g)#1)4he! )2,*1)-'.&! <! &<! (*2! &'Y*2! (*!

-<&-'*&-')e! \*&.X*&<4! X<,<1*4e! (#1)-'.&! (*2! *Y*&,<! 9! 4=&,<X)4! d#*! 4#-*(*&!

5<4,*1'<1!)2!*Y*&,<e!)(*X84!(*!2)!\1*-#*&-')!-<&!2)!d#*!4*!51*4*&,)&!2)4!-1'4'4E!!

g32! F2#C<01)X)! (*! )&)X&*4'4! (*! *5'2*54')! *&! 5*('),1=)e! *4,8! (*4)11<22)(<! *&! 2<4!

+&*^<4h!

!

!"#$%&%'#'%()*+,*"/$*0%./$*+,*'1%$%$*,.%"2.0%'#$%89$)-*'%:;%

ON .)-4-4%&'%-0-+-5%]5+$/=!%

"*! 51*4*&,)&! -<X<! X)&'\*4,)-'<&*4! X<,<1)4! g)#,<X),'4X<e! ),.&'-)e!

-2.&'-)e! *45)4X<! *5'2b5,'-<e! Z'5*1-'&b,'-)e! X'<-2.&'-)e! ,.&'-)he! <! &<!

X<,<1)4! g)#,<&.X'-)e! (*,*&-'.&! (*2! -<X5<1,)X'*&,<! <! )11*4,<!

-<X5<1,)X*&,)2e!-<0&','Y)e!*X<-'<&)2e!4*&4<1')2he!d#*!1*\2*C)&!4#!<1'0*&!*&!

#&! 81*)! -*1*$1)2! *45*-=\'-)E! "*! 5#*(*&! '&'-')1! \<-)2X*&,*! *&! *2! 2.$#2<!

,*X5<1)2!<!*&!81*)4!('4,'&,)4!*^,1):,*X5<1)2*4E!+(*X84e!5#*(*&!'&'-')14*[!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
>9HJKLK!EI%(91EI7JE.I–%MNBA%
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! </+%./+.$"+.$'%!*"0"*5','=%?)1)-,*1=4,'-)X*&,*!&<!Z)9!#&)!)2,*1)-'.&!(*!2)!

-<&-'*&-')! 9! 4=! Z)9! X*X<1')! (*2! *Y*&,<E! G)! (#1)-'.&! *4! Y)1')$2*! (*!

4*0#&(<4! Z)4,)!X'&#,<4! 9! &<! 4<&! '&\1*-#*&,*4! 2)! 51<01*4'.&! )! #&)! -1'4'4!

-<&!-<X51<X'4<!(*!-<&-'*&-')E!%

! </+% ./+.$"+.$'% '(#"*','=%7<1! (*\'&'-'.&! Z)9! -<X51<X'4<! (*! 2)! -<&-'*&-')!

-<&! )X&*4')! (*2! *5'4<('<E! >*&*1)2X*&,*! *^-*(*&! 2<4! Wa! 4*0#&(<4! (*!

(#1)-'.&E! F1*-#*&,*X*&,*! 4*! 51<(#-*&! )#,<X),'4X<4! -<X<! -Z#5*,*<e!

'&d#'*,#(! <!X<Y'X'*&,<4! (*! *^52<1)-'.&e! *&,1*! <,1<4E! %4#)2X*&,*! ,'*&*&!

5*1=<(<!5<4,!'-,)2E%

K1)4! *2! '&'-'<! \<-)2! (*! #&)! -1'4'4e! )20#&)4! 5#*(*&! 51<01*4)1! )! Z)-*14*!

$'2),*1)2!,.&'-<:-2.&'-)E!%

%

AN .)-4-4%&'%-0-+-5%2'0')$/-X$&5%

3&!,<()4!*22)4!4*!51*4*&,)!-<X51<X'4<!(*!-<&-'*&-')!(*4(*!*2! '&'-'<!(*!2)!

-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)E!"*!('Y'(*&!4*0f&!4#!X)&'\*4,)-'.&!51'X<1(')2!*&[!!

! >/#/*'0=! K.&'-<:-2.&'-)e! -2.&'-)e! ,.&'-)e! X'<-2.&'-)e! X'<-2.&'-):,.&'-):

-2.&'-)e!X'<-2.&'-):),.&'-)e!),.&'-)e!*45)4X<!*5'2b5,'-<E!

! ?/%&/#/*'0=!+#4*&-')!g,=5'-)!<!),=5'-)he!X'<-2.&'-)e!X'<-2<&=)!5)25*$1)2E!

%

YN .)-4-4%&'%-0-+-5%&'4+505+-&5=%

?#)&(<! &<! 4*! 5#*(*! (*,*1X'&)1! 4'! *2! '&'-'<! (*! 2)! -1'4'4! *4! \<-)2! <!

0*&*1)2'6)()! 5<1d#*! &<! 4*! ('45<&*! (*! 4#\'-'*&,*! '&\<1X)-'.&! -2=&'-)E! @*!

,*&*14*!(),<4!4<$1*! 2)!4*X'<2<0=)!(*! 2)!-1'4'4!9)! '&'-')()e!4*!-2)4'\'-)18!*&!

X<,<1! g,.&'-<:-2.&'-)! #! <,1<! X<,<1he! <! &<! X<,<1! g(*,*&-'.&! (*2!

-<X5<1,)X'*&,<hE! @*! &<! ('45<&*1! (*! (),<4! -<&\')$2*4! 4<$1*! 2)4!

-)1)-,*1=4,'-)4!(*!2)!-1'4'4!4*!(*,*1X'&)18!-<X<!;<!-2)4'\'-)()E!

!

3,$'1%.'%()*$,4%/"(5%'#*+,*"/$*.1%)'%.#",$*0%./$*+,*'1%$%$6*

 I"4'0+-$4=%G)4!)#4*&-')4!,=5'-)4!4<&!(*!-<1,)!(#1)-'.&!9!5#*(*&!22*0)1!)!,*&*1!

#&)! )2,)! \1*-#*&-')! *&! *2! (=)E! 7<1! 2<! 0*&*1)2! &<! 5)4)&! (*! Ua! 4*0#&(<4! (*!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
>9HJKLK!EI%(91EI7JE.I–%MNBA%
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(#1)-'.&e! (#1)&,*! 2<4! -#)2*4! 4*! (*,'*&*! 2)! )-,'Y'()(! X<,<1)! -<&! )2,*1)-'.&! 9!

1*-#5*1)-'.&!)$1#5,)4!(*!2)!-<&-'*&-')E!F1*-#*&,*X*&,*!4<&!51*-'5',)()4!5<1!2)!

Z'5*1Y*&,'2)-'.&!9!&<!4*!)-<X5)A)&!(*!5*1=<(<!5<4,:'-,)2E!%

 .)-4-4%8-5+/30-+$4=%"<&!4)-#('()4!$1*Y*4!*!'&Y<2#&,)1')4e!f&'-)4!<!*&!4*1'*e!(*!

#&<!<!X84!01#5<4!X#4-#2)1*4E!!?2=&'-)X*&,*!5#*(*&!4*1!\<-)2*4e!4*0X*&,)1')4!<!

0*&*1)2'6)()4E!+#&d#*!(*!('\=-'2!(*X<4,1)-'.&e!(*!51*4*&,)14*!#&)!5b1('()!(*!

-<&-'*&-')e! b4,)! *4! (*!X#9! $1*Y*! (#1)-'.&! 9! &<! 4<$1*5)4)! 2)! (#1)-'.&! (*! 2)!

X'<-2<&=)E! ;<! Z)9! 5*1=<(<! 5<4,:'-,)2E! ;<! 4<&! \8-'2X*&,*! 1*-<&<-'()4! 5<1! *2!

5)-'*&,*! &'! 5<1! *2! \)X'2')1e! 5<1! 2<! d#*! (*$*&! 4*1! '&()0)()4! ('1*-,)X*&,*E! "#!

51*4*&-')! -<&! <,1<! ,'5<! (*! -1'4'4! 0*&*1)2X*&,*! -<&\'0#1)! 4=&(1<X*4! (*! 5*<1!

51<&.4,'-<E%

 .)-4-4% ,30-+$4=% "<&! -<&,1)--'<&*4! X#4-#2)1*4! 4<4,*&'()4! d#*! -<X51<X*,*&!

4'X#2,8&*)X*&,*!Y)1'<4!01#5<4!X#4-#2)1*4!,)&,<!)0<&'4,)4!-<X<!)&,)0<&'4,)4E!

K'*&*&!(#1)-'.&!Y)1')$2*e!(*!4*0#&(<4!)!X'&#,<4E!7#*(*&!,*&*1!-<X51<X'4<!(*!

,<()! 2)! X#4-#2),#1)! )^')2! <! (*! 2)4! *^,1*X'()(*4! (*! X)&*1)! 4'Xb,1'-)! <!

)4'Xb,1'-)e!-<&!51<(#--'.&!(*!5<4,#1)4!*&!*^,*&4'.&!<!\2*^'.&E%

 .)-4-4%+/30-+$4=%"<&!4)-#('()4!$1#4-)4!9!1=,X'-)4e!-)4'!4'*X51*!4'Xb,1'-)4e!d#*!

-<X51<X*,*&! )2,*1&)()X*&,*! 01#5<4! X#4-#2)1*4! \2*^<1*4! 9! *^,*&4<1*4e! -<&!

(#1)-'.&!Y)1')$2*!(*!4*0#&(<4!)!X'&#,<4E%

 .)-4-4% ,30-+5C+/30-+$4% 2'0')$/-X$&$4=% K'*&*&! '&'-'<! 4f$',<! -<&! 5b1('()! (*!

-<&-'*&-')E!+5)1*-*!2#*0<!2)!\)4*!,.&'-)!-<&!5<4,#1)4!)2,*1&)&,*4!*&!*^,*&4'.&!<!

\2*^'.&e! 4*0#'()! 5<1! 2)! \)4*! -2.&'-)! )20<! X84! 51<2<&0)()! 9! )-<X5)A)()! (*!

\*&.X*&<4! Y*0*,),'Y<4! -<X<! X'(1')4'4e! 4#(<1)-'.&! 9! ,)d#'-)1(')E!

?)1)-,*1=4,'-)X*&,*! Z)9! 5*1=<(<! 5<4,! '-,)2! d#*! 5#*(*! 51<2<&0)14*! Y)1'<4!

X'&#,<4E!!%

 .)-4-4%$,30-+$4=%"*!51*4*&,)&!-<X<!5b1('()!4f$',)!9!$1#4-)!(*2!,<&<!X#4-#2)1E!

>*&*1)2X*&,*!4<&!(*!-<1,)!(#1)-'.&!9!-2=&'-)X*&,*!5#*(*&!,*&*1!-<X51<X'4<!

4*0X*&,)1'<! <! 0*&*1)2'6)(<E! 3&! *4,*! -)4<! 4*! 51<(#-*! 2)! -)=()! )$1#5,)! (*2!

'&('Y'(#<e! -<&! 2)! 51<(#--'.&! (*! Z*1'()4! \)-')2*4! <! (*! -#*1<! -)$*22#(<E! ! 32!

5*1=<(<!5<4,!'-,)2!&<!*4!-)1)-,*1=4,'-<E!%

 94:$4854%':-/a:,-+54=%34,)!-),*0<1=)!*45*-')2!(*!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)4!4*!'&'-')!5<1!

2<! 0*&*1)2! (#1)&,*! *2! 51'X*1! )A<! (*! Y'()! 9! 4*! 51*4*&,)&! -<X<! -<&,1)--'<&*4!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
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X#4-#2)1*4!4'Xb,1'-)4!<!)4'Xb,1'-)4e!$'2),*1)2*4e!(*!)5)1'-'.&!4f$',)!*&!\2*^'.&e!

*^,*&4'.&!<!)X$)4E!!I-#11*&!*&!4)2Y)4!9!-<X51<X*,*&!#4#)2X*&,*!2<4!Xf4-#2<4!

(*! 2)! &#-)e! ,1<&-<! 9! *^,1*X'()(*4E! "<&! (*4*&-)(*&)()4! (#1)&,*! 5*1=<(<4! (*!

4<X&<2*&-')!<!)2!(*45*1,)1E%

;-2")$%A=%./$4-]-+$+-30%K:')$+-50$/%&'%/54%7-:54%&'%.)-4-4N%

F'0#1)!UE!K<X)(<!(*!F'4Z*1!*,!)2E! gUaSchE!I5*1),'<&)2!-2)44'\'-),'<&!<\!4*'6#1*! ,95*4!$9!

,Z*! /&,*1&),'<&)2! G*)0#*!+0)'&4,! 35'2*549[! 7<4','<&!7)5*1! <\! ,Z*! /G+3!?<XX'44'<&! \<1!

?2)44'\'-),'<&!)&(!K*1X'&<2<09E!@!$("!0$'e!ABgHhE!

!

\NONA%E0,')$++-30%.)505/32-+$%

32!51<&.4,'-<!(*!2)!*5'2*54')!*4,8!(*,*1X'&)(<!5<1!('Y*14<4!\)-,<1*4!'X5<1,)&,*4e!

*&,1*!*22<4!#&!\)-,<1!(*,*1X'&)&,*!*4!2)!*()(!(*!'&'-'<!(*!2)4!-1'4'4!g(*5*&('*&,*!(*!

2)!*,'<2<0=)he!*4,)&(<!)4<-')()!*&!0*&*1)2!#&)!*Y<2#-'.&!5*<1!)2!-<X'*&6<!51*-<6!

(*! 2)4! -1'4'4E! G)! *5'2*54')! (*! '&'-'<! *&! *2! 51'X*1! )A<! (*! Y'()e! 5*<1! -#)&,<! X84!

51*-<6e! ,'*&*! \1*-#*&,*X*&,*! #&! X)2! 51<&.4,'-<e! -<&! *2*Y)()! 1*\1)-,)1'*()(! 9!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
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)2,*1)-'<&*4!(*2!&*#1<(*4)11<22<!)4<-')()4e!)#&d#*!*^'4,*&!*5'2*54')4!*&!2)-,)&,*4!

-<&!51<&.4,'-<!\)Y<1)$2*E!

?<X<!9)!4*!Z)!*^52'-)(<e!2<4!4=&(1<X*4!*5'2b5,'-<4!4<&!#&!01#5<!(*!*5'2*54')4!(*!

51*4*&,)-'.&! *()(:(*5*&('*&,*e! 9! 4#4! -)1)-,*1=4,'-)4! Y)1=)&! (*! )-#*1(<! )! 2)!

X)(#1)-'.&!-*1*$1)2E!!

!

7$@/$%A=%F#0&)58'4%'/'+,)5/#,-+54%&'%$+"')&5%$%'&$&%&'%-0-+-5%%

%

_ee`%7$@/$%AN%%FR>1JKV9F%9L9.7JK.LR>E.KF%KJ!I>EWI1KF%(KJ%91I1%19%E>E.EK%

(9JEK1K%>9K>I7IL%

:!35'2*54')!\)X'2')1!&*<&),)2!$*&'0&)!gBF;3h! !

:!"'&(1<X*!(*!IZ,)Z)1)!!

:!3&-*\)2<5),=)!X'<-2.&'-)!,*X51)&)!g3N3h!

LI.7I>.EI%

:?1'4'4!\*$1'2!52#4!gF"th!

:35'2*54')!$*&'0&)!(*!2)!'&\)&-')!g(*!2)!2)-,)&-')h!!

:35'2*54')!\)X'2')1!$*&'0&)!(*!2)!'&\)&-')!gBF/3h!!

:"'&(1<X*!(*!s*4,!!

:"'&(1<X*!(*!@1)Y*,!

:35'2*54')!X'<-2.&'-)!(*!2)!'&\)&-')!g(*!2)!2)-,)&-')h!gN3/h!!

:3&-*\)2<5),=)!X'<-2.&'-)!*&!,1)4,<1&<4!&<!51<01*4'Y<4!!

:35'2*54')!(*!2)!'&\)&-')!g(*!2)!!2)-,)&-')h!-<&!-1'4'4!\<-)2*4!X'01),<1')4!

E>;I>.EI=%

:?1'4'4!\*$1'2*4!52#4!gF"th!

:35'2*54')!<--'5',)2!(*!2)!'&\)&-')!(*!'&'-'<!,*X51)&<!g4=&(1<X*!(*!7)&)9'<,<5<#2<4h!!

:35'2*54')!-<&!-1'4'4!X'<-2<&<u),.&'-)4!g51*Y')X*&,*!)4,8,'-)4h!!

:35'2*54')!)#4*&-')!'&\)&,'2!g?+3h!!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%

;'+<$=%>5?-'8@)'%%ABAB% .3&-25%=%!(.CBBADE>F>FGCHIE9CFHIE9(F9%–%
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:35'2*54')!$*&'0&)!-<&!5#&,)4!-*&,1<,*X5<1)2*4!gB3?K"h!!

:35'2*54')!\1<&,)2!&<-,#1&)!)#,<4.X'-)!(<X'&)&,*!g+@;FG3h!

:35'2*54')!<--'5',)2!(*!2)!'&\)&-')!(*!'&'-'<!,)1('<!g,'5<!>)4,)#,h!!

:35'2*54')!-<&!)#4*&-')4!X'<-2.&'-)4!!

:"=&(1<X*!(*!G*&&<^!>)4,)#,!gG>"h!!

:3&-*\)2<5),')!*5'2b,'-)!-<&!5#&,)!<&()!-<&,'&#)!(#1)&,*!*2!4#*A<!g?"s"h!!

:!"=&(1<X*!(*!G)&()#!o2*\\&*1!gGo"h!

I1KL9F.9>.EI%U%91I1%I1HL7I%%

:35'2*54')!)#4*&-')!C#Y*&'2!gJ+3h!!

:35'2*5')!X'<-2.&'-)!C#Y*&'2!gJN3h!!

:35'2*54')!-<&!-1'4'4!0*&*1)2'6)()4!,.&'-<:-2.&'-)4!4<2)X*&,*!!

:35'2*54')!)#,<4.X'-)!(<X'&)&,*!-<&!!-)1)-,*1'4,'-)4!)#(','Y)4!g+@3+Fh!!

:I,1)4!*5'2*54')4!\)X'2')1*4!(*2!2.$#2<!,*X5<1)2!

91I1%19%E>E.EK%MIJEIGL9%

!:!35'2*54')!\<-)2!!\)X'2')1!-<&!\<-<4!Y)1')$2*4!g(*!2)!!'&\)&-')!)!2)!*()(!)(#2,)h!!!

!:!35'2*54')4!X'<-2.&'-)4!51<01*4'Y)4!g7N3h!!

!:!35'2*54')4!1*\2*C)4!

!

.504,'/$+-50'4%'4:'+#]-+$4DF#0&)58'4%^"-)d)2-+54%

:35'2*54')!,*X5<1)2!X*4')2!-<&!*4-2*1<4'4!(*2!!Z'5<-)X5<!g3KN!-<&!q"h!!

:"=&(1<X*!(*!Q)4X#44*&!!

:!?1'4'4!0*284,'-)4!-<&!Z)X)1,<X)!Z'5<,)28X'-<!!

:!35'2*54')!-<&!Z*X'-<&Y#24'.&:Z*X'52*C')!

9(EL9(FEIF% I7JEGHR1IF% I% .IHFIF% 9F7JH.7HJIL9F% V97IGTLE.IF% U%

KJ!I>EWI1IF%19%I.H9J1K%I%9LLIF%%

:!N)2\<1X)-'<&*4!(*2!(*4)11<22<!-<1,'-)2!gZ*X'X*0)2*&-*\)2')e!Z*,*1<,<5')4e!*,-h!!!



  

!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$%&'%1-$2034,-+5%6%7)$,$8-'0,5%&'%/$%9:-/':4-$%'0%('&-$,)#$%%
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:"=&(1<X*4!&*#1<-#,8&*<4!g-<X52*C<!*4-2*1<4'4!,#$*1<4)e!",#10*!s*$*1e!*,-h!!

:K#X<1e! '&\*--'.&e! ,1)#X)e! )&0'<X)e! 2*4'<&*4! 51*&),)2*4! 9! 5*1'&),)2*4e! )--'(*&,*!

-*1*$1<Y)4-#2)1e!*,-E!

K1)(#-'(<!(*!B*10e!+&&*!KEe!*,!)2E! vQ*Y'4*(!,*1X'&<2<09!)&(!-<&-*5,4!\<1!<10)&'6),'<&!<\!

4*'6#1*4!)&(!*5'2*54'*4[!1*5<1,!<\!,Z*!/G+3!?<XX'44'<&!<&!?2)44'\'-),'<&!)&(!K*1X'&<2<09e!

UaaR–UaaVEv!35'2*54')!RSEH!gUaSah[!TcT:T_RE!

!

G)!*2*--'.&!9! \<1X#2)-'.&!(*2!X*('-)X*&,<!)&,'*5'2b5,'-<! '&('-)(<!Y)1')18e!*&,1*!

<,1<4! \)-,<1*4e! 4*0f&! 2)! *()(! (*! 2<4! &'A<4[! 2)! 2',*1),#1)! (<-#X*&,)! 01)&(*4!

('\*1*&-')4!*&!2)!\)1X)-<-'&b,'-)!(*!1*-'b&!&)-'(<4e!2)-,)&,*4!9!&'A<4e!(*$'(<!)!2)4!

Y)1')-'<&*4! (*! -1*-'X'*&,<! (*! 2<4! ('\*1*&,*4! .10)&<4! )! ,1)Yb4! (*! 2<4! )A<4! 9! 4#4!

1*45#*4,)4! '&('Y'(#)2*4E! +4=! X'4X<! 4#-*(*! -<&! *2! ,1),)X'*&,<! (*! )20#&<4!

4=&(1<X*4!*5'2b5,'-<4!(<&(*!4*!51*\'*1*!*2!#4<!(*!-'*1,<4!\81X)-<4!)&,'*5'2b5,'-<4!

4<$1*!<,1<4E!

%

\NONY%!)*]-+54f%1-$2)$8$4%5%]5,52)$]#$4%

"*!*&-#*&,1)&!*&!2)4!4*--'<&*4!F2#^<01)X)4!!9!+&*^<4E!

%

\NA %1EI!>TF7E.K%

!

\NANO .)-,')-54%&'%&-$2034,-+5=%

32!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!2)!*5'2*54')!*4!-2=&'-<e!9!4*!1*)2'6)!-#)&(<!*2!5)-'*&,*!-#X52*!#&)!

(*!2)4!4'0#'*&,*4!W!-<&('-'<&*4[!

! 7<1! 2<!X*&<4! U! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! &<! 51<Y<-)()4! g<! 1*\2*C)4h! d#*! <-#11*&!

-<&!#&)!4*5)1)-'.&!X)9<1!(*!UH!Z<1)4!*&,1*!*22)4E!!

! %&)!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)!&<!51<Y<-)()!g<!1*\2*C)he!-<&!1'*40<!(*!1*-#11*&-')!gwh!

5)1)! (*4)11<22)1! #&! 4*0#&(<! *Y*&,<! *&! 2<4! 4'0#'*&,*4! Sa! )A<4e! X)9<1! )2!

TaiE!

! @')0&.4,'-<!(*!#&!4=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<!gwwh!

!
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!gwh! F)-,<1*4! (*! 1'*40<! (*! 1*-#11*&-')e! )! -<&4'(*1)1! )&,*! ,<()! 51'X*1)! -1'4'4!

*5'2b5,'-)[!

)h ?1'4'4!\<-)2!

$h 3^)X*&!&*#1<2.0'-<!)&<1X)2!

-h +&,*-*(*&,*!\)X'2')1!

(h ?1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)!(#1)&,*!*2!4#*A<!

*h 3^)X*&!)#^'2')1!d#*!X#*4,1*!-<X51<X'4<!&*#1<2.0'-<!-*&,1)2!

\h @*$#,!-<X<!*4,)(<!*5'2b5,'-<E!

!

\NANA 1-$2034,-+5%&-]')'0+-$/%

7)1)! #&)! )(*-#)()! )51<^'X)-'.&!(')0&.4,'-)! *4!X#9! 'X5<1,)&,*! -<&,)1! -<&! #&)!

Z'4,<1')!-2=&'-)!-<X52*,)e!'(*&,'\'-)&(<!)&,*-*(*&,*4!&*#1<2.0'-<4!(*!'X5<1,)&-')e!

4=&,<X)4! 1*-'*&,*4! (*! <,1)! *&\*1X*()(e! ,1)#X),'4X<! -1)&*)2e! '&4<X&'<e!

(*4Z'(1),)-'.&e!*^5<4'-'.&!)!(1<0)4!9n<!,<^'&)4e!9!-<&4'(*1)&(<!2)!Z'4,<1')!\)X'2')1!

g'&-2#9*&(<! (')0&.4,'-<! (*! *5'2*54')! <! -1'4'4! \*$1'2*4! *&! \)X'2')1*4! (*! S*1! 9! U(<!

01)(<hE!

71'&-'5)2X*&,*!*&!*2!X<X*&,<!(*2!(')0&.4,'-<!(*$*X<4!('\*1*&-')1[!!

!

SE! ?1'4'4!Y*14#4!,1)4,<1&<!5)1<^=4,'-<!&<!*5'2b5,'-<!gK7;3hE!

UE! ?1'4'4!4'&,<X8,'-)!)0#()!Y*14#4!-1'4'4!(*!*5'2*54')!&<!51<Y<-)()E!

!

G<4! “trastornos paroxísticos no epilépticos (TPNE)”! 4<&! *Y*&,<4! d#*! 5#*(*&!

4'X#2)1! #&)! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)e! 4*! X)&'\'*4,)&! 5<1! )2,*1)-'.&! (*! -<&-'*&-')! <!

-<&(#-,)!9n<!(*2!X<Y'X'*&,<!<!5<4,#1)e!9!5#*(*&!4*1!-2)4'\'-)(<4!(*! 2)!4'0#'*&,*!

\<1X)[!

)h 3Y*&,<4! (*4*&-)(*&)(<4! 5<1! ('4X'&#-'.&! (*2! \2#C<! 4)&0#=&*<! -*1*$1)2[!

345)4X<!(*2!4<22<6<e!4=&-<5*e!X'01)A)E!

$h K1)4,<1&<4!(*2!4#*A<[!K*11<1!&<-,#1&<e!5*4)('22)4e!&)1-<2*54')e!-),)52*^')e!

5)182'4'4!(*2!(*45*1,)1e!4<&)X$#2'4X<E!

-h K1)4,<1&<4! 54'-<2.0'-<4[! +,)d#*4! (*! 58&'-<e! 54*#(<*5'2*54')e! *5'2*54')!

\'-,'-')e!-<&(#-,)4!01),'\'-)&,*4E!
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(h K1)4,<1&<4! (*2! X<Y'X'*&,<[! K'-4e! ),)d#*4! (*! *4,1*X*-'X'*&,<e!

('4d#'&*4')4e!('4,<&=)4e!1*\2#C<!0)4,1<*4<\80'-<E!

!

K)X$'b&e!5<(*X<4!-2)4'\'-)1!2<4!K7;3!X84!\1*-#*&,*4!4*0f&!01#5<4!*,)1'<4[!gK)$2)!

Wh!

!

 Q*-'b&! &)-'(<4! 9! 2)-,)&,*4[! +5&*)! 9! +GK3e! N'<-2<&=)4! $*&'0&)4!

g&*<&),)2*4h! (*2! 4#*A<e! 3&\*1X*()(! (*2! 4<$1*4)2,<! <! Z'5*152*^')! 9!

"=&(1<X*!(*!")&('\*1E!

 G)-,)&,*4!X)9<1*4!9!51**4-<2)1*4[!345)4X<!(*2!4<22<6<!g<!)5&*)!*X<,'Y)h!

-')&.,'-<! 9! 582'(<e! Yb1,'0<! 5)1<^=4,'-<! $*&'0&<e! ,*11<1*4! &<-,#1&<4e!

X<Y'X'*&,<4! 1=,X'-<4! X<,<1*4! (*2! 4#*A<! gZ*)(! $)&0'&0e! $<(9! 1<-m'&0he!

1)$'*,)4e! -<&(#-,)4! )#,<:*4,'X#2),<1')4! gX)4,#1$)-'.&he! ('4m'&*4')4!

5)1<^=4,'-)4e!*4:,*1*<,'5')4E!

 ;'A<4!9!)(<2*4-*&,*4[!"=&-<5*e!?1'4'4!54'-.0*&)4e!?1'4'4!(*!58&'-<!g-<&!<!4'&!

Z'5*1Y*&,'2)-'.&! 54'-.0*&)he! ",)1'&0! 45*224! g*5'4<('<4! (*! ('4,1)--'.&e!

*&4<A)-'.&he!N'01)A)e!?),)52*^')E!

!

!K<X)(<!(*[!>#=)!?2=&'-)!+%>3!–!35'2*54')!;'A<4!:N/;"+Ge!UaSH!

!
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\NY %9gSV9>9F%IHgELEIJ9F%

\NYNO 1'%($,5/52#$%+/#0-+$=%

G-5^"#8-+$=!;'Y*2*4!(*!>2#-<4)!9!*2*-,1<2',<4!4b1'-<4!(*$*&!4*1!(*,*1X'&)(<4!*&!

5)-'*&,*4!-<&!#&)!51'X*1)!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)!4'&!-<X<1$'2'()(E!3&!2<4!-)4<4!*&!d#*!

&<! Z)9)! #&)! -)#4)! (*\'&'()! -2)1)e! &<! <2Y'()1! 2)! 5<4'$'2'()(! (*! '&,<^'-)-'.&! 5<1!

\81X)-<4!<!*2*X*&,<4!(*!#4<!-)4*1<!g+&=4!*4,1*22)e!)2-)&\<1e!5'1*,1<'(*4hE!!

%&)!Y*6!Z*-Z<!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!*5'2*54')e!*2!X<&',<1*<!(*!*^8X*&*4!(*!1#,'&)!*&!

4)&01*!&<!-<&(#-*!)!X*C<1=)!(*!2)4!-1'4'4!2<!d#*!4'0&'\'-)!d#*!(*$*!4<2'-',)14*!4<2<!

4'! *4! &*-*4)1'<! 5)1)! *Y)2#)1! ,1),)X'*&,<e! <! -#)&(<! 4*! 4<45*-Z)! (*! #&! *\*-,<!

)(Y*14<!X*('-)X*&,<4<E!!

!

\NYNA 1'%%-8*2'0'4=%

3&! 0*&*1)2e! 2)! 51'X*1)! '&Y*4,'0)-'.&! d#*! 4*! 22*Y)! )! -)$<! '&-2#9*! &*#1<'X80*&*4e!

'(*)2X*&,*!QN!4'! *4,8!('45<&'$2*E! 34,<! 2*!5*1X',*! )2!Xb('-<!(*,*1X'&)1! 4'! *^'4,*!

#&)! *,'<2<0=)! *4,1#-,#1)2! 5)1)! 2)! *5'2*54')! (*2! 5)-'*&,*e! )(*X84! (*! )5<1,)1!

'&\<1X)-'.&! &*-*4)1')! 5)1)! *4,)$2*-*1! *2! 51<&.4,'-<! 9! 2)! 52)&'\'-)-'.&! (*2!

,1),)X'*&,<E!

!

$` J'450$0+-$% 8$20a,-+$% 0"+/'$)% _JV`% +')'@)$/=% 34! 2)! X<()2'()(! (*!

*4,#('<!5<1!'X80*&*4!(*!*2*--'.&!*&!*2!*4,#('<!(*!*5'2*54')E!G<4!*4,8&()1*4!

)-,#)2*4!5)1)!*2!*4,#('<!(*!*5'2*54')!1*-<X'*&()&!#&!*4,#('<!-<&!*d#'5<4!

-<&!W!K*42)E! 34! '&('45*&4)$2*!5)1)! *2! *4,#('<!(*! 2)! *5'2*54')e! 4)2Y<! *&! 2<4!

-)4<4! *45*-=\'-<4! d#*! &<! 4*! 1*d#'*1*&! 5)1)! *2! (')0&.4,'-<E! ! 3C*X52<[!!

35'2*54')!+#4*&-')! '&\)&,'2E! 34!(*! *45*-')2! '&,*1b4!*&!*2! -)4<!(*!5)-'*&,*4!

-<&! 35'2*54')! 1*\1)-,)1')! )! F+34e! -<&! 5)-'*&,*! -)&('(),<! )! -'1#0=)! (*!

*5'2*54')e! 9! 5#*(*! 4*1! (*! #,'2'()(! )&,*! 2)! 5b1('()! (*! -<&,1<2! (*! -1'4'4! <!

-)X$'<! *&! *2! ,'5<! (*! -1'4'4! d#*! 5#*()! 'X52'-)1! #&)! 2*4'.&! 4#$9)-*&,*!

51<01*4'Y)E!

G)!QN!-*1*$1)2!5#*(*!'(*&,'\'-)1[!

•! +2,*1)-'.&! &<! *45*-=\'-)! g5E! *CEe! 2*#-<X)2)-')! 5*1'Y*&,1'-#2)1e!

),1<\')hE!
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•! G*4'.&! 4*-#*2)1! *4,8,'-)! g5E! *CEe! 5<1*&-*\)2')e! X)2\<1X)-'.&! (*2!

(*4)11<22<!-<1,'-)2e!*,-hE!

•! G*4'.&! \<-)2! 1*45<&4)$2*! (*! 2)4! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! d#*! &<! 1*d#'*1*!

'&,*1Y*&-'.&!'&X*('),)e!5*1<!d#*!*4!-)&('(),<!)!-'1#0=)!(*!2)!*5'2*54')!g5E!

*CEe!('452)4')4!-<1,'-)2*4!\<-)2*4e!*4-2*1<4'4!,*X5<1)2!X*4')2e!*,-hE!

•! G*4'.&! 4#$)0#()! <! -1.&'-)! d#*! ,'*&*! 'X52'-)&-')4! ,*1)5b#,'-)4E!

Q*d#'*1*&! '&,*1Y*&-'.&! '&X*('),)! -<X<e! 5<1! *C*X52<e! 2<4! ,#X<1*4!

-*1*$1)2*4j! <! d#*! ,'*&*! 'X5<1,)&-')! (')0&.4,'-)! <! 'X52'-)-'<&*4!

51<&.4,'-)4e!5<1!*C*X52<e! 2*#-<('4,1<\')4e! ,1)4,<1&<!X*,)$.2'-<e!*&-*\)2','4!

(*!Q)4X#44*&E!

•! G*4'.&! )0#()! d#*! 1*d#'*1*! '&,*1Y*&-'.&! #10*&,*[! q'(1<-*\)2')e!

)--'(*&,*! -*1*$1<Y)4-#2)1! )0#(<! <! Z*X<11)0')e! *&-*\)2','4e! *&\*1X*()(!

X*,)$.2'-)E!

+('-'<&)2X*&,*e!*4,#('<4!(*!1*4<&)&-')!X)0&b,'-)!\#&-'<&)2!9!)52'-)-'<&*4!

(*! ,b-&'-)4! )Y)&6)()4! (*! 1*4<&)&-')! X)0&b,'-)! g('\#4'.&! ,*&4<1e!

,1)-,<01)\=)! 9! *45*-,1<4-<5=)he! 5#*(*&! *4,)1! '&('-)(<4! *&! -)4<4!

4*2*--'<&)(<4!-<X<!)5<9<!(')0&.4,'-<!<!*&!2)!-'1#0=)!(*!2)!*5'2*54')E!

!

@` 75852)$]#$% $h-$/% +58:",$)-X$&$% _7I.`% +)$0'$/=! "<2<! (*$*! 1*)2'6)14*!
-#)&(<! &<! 4*! ,*&0)! )2-)&-*! )! #&)! QN! -*1*$1)2e! <! -#)&(<! *4,b!

-<&,1)'&('-)()E!G)!K?!-*1*$1)2!,'*&*!$)C)!4*&4'$'2'()(!5)1)!2)!(*,*--'.&!(*!

2*4'<&*4!-<1,'-)2*4!5*d#*A)4e!2*4'<&*4!*&!2)4!1*0'<&*4!,*X5<1)2*4!X*4')2*4!

9! .1$',<:\1<&,)2! 9! \1<&,)2! X*(')2E! 7*d#*A<4! 02'<X)4! (*! $)C<! 01)(<!

Z)$',#)2X*&,*!&<!4<&!(*,*-,)(<4!5<1!2)!K+?E!32!5<1-*&,)C*!02<$)2!(*!b^',<!

(*! 2)! K+?! *&! 2)! (*,*--'.&! (*! 2*4'<&*4! *&! 2)4! *5'2*54')4! \<-)2*4! *4!

)51<^'X)()X*&,*!#&!WaiE!

3&! 4',#)-'<&*4! (*! *X*10*&-')! Xb('-)! 2)! K+?! -*1*$1)2! 5#*(*! 4*1! #4)()!

-#)&(<!4*!4<45*-Z)!)--'(*&,*!-*1*$1<!Y)4-#2)1!g'4d#bX'-<!<!Z*X<1180'-<he!

Z'5*1,*&4'.&! *&(<-1)&*)&)! g,#X<1*4! -*1*$1)2*4he! '&\*--'<&*4e! <!

-)2-'\'-)-'<&*4!-*1*$1)2*4E!

!
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\NYNY 1'%'h*8'0'4%'4:'+-$/'4%+58:/'8'0,$)-54=%

$` 9/'+,)5'0+']$/52)$8$=! 32! 33>! *4! 2)! 51#*$)! -<X52*X*&,)1')! d#*! -<&,1'$#9*!

X84!*45*-=\'-)X*&,*!)2!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!*5'2*54')e!9)!d#*!*^'4,*&!5),1<&*4!33>!

,=5'-<4! d#*! -<11*2)-'<&)(<4! -<&! 2)! -2=&'-)! 4'1Y*&! 5)1)! (')0&<4,'-)1! #&!

(*,*1X'&)(<!4=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<E!

3&! *2! 5)-'*&,*! -<&! #&)! 51'X*1)! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)! )\*$1'2! <! *5'2*54')! (*! '&'-'<!

1*-'*&,*!(*!-#)2d#'*1!*()(!4*!1*-<X'*&()!2)!1*)2'6)-'.&!(*!#&!33>!*&!,<(<4!2<4!

-)4<4e! 9!#4#)2X*&,*!5#*(*!1*)2'6)14*!(*! \<1X)!)X$#2),<1')E!%&!33>!)&<1X)2!

5#*(*!)9#()1!)!-<&\'1X)1!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!*5'2*54')e!5*1<!#&!33>!&<1X)2!&<!

2<!(*4-)1,)E!G<4!*4,#('<4!X#*4,1)&!#&)!4*&4'$'2'()(!(*!TSi!9!*45*-'\'-'()(!(*!

cSiE!32!33>!5<1!4=!4<2<!&#&-)!5#*(*!*4,)$2*-*1!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!*5'2*54')e!9)!

d#*!&<!Z)9!*5'2*54')!4'!&<!*^'4,*!#&)!1*5*1-#4'.&!-2=&'-)e!*4!(*-'1e!4'&!-1'4'4E!

G)! 51*4*&-')! (*! )-,'Y'()(! *5'2*5,'\<1X*! *&! *2! 33>! *4,8&()1! 2#*0<! (*! #&)!

51'X*1)!-1'4'4e!,'*&*!#&!Y)2<1!51*('-,'Y<E!34!5<4','Y<!*&,1*!S_i!9!RTi!*&!&'A<4!

9!-<&!51'Y)-'.&!(*!4#*A<e!*4,<!)#X*&,)!)!SWi!)!WRi!X84E!7*1X',*!2<-)2'6)1!2)!

)-,'Y'()(! *5'2*5,'\<1X*e! )9#()! )! 4*2*--'<&)1! *2! \81X)-<! 9! *&! )20#&<4! -)4<4! )!

*Y)2#)1!2)!*\'-)-')!(*2!,1),)X'*&,<!\)1X)-<2.0'-<!g)#4*&-')4hE!

32! 33>! *4! 'X51*4-'&('$2*! 5)1)! 2)! -2)4'\'-)-'.&! (*2! ,'5<! (*! -1'4'4! 9! 4=&(1<X*!

*5'2b5,'-<! 9! *4! f,'2! 5)1)! 51*(*-'1! *2! 1'*40<! (*! 1*-#11*&-')E! 34! *45*-')2X*&,*!

-<&\')$2*! 5)1)! *2! (')0&.4,'-<! (*[! 35'2*54')! (*! )#4*&-')e! *5'2*54')!X'<-2.&'-)!

C#Y*&'2e!*5'2*54')!$*&'0&)!1<28&('-)e!*45)4X<4!'&\)&,'2*4!9!<,1)4!*&-*\)2<5),=)4!

*5'2b5,'-)4E!Q*5*,'(<4!33>!*4,8&()1!5#*(*&!4*1!(*!)9#()!-#)&(<!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!

(*!*5'2*54')!<!(*2! 4=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<!&<!*4,8! -2)1<! g&<!X84!(*!Hhe! 9)!d#*!*2!

5<1-*&,)C*! 5#*(*! )#X*&,)1! (*! W_! )! cc! 5<1! -'*&,<! (*! 5<4','Y'()(E! "'! *2!

(')0&.4,'-<!Z)!4'(<!*4,)$2*-'(<e!1*5*,'(<4!33>!&<!4<&!(*!#,'2'()(E!

@*$*&!-<&4'(*1)14*! 2)4! 2'X',)-'<&*4!(*2!33>[!K'*&*!#,'2'()(! 2'X',)()!*&!-1'4'4!

*5'2b5,'-)4! d#*! ,'*&*&! 4#! <1'0*&! *&! 1*0'<&*4! 51<\#&()4! (*2! -*1*$1<e! '&-2#4<!

(#1)&,*!*2!5*1'<(<!'-,)2E!

G<4! 1*0'4,1<4! 33>! (*$*&! 4*1! '&,*151*,)(<4! 5<1! #&! *2*-,1<*&-*\)2<01)\'4,)!

-)2'\'-)(<! 9! 1*)2'6)(<4! 5<1! #&! ,b-&'-<! *&,1*&)(<! 5)1)! *Y',)1! *11<1*4!

(')0&.4,'-<4E!32!1*0'4,1<!(*$*!,*&*1!#&)!(#1)-'.&!X=&'X)!(*!Wa!X'&#,<4!9!(*$*!

-<&,)1! -<&! 2)4! ,b-&'-)4! (*! )-,'Y)-'.&! $84'-)4! g)5*1,#1)! 9! -'*11*! <-#2)1e!

Z'5*1Y*&,'2)-'.&!9! \<,<*4,'X#2)-'.&hE! "*!Z)!Y'4,<!d#*!UnW!(*! 2<4!*^8X*&*4!(*!
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33>!*4,8&()1e!2)!)-,'Y'()(!*5'2*5,'\<1X*!4*!(*,*-,)!*&!2<4!51'X*1<4!Wa!X'&#,<4!

(*! *^)X*&E! G)! -<2<-)-'.&! (*! *2*-,1<(<4! (*$*! Z)-*14*! (*! )-#*1(<! )2! "'4,*X)!

/&,*1&)-'<&)2!Sa:UaE!

!

@` M#&'5C'/'+,)5'0+']$/52)$8$[! 32! X<&',<1*<! -<&! L'(*<! 33>! 51<2<&0)(<! 4*!

5#*(*!#,'2'6)1!*&!2)!*Y)2#)-'.&!(*! 2<4!5)-'*&,*4!d#*!51*4*&,)&!('\'-#2,)(*4!(*!

(')0&.4,'-<!(*45#b4!(*!#&)!*Y)2#)-'.&!-2=&'-)!9!33>!*4,8&()1!&<!-<&-2#9*&,*E!

3&!2<4!-)4<4!(#(<4<4e! 2)!X<&',<1'6)-'.&!Y=(*<:33>!*4! 2)!51#*$)!X84!f,'2!5)1)!

('\*1*&-')1! 2)4! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! (*! 2)4! -1'4'4! 54'-.0*&)4! 9! (*! 2<4! K7;3E!!

K)X$'b&!5#*(*!'(*&,'\'-)1!-1'4'4!4#,'2*4!(*!2)4!d#*!*2!5)-'*&,*!&<!*4!-<&4-'*&,*!

9!5*1X',*!*Y)2#)1!2)!01)Y*()(!(*!2<4!*5'4<('<4E!+(*X84e!4#!#4<!*4!&*-*4)1'<!*&!

2)! 2<-)2'6)-'.&! (*! 2)! 6<&)! *5'2*5,<0b&'-)e! -<X<! 5)1,*! (*2! *4,#('<! 51*Y'<! )! 2)!

d#'1f10'-)!(*!*5'2*54')E!

32! #4<!(*! *2*-,1<(<4!*45*-')2*4! )#X*&,)! 2)! 4*&4'$'2'()(!*&!*5'2*54')4! \<-)2*4E!

32*-,1<(<4!,*X5<1)2*4!)&,*1'<1*4e!,*X5<1)2*4!X*('<:5<4,*1'<1*4e!*4\*&<'()2*4e!

4*!1*-<X'*&()&!*&!5)-'*&,*4!-<&!4<45*-Z)!(*!*5'2*54')!K*X5<1)2!N*4')2e!()(<!

4'X'2)1!1*&('X'*&,<!)!<,1<4!*2*-,1<(<4!*45*-')2*4!g&)4<\)1=&0*<4!<!(*2!\<1)X*&!

<Y)2h!9!)!4#4!-)1)-,*1=4,'-)4!&<!'&Y)4'Y)4E!

!

+` 94,"&-5%2'0a,-+5=!"*!-<&4'(*1)&!*45*-')2X*&,*!*&!5)-'*&,*4!-<&!*&-*\)2<5),=)!

*5'2b5,'-)! <! -<&!*5'2*54')4! 1*4'4,*&,*4! )! \81X)-<4! 4'&! -)#4)! *4,)$2*-'()e! 5*1<!

5#*(*! 52)&,*)14*! #&)! 51#*$)! 0*&b,'-)! *&! ,<(<! 5)-'*&,*! -<&! *5'2*54')! *&! 2<4!

d#*!4*!-<&4'(*1*!'X5<1,)&,*E!

"'!*2!,*4,!*4!&*0),'Y<e!&<!&*-*4)1')X*&,*!*2!(')0&.4,'-<!*4!'&-<11*-,<e!9)!d#*!2<4!

4=&(1<X*4!*5'2b5,'-<4!0*&b,'-<4!X#*4,1)&!)X52')!Z*,*1<0*&*'()(!0*&b,'-)e!5<1!

2<! d#*! #&! 1*4#2,)(<! &*0),'Y<! 5)1)! #&! (*,*1X'&)(<! 0*&! &<! 4'0&'\'-)! d#*! *2!

5)-'*&,*!&<!,'*&*!*2!4=&(1<X*E!

?<X<! 5)1,*! (*2! *4,#('<! 4*! 1*)2'6)18&[! ?)1'<,'5<e! )&82'4'4! X'-1<4<X)2!

-1<X<4.X'-<e!5)&*2*4!0*&b,'-<4!9n<!4*-#*&-')-'.&!(*2!*^<X)!-<X52*,<e!51*Y')!

*Y)2#)-'.&!(*!-)()!-)4<!(*!\<1X)!'&('Y'(#)2E!

!
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\NP %VI>9ZK%F9!i>%>EM9L%19%.KV(L9ZE1I1%U%.I(I.E1I1%%J9FKLH7EMI%

\NPNO V'&-&$4%2'0')$/'4%6%:)'?'0,-?$4%

.504"/,$%'h,')0$=!!

32!X)&*C<!(*!2<4!5)-'*&,*4!-<&!*5'2*54')!*4!\#&()X*&,)2X*&,*!)X$#2),<1'<E!+!&'Y*2!

(*2! /;";:"B! (*$*1=)&!X)&*C)14*! 4<2<! )d#*22)4! *5'2*54')4! 1*4'4,*&,*4! )! \81X)-<4!

)&,'*5'2b5,'-<4E!

!

j54:-,$/-X$+-30=%%

3&!2<4!4*1Y'-'<4!(*!Z<45',)2'6)-'.&!4*!),'*&(*!9!X)&*C)[!!

)h!3Y*&,#)2X*&,*!5)1)!*2!-<&,1<2!(*!-1'4'4!1*\1)-,)1')4E!!

$h! +20#&)4! *5'2*54')4! 4*-#&()1')4! )! #&! 51<-*4<! d#*! (*$*! 4*1! ,1),)(<e! 5E! *CE!

;*#1<-'4,'-*1-<4'4E!!

-h!3&!2)!(#()!(')0&.4,'-)!5)1)!<$4*1Y)1!(*!-*1-)!)2!5)-'*&,*E!

!

98')2'0+-$=%%

3&!*4,*!4*1Y'-'<!4*!X)&*C)!2<!4'0#'*&,*[!!

)h 34,)(<!*5'2b5,'-<E!

$h ?1'4'4!5*14'4,*&,*4!

!

\NPNA 7')$:a",-+$%

%V$0'k5%;$)8$+5/32-+5=%

32! ,1),)X'*&,<! )! 2)10<! 52)6<! -<&! (1<0)4! )&,'*5'2b5,'-)4! g@+3h! (*$*! -<X*&6)1!

(*45#b4! (*! 2)! 4*0#&()! -1'4'4! &<! 51<Y<-)()! 9! (*45#b4! (*! 2)! 51'X*1)! -1'4'4! &<!

51<Y<-)()!4.2<!4'[!

!

− 3^'4,*!2*4'.&!*&!2)!&*#1<'X)0*&E!

− 3^'4,*!(b\'-',!&*#1<2.0'-<E!

− !32!33>!X#*4,1)!)-,'Y'()(!*5'2b5,'-)!'&*d#=Y<-)E!

!

32!<$C*,'Y<!(*2!,1),)X'*&,<!*4!*2!-<&,1<2!-<X52*,<!(*!2)4!-1'4'4!4'&!*\*-,<4!)(Y*14<4!

4'0&'\'-),'Y<4E! 32! #4<! (*! 2)4! @+3! 4*! $)4)! *&! *2! ,'5<! (*! -1'4'4! 51*(<X'&)&,*! <!

4=&(1<X*!)!X)&*C)1e!2<4!5<4'$2*4!*\*-,<4!)(Y*14<4!9!2)4!-<X<1$'2'()(*4!*^'4,*&,*4E!!

!
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• Todos los medicament<4!4*! '&'-')&!*&!(<4'4!$)C)4!9!4*!)#X*&,)&!01)(#)2X*&,*!

4*0f&!4*)!&*-*4)1'<e!Z)4,)!22*0)1!)!#&)!(<4'4!X8^'X)!-<&!2)!d#*!4*!2<01)!*2!-<&,1<2!

(*!2)4!-1'4'4!<!Z)4,)!d#*!51*4*&,)&!*\*-,<4!4*-#&()1'<4!&<!(*4*)(<4E!!

• La dosificación debe ajustarse a la activida(!(')1')!(*2!&'A<E!G)4!\<1X#2)-'<&*4!(*!

2'$*1)-'.&!51<2<&0)()!*&!(<4'\'-)-'.&!(*!(<4!Y*-*4!5<1!(=)!4<&!51*\*1'$2*4E!!

w"'!-<&!X<&<,*1)5')!4*!2<01)!*2!-<&,1<2!(*!-1'4'4!4'&!*\*-,<4!)(Y*14<4!-<2),*1)2*4e!*2!

Xb('-<!&<!(*$*!-)X$')1!2)!(<4'4!(*2!\81X)-<!5<1!Y)1'<4!)A<4!<!,)2!Y*6!&#&-)!g4.2<!

*&! &'A<4! 4#$'1! -<&! )26)! 5<&(*1)2he! )f&! 4'! *2! &'Y*2! (*2! \81X)-<! *&! 2)! 4)&01*! *4,8!

2*Y*X*&,*!$)C<E!

• Si no se obtiene control (*! 2)4! -1'4'4! *5'2b5,'-)4! -<&! 2)! (<4'4! X8^'X)!

1*-<X*&()()!(*2!51'X*1!\81X)-<e!*&,<&-*4!4*!'&'-')!#&!4*0#&(<!X*('-)X*&,<!(*!

51'X*1)! 2=&*)! 9! 2)! 51'X*1)! (1<0)! *4! 1*,'1)()E! "'! *2! -<&,1<2! *4! -<&4*0#'(<!

5)1-')2X*&,*e!(*$*!)01*0)14*!#&!4*0#&(<!@+3E!"*!(*$*&!Z)-*1!,<(<4!2<4!*4\#*16<4!

5)1)!#&!#4<!1)-'<&)2!(*!2)!5<2',*1)5')E!32!X)&*C<!*4!'&('Y'(#)2'6)(<E!

•No hay dif*1*&-')4! 4'0&'\'-),'Y)4! *&! 2)! *\'-)-')! <! 2)! ,<2*1)$'2'()(! (*! 2<4! -#),1<!

51'&-'5)2*4! @+3! (*! 51'X*1)! 2=&*)! g\*&<$)1$',)2e! \*&',<=&)e! Y)251<),<! 9! 2)!

-)1$)X)6*5'&)h! 9! -#)2d#'*1)! (*! *22<4! 5#*(*! 4*1! #4)(<! )2! '&'-'<! (*2! (')0&.4,'-<e!

$)4)(<!*&!*2!5*1\'2!(*!*\*-,<4!4*-#&()1'<4E!?)1$)X)-*5'&)!9!Y)251<),<!5)1*-*&!4*1!

X*C<1!,<2*1)(<4!d#*!*2!\*&<$)1$',)2!9!\*&',<=&)E!!

• Un registro diario de crisis debe mantenerse por los padres. !

• El análisis de d<4)C*!\)1X)-<2.0'-<!*4!f,'2!*&!)20#&)4!4',#)-'<&*4e!'&-2#9*&(<!#&!

51<01*4<!(*! 2)4! -1'4'4! <! *&! -1'4'4! “1*\1)-,)1')4”e! 5)1)! *Y)2#)1! *2! -#X52'X'*&,<!(*2!

,1),)X'*&,<!9!5)1)!*2!X<&',<1'6)1!2)!,<^'-'()(E!!

 3&!51'&-'5'<!)&,*4!(*! '&'-')1!#&! ,1),)X'*&,<e! 4*!(*$*!*4,)1!52*&)X*&,*!4*0#1<4!

(*2! (')0&.4,'-<E! G#*0<! -<&4'(*1)1! *2! ,'5<! (*! -1'4'4e! 4'! 4<&! \<-)2*4! 2)! 51'X*1)!

*2*--'.&!,1)('-'<&)2X*&,*!*4!?)1$)X)6*5'&)!9!(*!4*0#&()!*2*--'.&!*4!L)251<),<e!

*&! 2)4! \<1X)4! 0*&*1)2'6)()4! *2! L)251<),<! 4*1=)! 2)! 51'X*1)! <5-'.&e! ,<(<! *4,<!

-<&4'(*1)&(<! 2)4! 2'X',)-'<&*4! d#*! ,*&*X<4! *&! &#*4,1<! 5)=4E! "'&! *X$)10<e! (*!

'(*&,'\'-)14*!*2!4=&(1<X*!*2b-,1'-<!-2=&'-<!*45*-=\'-<!*2!X)&*C<!5#*(*!Y)1')1E!?)$*!

1*4)2,)1! d#*e! *&! -)()! 5)-'*&,*e! 4*0f&! *2! ,'5<! (*! -1'4'4e! 2)! *()(e! 2)! -)#4)! (*! 2)4!

-1'4'4e! *,-Ee! 4#! X)&*C<! *4! '&('Y'(#)2'6)(<e! (*! ,)2! X)&*1)! d#*! 2)! *2*--'.&! (*2!

X*('-)X*&,<!(*5*&(*18!(*!-)()!5)-'*&,*E!

 !32! #4<! (*! 2)4! (1<0)4! -284'-)4! 9! 2)4! &#*Y)4! 4*! *&-#*&,1)! (*,)22)(<! *&! *2! )&*^<!

-<11*45<&('*&,*E!32!*X52*<!(*!X*('-)X*&,<4!&#*Y<4!*4,8!4#C*,<!)!-)()!-)4<!*&!
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5)1,'-#2)1e!&<!4*!5#*(*!Z)$2)1!(*!*5'2*54')! 1*\1)-,)1')!4'&!Z)$*1!#,'2'6)(<! ,<(<4!

2<4!1*-#14<4!\)1X)-<2.0'-<4!('45<&'$2*4!(*!X)&*1)!)51<5')()E!

!

L*1!*&!+&*^<4!2<4!X*('-)X*&,<4!X84!#4)(<4!*&!*2!,1),)X'*&,<!(*!2)!*5'2*54')!*&!

7*('),1=)E!

!

V$0'k5%05%]$)8$+5/32-+5%&'%/$4%]5)8$4%)'])$+,$)-$4D)'4-4,'0,'4%$%]*)8$+54N%%

7)1)! *2! -)4<! (*! 35'2*54')! 1*4'4,*&,*! )! \81X)-<4! ,)X$'b&! 4*! ('45<&*&! (*! <,1)4!

X*('()4!,*1)5b#,'-)4!d#*!4*!52)&,*)&!)!-<&,'&#)-'.&!9!d#*!&<!4<&!<$C*,<!(*!*4,)!

0#=)!-2=&'-)!5<1!2<!d#*!4<2<!4*!-<X*&,)&!)!01<4<!X<(<E!

!

O` 1-',$%+',52a0-+$%

G)!('*,)!-*,<0b&'-)!g@?h!*4!#&!,1),)X'*&,<!&<!\)1X)-<2.0'-<!*\'-)6!5)1)!X#-Z<4!(*!

2<4! 5)-'*&,*4! -<&! 2)! *5'2*54')! 1*\1)-,)1')E! "*! 5#*(*! -<&4'(*1)1! *2! ,1),)X'*&,<! (*!

*2*--'.&!5)1)!*2!4=&(1<X*!(*!(*\'-'*&-')!(*!>G%K:S!9!5)1)!2)!3E!5<1!(*\'-'*&-')!(*!

5'1#Y),<! (*4Z'(1<0*&)4)! g7@q@hE! K)X$'b&! *4! #&)! <5-'.&! *&! 2<4! 4=&(1<X*4!

*5'2b5,'-<4! -<X<! *2! 4=&(1<X*! (*! @1)Y*,e! 2<4! ! *45)4X<4! '&\)&,'2*4e! 2)! *5'2*54')!

X'<-2.&'-)!)4,8,'-)!9!32!-<X52*C<!(*!*4-2*1<4'4!,#$*1<4)E!!

3^'4,*&!Xf2,'52*4!,'5<4!(*!('*,)4!-*,<0b&'-)4E!32!Xb,<(<!,1)('-'<&)2!-<&4'4,*!*&!#&!

5*1=<(<!(*!)9#&<e!4'&!2=d#'(<4!d#*!-<&,*&0)&!-)1$<Z'(1),<4e!9!-<&,1<2*4!5*1'.('-<4!

(*! 02#-<4)! 4b1'-)E! G)! (#1)-'.&!(*2! )9#&<! Y)1=)! (*! SU! Z! )! xx! -#)&(<! 4<&! )2,)4e! 2)4!

-*,<&)4! #1'&)1')4! xx! d#*! 5#*(*! 4*1!X84! (*! H_! ZE! G<4! &'A<4! &<! (*$*1=)&! *4,)1! *&!

)9#&.! (#1)&,*! X84! (*! cU! Z<1)4E! G)4! -<X'()4! 4<&! *&,<&-*4! ,=5'-)X*&,*!

'&-1*X*&,)()4!(')1')X*&,*!*&!'&,*1Y)2<4!-)2.1'-)4!(*!#&!,*1-'<!Z)4,)!d#*!*2! ,<,)2!!

(*!2)4!-)2<1=)4!!4*)&!,<2*1)()4e!X)&,*&'*&(<!2)!-<&4,)&,*!1*2)-'.&!*&!2)!@'*,)E!I,1<!

*&\<d#*!-<X'*&6)!-<&!-)2<1=)4!-<X52*,)4e!5*1<!2)!51<5<1-'.&!(*!@?!4*!'&-1*X*&,)!

(')1')X*&,*! (*! S[Se! U[Se! W[Se! H[S! 5)1)! 5*1X','1! d#*! *2! 5)-'*&,*! 4*! )()5,*! )! 2)!

-1*-'*&,*!-<&-*&,1)-'.&!(*!2)!01)4)E!

3Y)2#)-'<&*4! -2=&'-)4! 5*1'.('-)4! (#1)&,*! *2! 51'X*1! )A<! -<&! )--*4<! '&X*('),<! )2!

-<&4*C<! *^5*1'X*&,)(<! (*! 2<4! 51<\*4'<&)2*4! *^5*1,<4! 4<&! 'X5<1,)&,*4! 5)1)! *2!

X)&*C<!*^',<4<!(*!2<4!&'A<4!d#*!1*-'$*&!2)!@?E!L'4',)4!X84!\1*-#*&,*4!5#*(*&!4*1!

&*-*4)1')4! 5)1)! '&\)&,*4! 9! <,1<4! 5)-'*&,*4! (*! )2,<! 1'*40<! 5<1! 2)! (*\'-'*&-')!

&#,1'-'<&)2E! K<(<4! 2<4! &'A<4! (*$*&! 4*1! Y'4,<4! 5<1! #&! &*#1.2<0<! 5*('),1)!
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*^5*1'X*&,)(<! 9! #&! &#,1'-'<&'4,)! 5)1)! 2)! *Y)2#)-'.&! &#,1'-'<&)2e! *Y)2#)-'.&! (*2!

2)$<1),<1'<!9!('4-#4'.&!4<$1*!2)4!(*-'4'<&*4!(*!('4-<&,'&#)-'.&!(*!2)!@?!9!*2!#4<!(*!

(1<0)4!)&,'*5'2b5,'-)4E!

!

A` .-)"2#$%&'%':-/':4-$%

32! -<&-*5,<! (*! -'1#0=)! (*! 2)! *5'2*54')! d#*()! 1*4*1Y)(<! 5)1)! )d#*22)4!

'&,*1Y*&-'<&*4! d#*! 4*! 1*)2'6)&! 4<$1*! *2! "'4,*X)! ;*1Y'<4<! ?*&,1)2! -<&! *2! \'&! (*!

,1),)1! 2)! 35'2*54')! 1*4'4,*&,*! )! \81X)-<4E! 32! <$C*,'Y<! \'&)2! (*! 2)! -'1#0=)! (*! 2)!

*5'2*54')! *4! *2'X'&)1! <! ('4X'&#'1! 2)! ,*&(*&-')! (*2! -*1*$1<! )! 0*&*1)1! -1'4'4!

*5'2b5,'-)4! (*! \<1X)! 1*-#11*&,*! 9! *Y',)1! *2! (*,*1'<1<! (*! 2)4! \#&-'<&*4! -*1*$1)2*4!

d#*!4*!)4<-')!*&! 2<4!5)-'*&,*4!-<&! 2)!5*14'4,*&-')!(*!-1'4'4E!7<1!*22<!4*!1*-<&<-*&!

-'1#0=)4!-#1),'Y)4!9!5)2'),'Y)4E!

@*5*&(*18! 4'! 4*! ,1),)&! (*! -1'4'4! -<&!#&! \<-<! *5'2*5,.0*&<!$'*&!(*\'&'(<! *&! -#9<!

-)4<!5<(1=)!4*1!-#1),'Y)!<!4'!*4!#&)!\<1X)!0*&*1)2'6)()!<!X#2,'\<-)2!*&!(<&(*!4*1=)!

5)2'),'Y)E!

"*!(*$*!*45*1)1!)2!X*&<4!U!)A<4!(*!*5'2*54')!1*\1)-,)1')!)-,'Y)!)&,*4!(*!22*0)1!)!2)!

-'1#0=)! *^-*5,<! *&! 2<4! 4=&(1<X*4! (*&<X'&)(<4! -),)4,1.\'-<4! d#*! (*$#,)&! *&! 2)!

51'X*1)!'&\)&-')e!(.&(*!(*$*!1*)2'6)14*!#&)!-'1#0=)!51*-<6e!5<1! 2)!01)Y*()(!(*! 2)!

*5'2*54')! 9! 5<1! -<&22*Y)1! X*&<1! 1'*40<! (*! 4*-#*2)4! ()()! 2)! *&<1X*! 52)4,'-'()(!

-*1*$1)2!)!*4,)4!*()(*4E!+&,*4!(*!52)&,*)14*!2)!'&,*1Y*&-'.&e!*2!5)-'*&,*!(*$*!Z)$*1!

1*-'$'(<! ,1),)X'*&,<! -<&! (<4! )&,'*5'2b5,'-<4! *&! X<&<,*1)5')! 9! )2! X*&<4! #&)!

-<X$'&)-'.&!(*!(<4!)&,'*5'2b5,'-<4e!)(*-#)(<4!5)1)!*2! ,'5<!(*!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)4!9!

4=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<!9!Z)$*1!-#X52'(<!(*!\<1X)!'X5*-)$2*!-<&!2)!5)#,)!,*1)5b#,'-)!

'&('-)()!)!2)4!(<4'4!X8^'X)4!,<2*1)()4!9!)!5*4)1!(*!*22<e!4*0#'1!51*4*&,)&(<!-1'4'4!

*5'2*5,'-)!-<X<!4*!(*,)22)!*&!2)4!(*\'&'-'<&*4!)2!'&'-'<!(*!*4,*!(<-#X*&,<E!

%

Y` 94,-8"/$+-30%&'/%0')?-5%?$25N%

G)! *4,'X#2)-'.&! (*! &*1Y'<! Y)0<! -<&4'4,*! *&! 2)! 'X52)&,)-'.&! (*! #&! 0*&*1)(<1! (*!

5#24<4!(*$)C<!(*!2)!5'*2e!0*&*1)2X*&,*!(*!2)!5)1,*!4#5*1'<1!'6d#'*1()!(*2!,.1)^E!%&)!

-<&*^'.&!)28X$1'-)!(*$)C<!(*!2)!5'*2!*4,8!-<&*-,)(<!-<&!*2!&*1Y'<!Y)0<!'6d#'*1(<E!

G<4! 5)18X*,1<4! g-<X<! 2)! )&-Z<! (*2! 5#24<! 9! 2)! \1*-#*&-')e! 2)! '&,*&4'()(! (*! 2)!!

-<11'*&,*! 9! 2<4! -'-2<4! (*! *&-*&('(<n)5)0)(<h! 5#*(*&! 4*1! 51<01)X)(<4! *&! *2!
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0*&*1)(<1!(*!'X5#24<4!-<&!#&)!Y)1'22)!(*!51<01)X)-'.&E!3&!-#)2d#'*1!X<X*&,<!4*!

5#*(*! )52'-)1! #&)! *4,'X#2)-'.&! )('-'<&)2! <! )5)0)1! *2! ('45<4','Y<E! G)! $),*1=)! *4!

4#\'-'*&,*!5)1)!-*1-)!(*!W!)!_!)A<4!9!5#*(*!4*1!1**X52)6)()E!!

!

\NPNY 9]'+,54%$&?')454%5%+5/$,')$/'4%&'/%,)$,$8-'0,5%

@*&,1<! (*! 2<4! *\*-,<4! )(Y*14<4! X84! &<,<1'<4! Z)9! d#*! Z)-*1! Z'&-)5'b! *&! 2<4!

\81X)-<4!X84!*X52*)(<4!,*&*X<4[!

32! 8-'(<! Y)251<'-<! ,'*&*! -<X<! *\*-,<4! )(Y*14<4! *2! -<X51<X'4<! Z*58,'-<e!

(*4-1'$'b&(<4*! Z)4,)! \)22)4! Z*58,'-)4! \#2X'&)&,*4e! )(*X84! 5#*(*! 51<(#-'1!

2*#-<5*&')! 9! 52)d#*,<5*&')e! -<&! 51<$2*X)4! (*! 4)&01)(<! )4<-')(<4E! +(*X84! 4*!

(*4-1'$*!4#!*\*-,<!,*1),<0b&'-<e!5<1!2<!d#*!4#!*X52*<!(*$*!4*1!*Y',)(<!*&!X#C*1*4!

)(<2*4-*&,*4E! F'&)2X*&,*! 5#*(*! 51<(#-'1! Z'5<,'1<'('4X<E! 34! #&! X*('-)X*&,<!

'&Z'$'(<1! 2<! -#)2! 5#*(*! 51<Y<-)1! #&! '&-1*X*&,<! *&! 2<4! &'Y*2*4! 4b1'-<4! (*! 2<4!

X*('-)X*&,<4!d#*!4*!Y)9)&!)!)4<-')1E!

G)! -)1$)X)-*5'&)! '&'-')2X*&,*! 5#*(*! 51<Y<-)1! X#-Z)! 4*()-'.&e! )(*X84! 2#*0<!

2*#-<5*&')e!Z'5<&),1*X')!5<1!2)!51<(#--'.&!(*!4*-1*-'.&!'&)51<5')()!(*!Z<1X<&)!

)&,'('#1b,'-)E! G)! \*&',<=&)! ,'*&*! 2)! 5<4'$'2'()(! (*! 0*&*1)1! )11',X')4e! *2! 1<4,1<! 4*!

,<1&)! ,<4-<e! Z'5*152)4')! 0'&0'Y)2E! 32! \*&<$)1$',)2! -<&(#-*! )! ('4X'&#-'.&! (*! 2)!

-)5)-'()(! -<0&','Y)E! K<(<4! *22<4! 4<&! '&(#-,<1*4! 2<! -#)2! 5#*(*! 0*&*1)1! #&)!

('4X'&#-'.&!*&!2<4!&'Y*2*4!4b1'-<4!(*!2<4!X*('-)X*&,<4!d#*!Y)9)X<4!)!)4<-')1E!

G)! G)X<,1'0'&)! 5#*(*! 4*1! -)#4)! (*! ",*Y*&! J<Z&4<&e! 4<$1*! ,<(<! 4'! 4*! )4<-')! -<&!

Y)251<),<e!9)!d#*!'&-1*X*&,)!4#4!&'Y*2*4!*&!-)4'!Sa!Y*-*4E!

32! -2<&)6*5)X!51<(#-*! 4*()-'.&!9!#&! '&-1*X*&,<! *&! 4*-1*-'<&*4!$1<&d#')2*4e! 2<!

4#\'-'*&,*!5)1)!4*1!4#4,',#'(<E!!

32!2*Y*,'1)-*,)X!5#*(*!(*4*&-)(*&)1!-#)(1<4!(*!Z'5*1)-,'Y'()(!<!'11',)$'2'()(E!!

"*!)X52=)&!)20#&<4!(*!*4,<4!*\*-,<4!*&!2)!,)$2)!,1)(#-'()!*^5#*4,)!)2!\'&)2!(*!*4,*!

(<-#X*&,<E!

!
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7)1)!*4,)$2*-*1! 2<4!4'0&<4!(*!)2)1X)!*4!&*-*4)1'<!#&!-<&,1<2!)51<5')(<e!9!(*\'&'1!

2<4!-)#4)2*4!(*!-1'4'4!&<!-<&,1<2)()4e!2)!)5)1'-'.&!(*!*\*-,<4!)(Y*14<4!<!2)!51*4*&-')!

(*!*Y*&,<4!4<45*-Z<4<4!(*!-1'4'4E!!

G<4! -<&,1<2*4! 4#-*4'Y<4!4*!51<01)X)&!-<&! 2)! \1*-#*&-')!)(*-#)()!5)1)!)C#4,)1! 2)!

(<4'4!(*\'&','Y)!(*2!\81X)-<e!*&,*&('*&(<!-<X<!,)2!2)!(<4'4!d#*!-<&4'0#*!*2!-<&,1<2!

,<,)2!(*!2)4!-1'4'4!4'&!51<(#-'1!*\*-,<4!)(Y*14<4E!34!'X5<1,)&,*!d#*!2<4!-<&,1<2*4!2<4!

1*)2'-*!4'*X51*!*2!X'4X<!Xb('-<e!5)1)!5<,*&-')1!2)!1*2)-'.&!-<&!*2!5)-'*&,*!9!-<&!

4#4!\)X'2')1*4e!9!\)-'2',)1!)4=!2)!)-*5,)-'.&!(*!2)!*&\*1X*()(!9!*2!-#X52'X'*&,<!(*2!

,1),)X'*&,<E! ! G<4! -<&,1<2*4! 4*! 1*)2'6)&C! (*5*&('*&(<! (*! -)()! -)4<! '&('Y'(#)2e! 9!

Y)2<1)&(<!*&!-)()!#&<!(*!*22<4[!

ON%9]-+$+-$=%\1*-#*&-')!9!-)1)-,*1=4,'-)4!(*!2)4!-1'4'4e!<!)#4*&-')!(*!2)4!X'4X)4E!

AN% 9]'+,54% 4'+"0&$)-54=%-)X$'<4! \)Y<1)$2*4! <! (*4\)Y<1)$2*4! 1*2)-'<&)(<4! -<&! *2!

\81X)-<E!

YN%.$/-&$&%&'%?-&$=%)45*-,<!\#&()X*&,)2e!5<1d#*!*2!5)-'*&,*!5#*(*!*4,)1!4'&!-1'4'4!

9! 4'&! *\*-,<4! )(Y*14<4e! 5*1<! 5#*(*! ,*&*1! 2'X',)-'<&*4! *&! 4#! 1*2)-'.&! 4<-')2e!

)-)(bX'-)!<!\)X'2')1E!!

PN%>-?'/%:/$48*,-+5%&'/%$0,-':-/a:,-+5e!d#*!4*!4#*2*!(*,*1X'&)1!*&!2)4!4'0#'*&,*4!

-'1-#&4,)&-')4[!5)1)!'&('Y'(#)2'6)1!2)!(<4'4!(*2!\81X)-<j!-#)&(<!4*!(*4*)!Y*1'\'-)1!

*2! -#X52'X'*&,<! ,*1)5b#,'-<j! -#)&(<! 4*! 1*\'*1*&! <! 4*! <$C*,'Y)&! *\*-,<4! )(Y*14<4j!

-#)&(<!4*!)4<-')&!<,1<4!\81X)-<4e!)&,'*5'2b5,'-<4!<!&<e!5)1)!51*Y*&'1!2)!5b1('()!(*!

*\'-)-')!<!2)!'&(#--'.&!(*!,<^'-'()(j!9!-#)&(<!4*!X<('\'-)!4#4,)&-')2X*&,*!*2!5*4<!

-<15<1)2!(*2!5)-'*&,*E!

QN% j'8$,5/52#$% 6% @-5^"#8-+$=% )&,*4! (*! '&'-')1! *2! ,1),)X'*&,<! -1.&'-<! (*$*!!

4<2'-',)14*! #&! Z*X<01)X)! -<X52*,<e! -<&! 1*-#*&,<! (*! 52)d#*,)4e! 9! 51#*$)4! (*!

\#&-'.&!Z*58,'-)E!G)4!\2#-,#)-'<&*4!!(*!2)4!,1)&4)X'&)4)4!Z*58,'-)4!4<&!\1*-#*&,*4!

-<&!,<(<4! 2<4!)&,'*5'2b5,'-<4!d#*!4*!X*,)$<2'6)&!*&!*2!Z=0)(<e!*45*-')2X*&,*!-<&!

Y)251<),<E! 3^'4,*&! ('\*1*&,*4! 51#*$)4! d#*! 4<&! &*-*4)1')4! 9! d#*! (*5*&(*&! (*2!

X*('-)X*&,<!)!*X52*)1E!G)4!51#*$)4!(*! \#&-'.&!,'1<'(*)!4<&!&*-*4)1')4! ,)X$'b&!

-<&!*2!#4<!(*!8-'(<!Y)251<'-<E!!
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3&!2)!X)9<1=)!(*!*5'2*54')4e!4*!'&,*&,)!#&!1*,'1<!(*!2<4!X*('-)X*&,<4!!(*45#b4!(*!U!

)A<4! 2'$1*4! ! (*! -1'4'4E! 32! '&'-'<! (*! 2)! *5'2*54')! *&! 2)! )(<2*4-*&-')e! 2)! ! *5'2*54')!

4'&,<X8,'-)! 1*X<,)! 9! #&! 33>! )&<1X)2! (*45#b4! (*! U! )A<4! 4<&! 51*('-,<1*4! (*!

1*-)=()e! d#*! &<! 5*1X',*! *2! 1*,'1<! &*-*4)1')X*&,*e! 4'&! *X$)10<! b4,*! (*$*! 4*1!

52)&,*)(<!)!2<4!\)X'2')1*4!9!)2!5)-'*&,*!4*0f&!*2!-)4<!5)1)!#&)!(*-'4'.&!-<X5)1,'()E!!

32!1*,'1<!(*!(1<0)4!*4!*&!W!)!T!X*4*4!!9!(*!51*\*1*&-')!#&!X*('-)X*&,<!)!2)!Y*6!*&!

2<4! -)4<4! (*! 5<2',*1)5')E! 7<4,*1'<1X*&,*! (*$*! 4*1! -<&,1<2)(<! *&! 2<4! )A<4!

4'0#'*&,*4e!-<&!-<&,1<2*4!-)()!T!X*4*4!-#)&(<!X*&<4E!

!

\NPN\ ()5034,-+5%

34,)18!4#5*(',)(<!)!2)!-)#4)!(*!\<&(<e!2)!*()(!(*2!5)-'*&,*e!*2!4=&(1<X*!*5'2b5,'-<!

9! 2)! 1*45#*4,)! )2! ,1),)X'*&,<E! "*! *4,'X)! d#*! Z)4,)! *2! cai! (*! 2)4! 5*14<&)4! -<&!

*5'2*54')! 5#*(*&! 22*Y)1! #&)! Y'()! &<1X)2! 4'! 1*-'$*&! *2! ,1),)X'*&,<! )51<5')(<E! G)!

X)9<1=)!(*!2<4!&'A<4!,'*&*&!#&!$#*&!51<&.4,'-<j!TR!)!cai!(*!*22<4!2<01)18&!d#*()1!

2'$1*4!(*!-1'4'4!(*45#b4!(*!#&!5*1=<(<!(*!)2!X*&<4!S!–!U!)A<4!(*!,1),)X'*&,<!-<&!

X<&<,*1)5')E!G)!*5'2*54')!4*!)4<-')!-<Xf&X*&,*!)!X<1$'2'()(!4'0&'\'-),'Y)E!!

%&)! -<X<1$'2'()(! 'X5<1,)&,*! *&! &'A<4! 4<&! 2)4! ('\'-#2,)(*4! (*! )51*&('6)C*E! "'&!

*X$)10<e!5<1!*\*-,<!(*!2)4!-1'4'4e!5#*(*!-)#4)1!4'0&'\'-),'Y)!('4-)5)-'()(e!*^-2#4'.&!

4<-')2! 9! *4,'0X),'6)-'.&E! I,1)4! 81*)4! (*! -<&\2'-,<! 4<&! *(#-)-'.&e! *X52*<e!

-<&(#--'.&!Y*Z'-#2)1e!51<$2*X)4!54'-<2.0'-<4!9!54'd#'8,1'-<4!9!1*2)-'<&*4!4<-')2*4E!

!

\NQ %.KV(LE.I.EK>9F%

G)4! (*4-1',)4! *&! *2! X)&*C<! \)1X)-<2.0'-<e! *2! -<X51<X'4<! -<0&','Y<! 9! (*,*1'<1<! *&!

0*&*1)2! -#)&(<! 2)4! -1'4'4! &<! 4<&! -<&,1<2)()4e! )(*X84! 2)! 5<4'$'2'()(! (*! (*4)11<22)1!

X#*1,*!4f$',)!g"%@37he!d#*!,'*&(*!)!51*4*&,)14*!*&!5)-'*&,*4!-<&!*5'2*54')!1*\1)-,)1')!

9!2*4'.&!-*1*$1)2!'X5<1,)&,*E!

!

!
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@*$*&!)-#('1!)2!/&4,',#,<!,<(<!5)-'*&,*!-<&!(')0&.4,'-<!(*!*5'2*54')!d#*!&<!4*!-<&,1<2*!

)(*-#)()X*&,*! <! -<&! )20f&! (')0&.4,'-<! -<X52*C<! )4<-')(<! 9! 4*1! -<&,1):1*\*1'(<!

-#)&(<!2)4!-1'4'4!*4,b&!$)C<!-<&,1<2!9!-<&!#&!,1),)X'*&,<!)2!)2-)&-*!(*2!2#0)1!(*!<1'0*&!

<!-<&!#&)!X*C<1=)!4'0&'\'-),'Y)!d#*!5*1X',)!#&!X)&*C<!)!2)!('4,)&-')E!

!

\Nb %;LHgK!JIVI%%

IL!KJE7VK%19%9>;KlH9%1EI!>TF7E.K%9>%9(EL9(FEI%%

!

!

?Q/"/"!37/G37K/?+!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! @^! ('\*1*&-')2[! K1)4,<1&<!

5)1<^=4,'-<!&<!*5'2b5,'-<!

!

-nF'*$1*!!!

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"/!![!!:?1'4'4!\*$1'2[!

4'X52*n,=5'-)!<!

-<X52*C)n),=5'-)!

!

: <!#&)!/&\*--'.&!(*!"'4,*X)!&*1Y'<4<!-*&,1)2!

!

! !!!!;I[!S*1!*5'4<('<!!!"/!![!?Q/"/"!37/G3K/?+[!B#4-)1!*,'<2<0=)!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!B#4-)1!\)-,E!(*!1*-#11*&-')!

!!!!!

!!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!;I[!!!!37/G37"/+[!!!!!?G+"/F/?+?/I;!@3!K/7I!@3!?Q/"/"!!

! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!! ! ?G+"/F/?+?/I;!@3!37/G37"/+!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!

37/G37"/+!7+Q?/+G!Q3FQ+?K+Q/+[!

!

L/@3I!33>[!

35'2*54')!\<-)2!

!

;I[!3&,<&-*4!$#4-)1!<,1<4!@')0&.4,'-<4!

! ! ! ! ! !

"/!!![!"'&(1<X*![!

!&*<-<1,'-)2e!!<5,'X'6)1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!K,<!X*('-<!9!!

4'!4'0#*!-<&!-1'4'4!!

*Y)2#)-'.&!5)1)!p^e!!

4'!&<!*4!5<4'$2*!

34,'X#2)(<1!(*2!&*1Y'<!Y)0<e!!

4'!4'0#*!-<&!-1'4'4!!

?)22<4<,<X')e!!

*4,'X#2)-'.&!-*1*$1)2e!*,-!

! ! ! ! ! !

X*(')2!,*X5<1)2[!

NQ/!

"'!*4!#&)!*4-2*1<4'4!X*4')2!!,*X5E!

3Y)2#)-'.&!p^!

"'!&<!Z)9!1'*40<!(*!)\*--'.&!(*!X*X<1')[!

7<4'$'2'()(!(*!p^!

Q*,'1)1!@+3!2#*0<!(*!U!)A<4!!

!

K1)(#-'(<!9!X<('\'-)(<e!!(*!JIB"Ke!B)1$)1)!?E!K1*),X*&,!)20<1',ZX4!'&!1*\1)-,<19!5)1,')2!

*5'2*549E!35'2*54')e!UaaVe!Y<2E!Rae!&<!4_e!5E!RS:RTE!

3&! -)()! #&<! (*! 2<4! 5)4<4! 4*! (*$*! -<&4'(*1)1[! *\*-,<4! )(Y*14<4e! -<X<1$'2'()(*4!

54'd#'8,1'-)4e!-<4,<4e!&'Y*2!4<-'<!-#2,#1)2e!-<X52'-)-'<&*4e!-)2'()(!(*!Y'()e!*,-E!7<1! 2<!d#*!

(*$*!4*1!X<&',<1'6)(<!5<1!*2!4#$*45*-')2'4,)!*&!&*#1<2<0=)!5*('8,1'-)E!
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MEEN I>9gKF%

I>9gK%BO=%V91E.IV9>7KF%HFI1KF%9>%7JIVE9>7K%19%9(EL9(FEI%9>%(91EI7JEI%

V91E.IV9>7
K%

1KFEF%19%
E>E.EK%

_82DoD&`%

1KFEF%19%
VI>79>EVE9

>7K%
_V!DpD1`%

;J9.H9>.EI%
>EM9L9F%
9>%

FI>!J9%

9;9.7KF%
I1M9JFKF%

VIF%
;J9.H9>79F%

9;9.7KF%
I1M9JFKF%

>9HJKLK!E.KF%
VIF%;J9.H9>79F%

F*&<$)1$',)2! S:W! W:_!g4*0f&!
01#5<!*,)1'<h! S:U!Y*-*4n(! Sa:Ha!

X-0nXG! ;8#4*)4e!1)4Z!

K1)4,<1&<4!(*2!
4#*A<e!4*()-'.&e!
Z'5*1)-,'Y'()(e!

),)^')!

F*&',<=&)! R:c!
H:_!gZ)4,)!Sae!
4*0f&!01#5<!

*,)1'<h!

S!:W!Y*-*4n(e!
4*0f&!2)!

51*4*&,)-'.&!

Sa:Ua!
X-0nXG!

q'5*1,1<\')!
0'&0'Y)2e!1)4Z!

?<&\#4'.&e!K1)4,<1&<!
(*2!Z)$2)e!('52<5=)e!

),)^')!

?)1$)X)6*5'&)! Sa:Ua! Sa:WR!
U:W!Y*-*4n(e!
4*0f&!,'5<!(*!
4#45*&4'.&!

S:SU!
X-0nXG!

;8#4*)4e!
Y.X',<4e!
(')11*)e!

Z'5<&),1*X')e!
1)4Ze!51#1',<!

N)1*<4e!6#X$'(<4e!
Y'4'.&!(<$2*e!Y'4'.&!
$<11<4)e!-*\)2*)e!

2*,)10')!

I^-)1$)X)6*5'
&)! _:Sa!

Wa:Ha!
g#4#)2X*&,*!
X*&<4!(*!Tah!

S!:W!Y*-*4n(e!
4*0f&!2)!

51*4*&,)-'.&!

Sa:WR!
X-0nXG!

Q)4Ze!&8#4*)4e!
Z'5<&),1*X')!

?*\)2*)e!),)^')e!
4*()-'.&e!X)1*<4e!
Yb1,'0<e!('52<5=)!!

L)251<),<! Sa:SR! Wa:Ta! U:W!Y*-*4n(! Ra:SRa!
X-0nXG!

+#X*&,<!(*!
5*4<e!&8#4*)4e!
Y.X',<4e!-)=()!
(*!-)$*22<e!

,1)&4)X'&)4*
X')e!

,*1),<0*&'-'()
(!

K1*X<1!9!X)1*<4!

?2<$)6)X!

aES!–!aER!
X0nmn(!
Z)4,)!R!
X0n(=)!

L)1')$2*e!S!
X0nm0n(=)e!

5#*(*!22*0)1!)!
Ua!X0n(=)!

S!:U!Y*-*4n(! aEUR!–!aEcR!
X-0nXG!

"')2<11*)e!
&8#4*)4e!
Y.X',<4e!

-<&4,'5)-'.&!

"<X&<2*&-')e!
)01*4'Y'()(e!

'11',)$'2'()(e!),)^')!

?2<&)6*5)X! aEaS:aEaW!

aEU!X0nmn(!
gX*&<1*4!(*!

Wa!m0h!:
UaX0n(=)!

U:W!Y*-*4n(! aEaH!–!aEac!
X-0nXG!

+0',)-'.&!
54'-<X<,1'6!

"<X&<2*&-')e!
(*51*4'.&e!
)01*4'Y'()(e!

'11',)$'2'()(e!),)^')!

G)X<,1'0'&)!

N<&<,*1)5'
)[!aEW!-<&!
+L7[!aESR!

-<&!
'&(#-,<1!

*&6'X8,'-<[!
aET!

N<&<,*1)5')[!
HER:cER!-<&!
+L7[!S:R!-<&!
'&(#-,<1!

*&6'X8,'-<[!R:
SR!

U!Y*-*4n(! SER:Sa!
X-0nXG! Q)4Ze!&)#4*)4! N)1*<4e!,1*X<1e!

('52<5=)!

K<5'1)X),<! S:W! R:V! U!Y*-*4n(! c:Wa!
X-0nXG!

7b1('()!(*!
5*4<e!

5)1*4,*4')4e!
\),'0)!

;*1Y'<4'4X<e!
('\'-#2,)(*4!(*!
-<&-*&,1)-'.&e!

,1*X<1e!)&4'*()(e!
-<&\#4'.&!
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G*Y*,'1)-*,)X!!
Ua!g*&!y!T!
X*4*4!(*!
*()([!SHh!!

Ha:Ta!gH:ST!
)A<4he!Z)4,)!Ra!
gH!)A<4!)!T!

X*4*4he!Z)4,)!
HU!gX*&<1*4!
(*!T!X*4*4h!

U!Y*-*4n(! Ua:Ra!
X-0nXG!

/&\*--'.&e!
)&*X')e!

,1<X$<-',<5*&
')!

F),'0)e!4<X&<2*&-')e!
)0',)-'.&e!(*51*4'.&e!

'11',)$'2'()(e!
)&4'*()(!

L'0)$),1'&)! Ua:Ra! Ra:SRa! U!Y*-*4n(! ;<!)52'-)! +#X*&,<!(*!
5*4<!

q'5*1-'&*4')4e!
)2,*1)-'.&!(*!2)!

Y'4'.&e!4<X&<2*&-')!

G)-<4)X'()! S:U! T:V! U!Y*-*4n(! ;<!)52'-)! ;8#4*)4! N)1*)4e!Y'4'.&!
$<11<4)e!-*\)2*)e!

3,<4#^'X'()! Sa:SR! Ua:Ha! S:W!Y*-*4n(! Ha:Saa!
X-0nX2!

;8#4*)4e!
Y.X',<4!

K1)4,<1&<4!(*2!
4#*A<e!4<X&<2*&-')!
*!Z'5*1)-,'Y'()(!

7*1)X5)&*2! U!X0n(=)! _:SU!X0n(=)! S!Y*6n(! ;<!)52'-)!

F),'0)e!
&8#4*)4e!

0)&)&-')!(*!
5*4<!

N)1*<4e!
4<X&<2*&-')e!-*\)2*)e!
'11',)$'2'()(e!-)=()4!

?)&&)$'('<2! R! Sa:Ua! U!Y*-*4n(! ;<!
*4,)$2*-'(<!

K1)&4)X'&)4*
X')!gY'0'2)1!)2!
#4)1!-<&!+L7he!
Z'5<1*^')n!
5b1('()!(*!

5*4<e!(')11*)e!
\),'0)e!1)4Ze!
'&\*--'.&E!

"<X&<2*&-')e!
4*()-'.&!g5#*(*!4*1!
'&-1*X*&,)(<!5<1!
?GBhe!,1)4,<1&<4!(*2!
4#*A<e!'11',)$'2'()(!

+?Kq!
g?<1,'-<,1<5'&)h!

:!)X5<22)!
Ua!:Wa!%/! Ha!%/! /&,*1(')1'<! ;<!)52'-)!

q'5*1,*&4'.&!
)1,*1')2e!

'&X#&<(*51*4
'.&e!,1)4,E!

*2*-,1<2=,'-<!9!
1*,1)4<!(*!
-1*-'X'*&,<!

/11',)$'2'()(!9!
,1)4,<1&<4!(*2!4#*A<!

%

K<(<4! 2<4! (),<4! (*! (<4'4! 4<&! Y)2<1*4! 1*\*1*&-')2*4e! 5<1! 2<! d#*! (*$*&! 4*1! X)&*C)(<4! 9!

X<&',<1'6)(<4! 5<1! *2! Xb('-<! *45*-')2'4,)! 9n<! 4#$*45*-')2'4,)! 4*0f&! 2)! -<X52*C'()(! (*2!

-)4<E!!

!

K1)(#-'(<!9!)()5,)(<!(*[! !G*^'-<X5!5*('),1'-!(1#0!45*-'\'-!X<&<01)5Z4!'&-2#(*(!z',Z'&!

%5!K<@),*e!+$<#:oZ)2'2e!BE!sE!gUaSVhE!%5(),*!<&!+&,'*5'2*5,'-!@1#04!UaSVE!<D?EF?GG>=%

H$I"(/+)%H"'*+$+)% $+%?"-*/(/)1e!:AgUhe!Ra_:RWTEe!L<442*1!*,!)2E! gUaS_hE!+X*1'-)&!35'2*549!

"<-'*,9! :! ?#11*&,! Q*Y'*z! '&! -2'&'-)2! "-'*&-*[! "#XX)19! <\! +&,'*5'2*5,'-! @1#04E! @JFH@JKL%

<GMM@?EK!UaS_!S_[S:UTE!
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%

I>9gK%A=%

I",5)'4%&'%/$%:)'4'0,'%!"#$%&'%()*+,-+$%./#0-+$=%%

F"@% H0-&$&% &'% I,'0+-30% E0,'2)$/% 94:'+-$/-X$&$% ('&-*,)-+$% 6% F"@% 94:'+-$/-&$&'4% –%

>'")5/52#$%('&-*,)-+$=%

@1E!@)&'*2!o<-!><&6)2*4[!(m<-{'&4&4$E0<$E5*!

@1)E!?)1<22!NE!!"#9<!"#9<:"#9<[!-4#9<{'&4&4$E0<$E5*!

@1)E!"#4)&!oE!")X)2Y'(*4!+1)&)[!44)X)2Y'(*4{'&4&4$E0<$E5*!

!

MEEEN %J9;9J9>.EIF%GEGLEK!JS;E.IF%K%GEGLEK!JI;RI%

SE F'4Z*1e! QE! "Ee! +-*Y*(<e!?Ee! +16'X)&<02<#e! +Ee! B<0)-6e! +Ee! ?1<44e! JE!H., Elger, C. E., … 

s'*$*e! "E! gUaSHhE! /G+3! I\\'-')2! Q*5<1,[! +! 51)-,'-)2! -2'&'-)2! (*\'&','<&! <\! *5'2*549E!

35'2*54')e!RRgHhe!HcR:H_UE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESSSSn*5'ESURRa!

UE "-Z*\\*1e! /E!3Ee!B*1m<Y'-e!"Ee!?)5<Y'22)e!>Ee!?<&&<229e!NE!BEe!F1*&-Ze! JEe!>#'2Z<,<e!GEe!… 

r#$*1'e! "E! NE! gUaSchE! /G+3! -2)44'\'-),'<&! <\! ,Z*! *5'2*54'*4[! 7<4','<&! 5)5*1! <\! ,Z*!

/G+3! ?<XX'44'<&! \<1! ?2)44'\'-),'<&! )&(! K*1X'&<2<09E! 35'2*54')e! R_gHhe! RSU:RUSE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESSSSn*5'ESWcaV!

WE P<<e! JE! PEe! |! 7)&<Ye! FE! gUaSVhE! /(*&,'\'-),'<&! )&(! K1*),X*&,! <\! @1#0:Q*4'4,)&,!

35'2*549E! ?I;K/;%%N[! G'\*2<&0! G*)1&'&0! '&! ;*#1<2<09e! URgUhe! WTU:W_aE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESUSUn-<&EaaaaaaaaaaaaacSa!

HE Trinka, E., Cock, H., Hesdorffer, D., Rossetti, A. O., Scheffer, I. E., Shinnar, S., … 

G<z*&4,*'&e! @E! qE! gUaSRhE! +! (*\'&','<&! )&(! -2)44'\'-),'<&! <\! 4,),#4! *5'2*5,'-#4! :!

Q*5<1,! <\! ,Z*! /G+3! K)4m! F<1-*! <&! ?2)44'\'-),'<&! <\! ",),#4! 35'2*5,'-#4E! 35'2*54')e!

RTgSahe!SRSR:SRUWE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESSSSn*5'ESWSUS!

RE F1*'2'-Ze!3E!QEe!"-Z1*'$*1e!JE!NEe!r*22*m*e!KEe!|!>)'22)1(e!sE!@E!gUaSHhE!7*('),1'-!4,),#4!

*5'2*5,'-#4E! ?#11*&,! I5'&'<&! '&! 7*('),1'-4e! UTgThe! TRR:TTSE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaVcnX<5EaaaaaaaaaaaaaSRU!

TE P)-#$')&e!3E!NEe!o<-Z*&!"Ee! gUaSahE!G)4!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)4E!"}<!7)#2<! [!?)4)!G*',#1)!

Nb('-)e!SU:SWE!
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cE N'&'4,*1'<!(*!")2#(!(*2!7*1f!:!N/;"+E!>#=)!(*!518-,'-)!-2=&'-)!(*!35'2*54')!UaSRE!!

_E N'&'4,*1'<!(*!")2#(!><$'*1&<!(*!?Z'2*!–!N/;"+GE!>#=)! -2=&'-)!+%>3!(*!35'2*54')!

;'A<4!UaSHE!"*1'*!>#=)4!-2=&'-)4!N/;"+GE!

VE B#1&*<e! JE!>Ee!K*22*6:r*&,*&<e! JEe!|!s'*$*e!"E! gUaaRhE!%&(*14,)&('&0! ,Z*!$#1(*&!<\!

*5'2*549! '&! G),'&! +X*1'-)[! +! 494,*X),'-! 1*Y'*z! <\! ',4! 51*Y)2*&-*! )&(! '&-'(*&-*E!

35'2*549! Q*4*)1-Ze! TTgS:Whe! TW:cHE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaSTnCE*52*5491*4EUaaREacEaaU!

SaE Fisher, R. S., Cross, J. H., French, J. A., Higurashi, N., Hirsch, E., Jansen, F. E., … Zuberi,!

"E!NE!gUaSchE!I5*1),'<&)2!-2)44'\'-),'<&!<\!4*'6#1*!,95*4!$9!,Z*!/&,*1&),'<&)2!G*)0#*!

+0)'&4,! 35'2*549[! 7<4','<&! 7)5*1! <\! ,Z*! /G+3! ?<XX'44'<&! \<1! ?2)44'\'-),'<&! )&(!

K*1X'&<2<09E!35'2*54')e!R_gHhe!RUU:RWaE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESSSSn*5'ESWTca!

SSE ?#,Z'22e!FE!NEe!|!345'*e!?E!+E!gUaaRhE!"*&4','Y',9!)&(!45*-'\'-',9!<\!51<-*(#1*4!\<1!,Z*!

('\\*1*&,')2!(')0&<4'4!<\!*5'2*5,'-!)&(!&<&:*5'2*5,'-!4*'6#1*4[!+!494,*X),'-!1*Y'*zE!

"*'6#1*e!SHgRhe!UVW:WaWE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaSTnCE4*'6#1*EUaaREaHEaaT!

SUE I,<e! NE! gN*1',^*22hE! gUaSchE! KZ*! X'4(')0&<4'4! <\! *5'2*549[! +551)'4'&0! 1'4m4! )&(!

X)&)0'&0! #&-*1,)'&,9E! "*'6#1*e! HHe! SHW:SHTE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaSTnCE4*'6#1*EUaSTESSEaUV!

SWE +X*1'-)&! +-)(*X9! <\! 7*('),1'-4E! 35'2*549! ?<X5*&('#X[! +! -<X5'2),'<&! <\!

1*4<#1-*4!\<1!51<Y'('&0!-)1*!,<!-Z'2(1*&!)&(!9<#,Z!z',Z!*5'2*549E!UaSVe!_:VE!

SHE >)'22)1(e! sE! @Ee! ?1<44e! JE! qEe! @#&-)&e! JE! "Ee! ",*\)&e! qEe! |! KZ*<(<1*e! sE! qE! gUaSShE!

35'2*549!'X)0'&0!4,#(9!0#'(*2'&*!-1',*1')[!?<XX*&,)19!<&!(')0&<4,'-!,*4,'&0!4,#(9!

0#'(*2'&*4! )&(! 51)-,'-*! 5)1)X*,*14E! 35'2*54')e! RUgVhe! ScRa:ScRTE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESSSSnCESRU_:SSTcEUaSSEaWSRRE^!

SRE "<-'*()(!+&()2#6)! (*! 35'2*54')E! >#=)!+&()2#6)! (*! 35'2*54')! UaSRE!@')0&.4,'-<! 9!

,1),)X'*&,<!(*!2)!*5'2*54')!*&!&'A<4!9!)(#2,<4E!?)5=,#2<!Te!RV:TcE!

STE N*1-)(b!?*1(8e! JE!NEe! K<2*(<!+10)&'e!NEe!N)#1'! G2*1()e! JE!+Ee! G.5*6!><&6)2*6e! FE! JEe!

")2)4!7#'0e!]Ee!|!")&-Z<!Q'*0*1e!JE!gUaST$hE!>#=)!<\'-')2!(*!2)!"<-'*()(!345)A<2)!(*!

;*#1<2<0=)! (*! 518-,'-)! -2=&'-)! *&! *5'2*54')E! ;*#1<2<0=)e! WSgUhe! SUS:SUVE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaSTnCE&12EUaSWESUEaUa!

ScE ")2)1e! "Ee!N<4Zbe! "E! GEe!|!>)2)&<5<#2<#e! +E! "E! gUaS_hE!N*,)$<2'-! *,'<2<0'*4! '&!s*4,!

49&(1<X*E!35'2*54')!I5*&e!WgUhe!SWH:STTE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaaUn*5'HESUSaU!
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S_E 7)2)-'<4e!3Ee!|!?2)Y'C<:71)(<e!?E! gUaSThE!"*X'<2<0=)!(*! 2)!-1'4'4!*5'2b5,'-)[!#&! 1*,<!

-2=&'-<E! Q*5*1,<1'<! (*! N*('-'&)! 9! ?'1#0=)e! URgHhe! UaW:UaVE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESaSTnCE1*5*1EUaSTESaEaac!

SVE Beniczky, S., Lantz, G., Rosenzweig, I., Åkeson, P., Pedersen, B., Pinborg, L. H., … 

F#024)&0:F1*(*1'm4*&e!+E!gUaSWhE!"<#1-*!2<-)2'6),'<&!<\!1Z9,ZX'-!'-,)2!33>!)-,'Y',9[!

+!4,#(9!<\!(')0&<4,'-!)--#1)-9!\<22<z'&0!"K+Q@!-1',*1')E!35'2*54')e!RHgSahe!ScHW:

ScRUE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESSSSn*5'ESUWWV!

UaE +$<#:oZ)2'2e! BE! sE! gUaSVhE! %5(),*! <&! +&,'*5'2*5,'-! @1#04! UaSVE! ?I;K/;%%N[!

G'\*2<&0! G*)1&'&0! '&! ;*#1<2<09e! URgUhe! Ra_:RWTE!

Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESUSUn-<&EaaaaaaaaaaaaacSR!

USE Kanner, A. M., Ashman, E., Gloss, D., Harden, C., Bourgeois, B., Bautista, J. F., … 

F1*&-Ze! JE! gUaS_hE!71)-,'-*!0#'(*2'&*!#5(),*!4#XX)19[!3\\'-)-9!)&(!,<2*1)$'2',9!<\!

,Z*!&*z!)&,'*5'2*5,'-!(1#04!/[!K1*),X*&,!<\!&*z:<&4*,!*5'2*549E!;*#1<2<09e!VSgUhe!

cH:_SE!Z,,54[nn(<'E<10nSaESUSUnz&2EaaaaaaaaaaaaRcRRE!
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Objective: To evaluate clinical efficacy, safety, and tolerability of levetiracetam as mono- or 

adjunctive therapy in the treatment of children and adolescents with epilepsy.

Materials and methods: We performed a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials 

published from January 2007 to December 2016 in the databases Web of Science, Medline, 

Embase, Cochrane Library, and PubMed, Bing, Baidu, Google Scholar, Chinese National 

Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), and Wanfang Data. All of the studies eligible were com-

pared for the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of levetiracetam with other antiepileptic drugs 

(AEDs) in epilepsy.

Results: Thirteen randomized controlled trials on a total of 1,013 patients met the inclusion 

criteria in present study. Compared with other AEDs (oxcarbazepine, valproate, sulthiame, 

carbamazepine, and placebo), we found that levetiracetam had a comparable seizure-free rate 

(RR 1.16, 95% CI 1.03–1.31; P 0.30). Regarding seizure-frequency reduction 50% from 

baseline, levetiracetam also seemed equivalent to other AEDs (RR 1.08, 95% CI 1.01–1.16; 

P 0.35). In spite of patients treated with levetiracetam having a lower incidence of side effects 

compared with patients treated with other AEDs (RR 0.90, 95% CI 0.77–1.06), the difference 

between them was minute and not statistically significant (P 0.22).

Conclusion: Based on this meta-analysis, it seemed that levetiracetam had comparable effects 

concerning efficacy, tolerability, and adverse events. Nevertheless, 13 studies were insufficient 

to draw a conclusion that levetiracetam is effective as mono- and adjunctive therapy for all types 

of epilepsy syndromes and seizures. Larger-sample and more well-designed trials are needed to 

justify the widespread use of levetiracetam in the treatment of children and adolescents.

Keywords: levetiracetam, epilepsy, children, antiepileptic drug, RCT, efficacy

Introduction
It has been estimated that the incidence of epilepsy in all pediatric disease is 

approximately 0.5%–1%, most of which will reduce and achieve remission when 

children have reached maturity.1 The main approach to manage epilepsy is still 

medication therapy, for the reason that poorly managed seizures can increase family 

and school burden, leading to poor education and social outcomes. Currently, there 

is no ideal antiepileptic drug (AED) that can satisfy all the requirements of efficacy, 

safety, and tolerability, because almost all of the AEDs available can cause short- or 

long-term side effects or complication and some may be very serious.

Levetiracetam (Keppra, UCB Pharma Sa, Braine-I’Allend, Belgium) is a second-

generation broad-spectrum AED for both children and adults. Although levetiracetam’s 

exact mechanism of action is not clear, it seems that it differs from other AEDs on 
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structure and function when binding to SV2A, which may play 

a role in the antiepileptic process.2 Nowack et al3 found that 

by modulating SV2 protein interactions, levetiracetam keeps 

SV2 and synaptotagmin at the synapse at a normal level, and 

as a result seizures reduce. With regard to pharmacokinetics, it 

is rapidly and almost totally absorbed ( 95%) with maximum 

concentration occurring at 1.3–5.2 hours. After 24–48 hours 

of initiation, dose-proportional pharmacokinetics reach a 

steady state in serum levels.4–6 For these characteristics, leve-

tiracetam has become a first-line and one of the most used 

new-generation AEDs as mono- and adjunctive therapy.7

In 2006, levetiracetam was approved as a monotherapy 

AED, but only in Europe and restricted to adulthood and 

adolescent from 16 years of age for focal onset seizures with 

or without secondary generalization.8 As monotherapy in 

younger children, levetiracetam use has increased remarkably 

in the past two decades, by virtue of its efficacy in both 

partial and general epilepsy. The primary purpose of the 

present meta-analysis was to systematically collect, critically 

evaluate, and synthesize current evidence with respect to the 

efficacy, safety, and tolerability of levetiracetam as mono- 

or adjunctive therapy for children and adolescents with all 

types of epilepsy.

Materials and methods
Identification and eligibility of relevant 

studies
The authors conducted an exhaustive literature search of all 

relevant published articles from January 2007 to December 

2016. The Web of Science, Medline, Embase, Cochrane 

Library, PubMed, Bing, Baidu, Google Scholar databases, 

Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) and 

Wanfang Data databases were used. Search terms were 

“pediatric”, “children”, “infant”, “childhood”, “juvenile”, 

“adolescent”, “seizure”, “epilepsy”, and “levetiracetam”. 

This meta-analysis was performed in compliance with 

PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews 

and Meta-Analysis). Only articles written in English or 

Chinese were included, and age of participants was restricted 

to 16 years. Only the most recent studies (earliest publica-

tion restricted to 2007) and full-text articles were included in 

this meta-analysis. Reference lists of these articles were also 

screened for more information connected to the subject.

Study selection and data extraction
Selection criteria included in our meta-analysis were random-

ized controlled trials (RCTs), subjects confined to children 

and adolescents aged 16 years, diagnosis of epilepsy, 

treated with levetiracetam and compared to other AEDs or 

placebo, and provision of at least two outcomes of interest 

from seizure-free rate, seizure-frequency reduction from 

baseline ( 50%) and side effects. Exclusion criteria were 

studies comprising both children and adults that did not give 

results separately, case reports, retrospective studies, studies 

written in a language other than English or Chinese, and 

studies with samples 30.

A standardized electric form was designed with Excel 

(Microsoft Office 2013), and then used to record all the 

information of interest extracted from each of the 13 RCTs: 

authors, patient demographics, controlled group interven-

tions, patient/custodian informed consent, country, author 

affiliations, method of randomization, number, age, and 

male:female ratio in each group, presence of allocation 

concealment, length of treatment (including dose changes), 

duration of follow-up, reasons for discontinuation and 

numbers, and details of adverse events. For the sake of avoid-

ing accidental mistakes, all three authors wrote down all the 

data independently, and disagreements among reviewers 

were resolved through consensus.

Statistical analysis
Data were processed and analyzed with RevMan 5.3. RRs and 

95% CIs were calculated with fixed-effect or random-effect 

models (depended on heterogeneity), which meta-analyses 

usually use to calculate consistency. We recorded numbers 

lost to follow-up of each treatment group and describe rel-

evant data when the number between randomized and ana-

lyzed was inconsistent. We assessed statistical heterogeneity 

and inconsistency of treatment effects using Cochran’s Q,  
2 test, and I2 statistics.9 Significant heterogeneity was set at 
2 50% or P 0.1 (I2 30% mild, 30% I2 50%, moderate, 

I2 50% substantial). Pooled data using a random-effect 

model (DerSimonian–Laird method)10 when significant het-

erogeneity was identified; otherwise, a fixed-effects model 

(Mantel–Haenszel method)11 was applied. Publication bias 

was assessed using Begg’s12 and Egger’s13 tests. P 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant, except where otherwise 

specified.

Results
Study selection
Of the 3,657 initial search results, 2,545 duplicates were 

removed and 1,083 excluded after review of abstracts or 

titles. In the remaining 29 prospective studies, 16 were 

excluded finally for the following reasons: no separate data 

description for adults and children (six), outcome of interest 
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not provided (five), and retrospective trials (three). We also 

excluded two studies due to sample size 30 (Figure 1). 

Finally, 13 RCTs14–26 met the criteria and were included in 

this meta-analysis.

Study characteristics
The main characteristics of the RCTs are presented in 

Table 1. All studies were published from 2007 to 2016, 

whereas only three14,21,25 were published before 2010. The 

minimum14 number of participants in these studies was 39, 

the maximum21 116. Among the 13 RCTs, two21,25 were 

conducted in the USA, one19 in Germany, two14,17 in Italy, 

and eight15,16,18,20,22–24,26 in China. With regard to interventions, 

five14,18,23,24,26 studies compared levetiracetam with oxcarba-

zepine, three15,16,20 with valproate, three17,21,25 with placebo, 

one19 with sulthiame, and one22 with carbamazepine. In most 

trials, the age of patients was 2–16 years; however, in Piña-

Garza et al,21 the age of participants ranged from 1 month to 

4 years, and in Bertsche25 the youngest were 6 months old. 

All studies included considered body weight, with dosages 

(levetiracetam) starting at 5–20 mg/kg/day and increasing 

until the maximum dosage of 30–60 mg/kg/day. In spite of 

12 months being regarded as the minimum follow-up to draw 

a conclusion on long-term efficacy, safety, tolerability, and 

side effects of AED treatment, few trials14,18,26 fulfilled this 

requirement. Nonetheless, two trials19,25 continued to follow 

up to 24 months, but owing to incomplete outcomes were 

excluded from statistics. Of all studies, four14,19,20,26 involved 

patients with benign childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal 

spikes (BCECTS), four18,21,22,25 partial epilepsy, three16,23,24 at 

least three types of epilepsy or did not report exact epilepsy 

type, one15 partial and general epilepsy but not described 

separately, and one17 was related to absence epilepsy.

Risk-of-bias assessment in individual studies

Assessment of included studies was conducted according 

to the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Devel-

opment, and Evaluation (GRADE)27 criteria, in which all 

Figure 1 Study-selection process for this meta-analysis.
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assessments of included studies were classified as at low 

risk of bias, unclear risk of bias, and high risk of bias. For 

this meta-analysis, there were two21,25 studies regarded as at 

low risk of bias, seven14,16–20,22 at unclear risk of bias, and the 

remaining four15,23,24,26 at high risk of bias. Details with regard 

to risk of bias are provided in Figure 2. A synthesis GRADE 

profile table (GRADE Pro 3.6)28 was used to show evidence 

profiles of outcomes included in this meta-analysis, evidence 

quality in terms of seizure-free rate, seizure-frequency reduc-

tion 50% from baseline, and adverse events. All studies 

included in this meta-analysis were assessed as being of 

moderate quality (Table 2).

Synthesis of results
All studies reported detailed seizure-free rate 100% and 

responder rate 50%, in addition to the adverse-event rate. 

Pooled estimates from these RCTs suggested that levetirac-

etam showed no superiority over other AEDs (oxcarbazepine, 

valproate, sulthiame, carbamazepine, and placebo) on seizure-

free rate (RR 1.09, 95% CI 0.92–1.30; P 0.30, Figure 3). 

Likewise, seizure-frequency reduction from baseline 50% 

between levetiracetam and other AEDs looked equivalent 

(RR 1.05, 95% CI 0.95–1.15; P 0.35, Figure 4). Further-

more, five studies provided more detailed efficacy, in which 

seizure-frequency reduction from baseline 75% (but not 

include seizure-free) was recorded. In accordance with our 

analysis, there was no statistically significant difference 

between levetiracetam and other AEDs regarding this result 

(RR 0.92, 95% CI, 0.67–1.25; P 0.58).

As a result, it seemed that patients treated with levetirac-

etam experienced equivalent effects compared with patients 

treated with other AEDs. However, we observed that in 

three studies17,21,25 in which placebo was chosen as interven-

tion, it turned out that levetiracetam did have an advantage 

(seizure-free, RR 4.26, 95% CI 1.90–9.45, P 0.05; seizure-

frequency reduction from baseline 50%, RR 1.79, 95% CI 

1.26–2.53; P 0.05).

Two studies17,21 used 24-hour or 48-hour electroencepha-

lography other than seizure frequency to evaluate efficacy. 

There were four studies15,20,25,26 that used extra outcome 

parameters, such as quality of life and recognition functions, 

as a supplementary-evaluation approach. Levisohn et al25 

Table 1 Characteristics of RCTs included in this meta-analysis

Study Country Patients, 
n

Age, years
(mean  SD 
or mean 
[range])

Sex 
(M/F)

Type Dose 
(mg/kg/day)

Follow-up 
(months)

Chen et al23 China Lev 55
Oxc 48

9.8 3.5 58/45 All types 20–40
5–40

6

Sun and Zhou15 China Lev 34
Vpa 34

7.26 1.62
7.19 1.59

20/14
21/13

Focal and 
general

20–60
15–45

6

Shan26 China Lev 53
Oxc 51

8.58 (4.4–15)
8.45 (4.2–14.7)

29/24
29/22

BCECTS 10–40
10–30

12

Fattore et al17 Italy Lev 38
Pbo 21

8.7 2.2
7.9 3.0

15/23
12/9

Absence 

of epilepsy
10–30
10–30

2 weeks

Zhang et al18 China Lev 41
Oxc 48

6.82 2.79 56/52 Partial 5–50
5–40

12

Liu et al16 China Lev 50
Vpa 50

7.6 2.6 ND All types 10–40
5–30

3

Borggraefe et al19 Germany Lev 21
Stm 22

8.7 1.7
9.0 1.5

15/6
12/10

BCECTS 10–30
2–6

24 weeks

Yu20 China Lev 30
Vpa 30

8.5 2.8 37/23 BCECTS 20–40
10–30

16 weeks

Piña-Garza et al21 USA Lev 60
Pbo 56

23.4 months
23.5 months

30/30
27/29

Partial 20–50
20–50

5 days

Huang and Zhu22 China Lev 27
Cbz 26

6
7

11/16
16/10

Partial 10–40
5–20

6

Coppola et al14 Italy Lev 21
Oxc 18

10.5 (5–13)
8.4 (3.3–14)

11/10
10/8

BCECTS 5–30
5–35

18

Hu et al24 China Lev 40
Oxc 41

7.0 2.1
6.8 1.0

22/18
25/16

All types 5–60
10–60

6

Levisohn et al25 USA Lev 64
Pbo 34

10.6 3.5
10.3 3.7

39/25
17/17

Partial 20–60
20–60

12 weeks

Abbreviations: RCTs, randomized controlled trials; Lev, levetiracetam; Oxc, oxcarbazepine; Vpa, valproate; Pbo, placebo; Stm, sulthiame; Cbz, carbamazepine; ND, no data; 

BCECTS, benign childhood epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes.
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performed a study on neurocognitive effects between children 

treated with levetiracetam and placebo (64 versus 34) fol-

lowing the Wide Range Assessment of Memory and Learning 

(second edition)29 and the Leiter International Performance 

Scale – revised attention and memory.30 Both tests indi-

cated that there was no statistically significant difference 

between the two treatment groups (P 0.202 and P 0.9437, 

respectively). However, another study conducted by Yu20 

involved children treated with levetiracetam or valproate 

(30 versus 30). She evaluated recognition function with 

verbal intelligence quotient, performance intelligence quo-

tient, full intelligence quotient, and short-term visual memory 

according to the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. 

After 3 and 6 months of treatment, she found that scores in 

children treated with levetiracetam were significantly higher 

than those treated with valproate. Moreover, the various 

indices after 6-month treatment were significantly higher than 

those after 3-month treatment. Differences were statistically 

significant (P 0.05). Similarly, Sun and Zhou15 assessed 

quality of life of 68 patients treated with levetiracetam and 

valproate (34 versus 34) according to Quality of Life in Child-

hood Epilepsy questionnaire, observing that after treatment, 

life-quality scores in the levetiracetam group (80.63 7.02) 

were higher than the valproate group (63.37 5.96), and 

differences were statistically significant (P 0.05).

Considering that more than half of the epilepsy types in 

the RCTs included were partial and BCECTS (four versus 

four), we conducted a subgroup analysis among them. 

The results indicated that regarding seizure-free rate and 

reduction from baseline 50%, levetiracetam treatment 

patients in BCECTS group was better than in patients with 

partial epilepsy, and the difference was statistically sig-

nificant (seizure-free, RR 2.2, 95% CI 1.84–2.83, P 0.05; 

reduction 50% from baseline, RR 1.51, 95% CI 1.30–1.74, 

P 0.05). However, owing to insufficient studies and samples 

(192 patients in partial group and 125 in BCECTS group), 

we could not conclude that levetiracetam efficacy in the 

treatment of patients with BCECTS was superior over partial 

epilepsy.

All trials reported the occurrence of adverse events, and 

for the most part adverse events were mild and transient. The 

most common symptoms were irritability and somnolence, 

in addition to headache, dizziness, skin rash, and decreased 

appetite. However, five studies17–19,21,25 reported adverse 

effects so serious enough to terminate levetiracetam treat-

ment. In seven studies15,16,20,22–24,26 adverse-event percentages 

on levetiracetam were lower than other AEDs, and in the 

other six studies14,17–19,21,25 adverse-event percentages on leve-

tiracetam were higher. As a whole, there was no statistically 

significant difference between levetiracetam and other AEDs 

(RR 0.90, 95% CI 0.77–1.06; P 0.22, Figure 5).

Discussion
As a new generation antiepileptic medication, levetiracetam 

possesses the virtues of a favorable pharmacokinetic profile, 

novel mechanism, and minimal drug–drug interactions. 

Based on the 13 RCTs, we found that levetiracetam is an 

effective adjunctive or monotherapy agent for control of 

BCECTS and partial and other types of epilepsy. In children, 

the recommended levetiracetam dose is 10–60 mg/kg/day, 
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Figure 3 Forest plot of seizure-free rate: levetiracetam versus other AEDs.
Abbreviations: MH, Mantel–Haenszel; AEDs, antiepileptic drugs.

which amounts to 1,000–3,000 mg/day in adulthood. The 

pharmacokinetics of levetiracetam between children and 

adults are very similar, except that the elimination rate in 

children is faster.1,31 Nevertheless, in accord with our study, 

it seemed that differences between levetiracetam and other 

AEDs in respect of seizure-free rate, seizure-frequency reduc-

tion from baseline, and occurrence rate of adverse events did 

not reach statistical significance.

A meta-analysis32 and systemic reviews8,33 have compared 

the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of levetiracetam with 

other AEDs in patients with epilepsy. Lo et al32 included 

eight studies on levetiracetam as AED for both children 

and adults with epilepsy. Their investigation suggested that 

as a monotherapy agent, levetiracetam will play an impor-

tant role in treating newly diagnosed epilepsy of all types 

(reduction 50%, RR 2.15, 95% CI 1.65–2.82) by virtue of its 

efficacy, safety, and tolerability compared to other AEDs. They 

also observed that the occurrence rate of adverse events was 

comparable to other AEDs. In the systemic review conducted 

by Halma et al,33 however, different results were noticed. 

In that study, they found that behavioral side effects were 

more frequent in groups treated with levetiracetam compared 

to other AEDs, but the rate these of behavioral side effects 

leading to discontinuation of levetiracetam was only 2%.
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Figure 4 Forest plot of seizure-frequency reduction 50% from baseline: levetiracetam versus other AEDs.

Abbreviations: MH, Mantel–Haenszel; AEDs, antiepileptic drugs.

Our meta-analysis extended the previous early meta-

analysis and systemic reviews to explore better characteriza-

tion of evidence for levetiracetam in children with all types 

of epilepsy. Although the two systemic reviews8,33 included 

trials on children, one33 emphasized behavioral side effects 

and did not provide detailed data on efficacy. The other 

systemic review8 included RCTs, case reports, and retrospec-

tive studies, and nearly half the trials included participants 

aged 20 years, whereas the lowest number of patients in 

studies included in our meta-analysis was 39. Finally, the 

only meta-analysis32 published on RCTs on levetiracetam 

comprised studies involving both adults and children, and did 

not give detailed description of results separately.

On one hand, based on this meta-analysis, we found 

that compared to other AEDs, levetiracetam may be a little 

more effective concerning seizure-free rate or responder rate, 

which was chosen as the primary end point in practically all 

studies. In Coppola et al,14 children newly diagnosed with 

BCECTS were divided to levetiracetam or oxcarbazepine 

groups, the treated with monotherapy of these two AEDs. 

During the follow-up of 18–24 (mean 18.5) months, they 

observed that 19 of 21 (90.5%) in the levetiracetam group and 

13 of 18 (72.2%) in the oxcarbazepine group were seizure-

free. In spite of the seizure-free rate in levetiracetam group 

being higher than that in the oxcarbazepine group, the differ-

ence between them was not statistically significant (P 0.17). 
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Figure 5 Forest plot of adverse events: levetiracetam versus other AEDs.
Abbreviations: MH, Mantel–Haenszel; AEDs, antiepileptic drugs.

Likewise, there were five14,18,23,24,26 RCTs included in our 

studies that compared levetiracetam with oxcarbazepine, and 

there were no significant differences among them (seizure-

free, RR 1.09, 95% CI 0.95–1.26; P 0.21; reduction 50% 

from baseline, RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.93–1.09; P 0.94), and 

similar situations were also found for valproate, sulthiame, 

and carbamazepine.

On the other hand, in three studies17,21,25 that compared 

levetiracetam with placebo, the difference between the treat-

ments was statistically significant concerning seizure-free 

rate and seizure-frequency reduction 50% from baseline 

(RR 4.26, 95% CI 1.92–9.45 P 0.05 and RR 1.79, 95% CI 

1.26–2.53, P 0.05, respectively). Finally, with regard to 

safety profile, it seemed that the incidence of adverse events 

among levetiracetam was also similar to other AEDs. 

In eight studies, adverse events were mild and transient, 

and most symptoms disappeared in 4 weeks. Nevertheless, 

in the other five studies, the adverse events were so serious 

that a few participants had to terminate treatment and drop 

out. In Borggraefe et al,19 there were nine participants on 

levetiracetam discontinued due to serious adverse effect 

compared to three on sulthiame. However, the difference 

between them was not statistically significant (23.8% and 

4.5%, respectively). In summary, the tolerability and safety 
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of levetiracetam seem to be good, even in very young children 

( 6 months),21 but considering most studies included in this 

meta-analysis were on BCECTS and partial epilepsy, there is 

still insufficient data available to confirm that levetiracetam 

has the same tolerability and safety for other types of seizures 

and/or epilepsy syndromes.

Limitations
We tried our best to include more RCTs that met the criteria. 

However, after exhaustive investigation, it seemed that 

most were not up to standard. Consequently, there are a 

few potential limitations in this meta-analysis that should 

be taken into consideration. Of the included RCTs, the 

smallest sample 39, and such a small trial may have led to 

an overestimation of the treatment effects compared to larger 

trials. Heterogeneity among the studies was substantial, but 

considering such details as treatment schedule, variance 

of AED dosage, quality of trials, and types of epilepsy, all 

would have influence on the pooled estimates. Results of this 

meta-analysis are potentially biased for the reason that most 

studies were from Chinese publications, and readers should 

bear this in mind, especially with regard to clinical practice. 

Other limitations were most trials having follow-up 12 

months, patient self-reporting bias, and different assess-

ment periods.

Conclusion
As an effective mono- or adjunctive agent, levetiracetam 

has proved its effectiveness in the treatment of children and 

adults with epilepsy, and our meta-analysis also supports this 

point of view, but large-sample, long-term, well-conducted, 

and double-blind RCTs still need to evaluate its efficacy, 

safety, tolerability, and adverse effects in children of all 

age-groups.
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Abstract: Choosing optimal anti-seizure medication (ASM) is very important in pediatric patients
with epilepsy who attend school, especially children with an intellectual disability (ID). Levetiracetam
(LEV) has proven to be an effective, safe, generally well-tolerated, broad-spectrum ASM in children.
In the context of increasing use of LEV in school-aged children with epilepsy and ID, we evaluate
relevant clinical data, including efficacy, safety, and tolerability in children with epilepsy and an
intellectual disability (ID) or normal intelligence (NI). We performed a retrospective chart review
of children and included 298 pediatric patients with epilepsy who were treated with LEV with NI
(147) and ID (151). After 6 months, 96% of NI and 83% of ID subjects had a seizure reduction rate
greater than 50% (p = 0.031). The tolerability of LEV was generally good, with 75% retention rates
at 2 years in both groups and only minor side effects (under 15%). The retention rates of patients
with NI and ID were 76% and 74%, respectively (p = 0.597). Thus, LEV showed considerable efficacy
with minimal side effects and high retention rates and is an easily maintained and safe treatment
option for pediatric epilepsy with ID. However, better-designed research studies are needed to clearly
elucidate the efficacy and safety of LEV in children with epilepsy and ID.

Keywords: levetiracetam; anti-seizure medications; intellectual disability; epilepsy; children; efficacy;
adverse reaction; retention rate; monotherapy; polytherapy

1. Introduction

Epilepsy is one of the most common major neurological diseases in the pediatric
population, affecting 4–10 per 1000 children [1]. Neurodevelopmental disorders, including
developmental delay (DD) or intellectual disability (ID), are common in pediatric patients
with epilepsy and are likely to increase the risk of seizures [2]. The prevalence of epilepsy in
children with ID ranges from 30 to 50%, which is higher than in the general population and
tends to be poorly controlled [3]. In addition, children with ID are more likely to develop
intractable epilepsies and might experience further intellectual deterioration resulting from
inappropriate use of anti-seizure medication (ASM). However, some children with ID
experienced improvement of cognitive ability after seizure control [2]. Given these factors,
treatment strategies should focus on controlling seizures and managing behavioral and
cognitive comorbidities. Unfortunately, the treatment of choice for epilepsy in children
with DD/ID has not been well-established, and guidelines for ASM for children with ID are
not different from those of children with solitary epilepsy. Therefore, more evidence-based
information on treatment options is needed to address the insufficiency of current treatment
strategies.

Levetiracetam (LEV) has been proven to be an effective, safe, generally well-tolerated,
and broad-spectrum ASM in children with focal or generalized epilepsy [4]. LEV has
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favorable benefits that make it effective and suitable for children with epilepsy: optimal
bioavailability, no interactions with other ASMs, low protein binding, and multiple drug
formulations [5]. In addition, LEV is important for children during development and
learning periods as it positively affects behavior and cognitive functions [6]. However,
despite the increasing use of LEV in school-aged children with epilepsy and ID, data on the
efficacy and safety of LEV for such children remain insufficient. Therefore, this study aims
to evaluate the efficacy, tolerability, and safety of LEV in school-aged pediatric patients with
epilepsy and ID by comparing this population to children with normal intelligence (NI).

2. Methods

We performed a retrospective chart review of children aged 6–18 years with epilepsy
and ID who visited The Catholic University of Korea Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital between
January 2010 and May 2019. Children were eligible for inclusion if they were treated with
LEV and followed for more than 2 years. One pediatric neurologist reviewed the medical
charts of all patients and extracted information including demographics (age, gender),
seizure type, clinical findings, brain magnetic resonance images (MRI), biochemical results,
and concomitant ASM. The mean LEV dosage, duration of LEV treatment, and dropout
rate of LEV were assessed after 6, 12, and 24 months. Outcomes of seizures following
LEV treatment were assessed in the first 6 months and defined based on seizure frequency
or clinical manifestations as no change or <50% reduction in seizure frequency, 50–99%
reduction in seizure frequency, and seizure-free. To determine the sole effect of LEV in
polytherapy, the frequency of seizures of each group before and after LEV addition was also
evaluated. Safety assessments, including adverse reactions, laboratory parameters, vital
signs, physical and neurological examinations, and electrocardiography, were conducted
over 6, 12, and 24 months. The definition of epilepsy and the classification of seizures
were determined according to categories proposed by the International League Against
Epilepsy (ILAE) in 2014 and 2017, respectively [7,8]. Intelligence quotient (IQ) of 70 or
below with at least two behaviors related to adaptive functioning deficits manifesting
before age 18 was defined as ID. The levels of severity of ID were classified into mild (IQ of
50–69), moderate (35–49), severe (20–34), and profound (<20) by the Wechsler intelligence
test or Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence. We performed all statistical
analyses using SSPS software version 24.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), and continuous
variables were presented as means and standard deviation (SD). The relationship between
the before and after the addition of LEV in polytherapy was evaluated using a paired
t-test. We compared categorical variables using Chi-square/Fisher’s exact test and assessed
continuous variables using Kruskal–Wallis test to analyze significant differences between
two groups (NI and ID). We considered probability values less than 0.05 as statistically
significant. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of The Catholic
University of Korea (KC21RASI0633).

3. Results
3.1. Demographics and Clinical Characteristics

A total of 298 pediatric patients with epilepsy who were treated with LEV was included
in this study. The demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients are shown in
Table 1. Among the 298 patients, 147 (70 females, 77 males) had NI, and 151 (71 females,
80 males) had ID. Of 151 patients with ID, 74 (49%) had mild ID, 54 (36%) had moderate ID,
and 23 (15%) had severe to profound ID. The mean ages of patients with NI and ID were
12.3 and 12.0 years, respectively. The mean age at onset of seizures in NI was 5.5 years
(range: 1 month–15 years) and in ID was 4.5 years (range: 1 week–15 years). In patients
with NI, 28 (19%) had localized seizures, and 83 (56%) had generalized seizures, while the
rest (n = 36, 25%) had both.
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics.

Variables Normal Intelligence
n = 147 (49%)

Intellectual Disability
n = 151 (51%) p Value

Gender, n (%)
0.918Female: Male 70 (48%): 77 (52%) 71 (47%): 80 (53%)

Mean age, years (±SD) 12.3 (±4.6); 12.0 (±4.7); 0.422

Mean age at seizure onset, years (±SD) 5.5 (±4.6) 4.5 (±4.3) 0.232

Seizure type, n (%)

0.390
Localized 28 (19%) 17 (11%)

Generalized 83 (56%) 81 (54%)
Mixed/Unclassified 36 (25%) 53 (35%)

Etiology of epilepsy, n (%)

0.074

Cerebral infection 4 (2.5%) 4 (2.5%)
Perinatal problems 7 (5%) 30 (20%)

Structural malformation 6 (4%) 43 (29%)
Metabolic abnormality 3 (2%) 5 (3.5%)
Vascular abnormality 6 (4%) 8 (5%)

Tumor 4 (2.5%) 4 (2.5%)
Trauma 3 (2%) 5 (3.5%)
Genetic 10 (7%) 12 (8%)

Idiopathic/Unknown 104 (71%) 40 (26%)

Brain MRI, n (%)

0.044
Normal 101 (69%) 47 (31%)

Abnormal 44 (30%) 99 (66%)
Missing data 2 (1%) 5 (3%)

Mean maximal dosage of LEV
(mg/kg/day) 33.0 33.5 0.517

Monotherapy, n (%) 51 (35%) 36 (24%) 0.047
Polytherapy, n (%) 96 (65%) 115 (76%)

Number of concomitant ASMs
1 68 50
2 21 36
≥3 7 29

MRI, magnetic resonance image; LEV, levetiracetam; ASM, anti-seizure medication.

Among ID patients, 17 (11%) had localized seizures, 81 (54%) had generalized seizures,
and 53 (35%) had both types. Most patients with NI had unknown causes of epilepsy
(n = 104, 71%) followed by genetic causes (n = 10, 7%) such as Prader–Willi syndrome,
Fragile X syndrome, or microdeletion/duplication, but not all patients had undergone ge-
netic testing. Structural malformation (e.g., lissencephaly, cortical dysplasia) and perinatal
problems (e.g., hypoxic insult) accounted for a large proportion of the causes of epilepsy in
ID patients (n = 43, 29% and n = 30, 20%, respectively) (p = 0.044). There was no statistically
significant difference between the two groups in gender, mean age, mean age of seizure
onset, seizure type, or etiology (p = 0.918, 0.422, 0.232, 0.390, and 0.074, respectively). Brain
MRI analyses showed abnormalities to be significantly more common in ID patients (n = 99,
66%) compared to patients with NI (n = 44, 30%) (p < 0.044). The mean dosage of LEV
per day was 33 mg/kg in both groups, ranging from 10 mg/kg to 60 mg/kg (p = 0.517).
Significantly more patients with NI (n = 51, 35%) had received LEV as a single treatment
(monotherapy) compared to those with ID (n = 36, 24%), while more patients with ID
(n = 115, 76%) received LEV as a combined treatment with other ASMs (polytherapy) than
those with NI (n = 96, 65%) (p = 0.047). Among the polytherapy group, patients with ID
required more ASMs in addition to LEV treatment: one (n = 68, 70%), two (n = 21, 22%),
or more than two (n = 7, 8%) in patients with NI, whereas patients with ID showed one
(n = 50, 44%), two (n = 36, 31%), and more than two (n = 29, 25%) additional ASMs.
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3.2. Adverse Effects

Overall, there were no significant differences in the adverse reactions between patients
with NI and ID (p = 0.397) (Table 2) or between monotherapy and polytherapy (p = 0.411).
A total of 35 (12%) of all patients (20 with NI, 15 with ID) experienced adverse reactions,
and none had life-threatening events. Most patients experienced adverse reactions within
three months of beginning LEV treatment, resulting in immediate treatment interruption
in some cases. However, no such differences were associated with adverse reactions and
a mean dosage of LEV (p = 0.377) in all patients. The most frequently observed adverse
reactions were sedation (n = 17, 49%), including fatigue and somnolence, followed by
neuropsychiatric events (n = 8, 23%), including aggression/irritability and depression,
headaches (n = 5, 14%), dizziness (n = 4, 11%), and loss of appetite (n = 1, 3%). The overall
neuropsychiatric events between patients with NI and with ID were not significantly
different.

Table 2. Efficacy, safety, and tolerability of levetiracetam.

Variables Normal Intelligence
(n = 147)

Intellectual
Disability
(n = 151)

p Value

Response to LEV (a)

0.031
No change or <50% 5 (4%) 25 (17%)

50–99% 87 (59%) 108 (71%)
Seizure-free 55 (37%) 18 (12%)

Adverse event
0.397No 127 (86%) 136 (90%)

Yes 20 (14%) 15 (10%)
Retention rate (%)

0.612
<6 months 128 (87%) 129 (84%)
12 months 120 (81%) 118 (78%)

>24 months 112 (76%) 111 (74%)

LEV, levetiracetam; (a) based on the reduction in seizure frequency (%).

3.3. Response Rate

The number of individuals seizure-free within 6 months among the patients with NI
(n = 55, 37%) was significantly higher than in those with ID (n = 18, 12%) (Table 1, p = 0.031).
Of the 147 patients with NI, a 50–99% reduction in seizure frequency was observed in
59% (n = 87), and no change or <50% reduction in seizure frequency was observed in 4%
(n = 5), while 71% of patients with ID showed a 50–99% reduction in seizure frequency
(n = 108), leaving 17% as no change or <50% reduction in seizure frequency (n = 25). There
was no significant difference between patients in monotherapy or polytherapy (p = 0.271)
(Figure 1A).

Among those who received LEV as a monotherapy, patients with NI (n = 30, 59%)
were more likely to be seizure-free than patients with ID (n = 6, 17%) (Figure 1B, p = 0.011)
In polytherapy, the addition of LEV was significantly effective compared to before the
addition of LEV in both groups of children (p = 0.033, Figure 1D and p = 0.041, Figure 1E,
respectively). However, there was no significant difference in response rates between NI
and ID who received LEV as a polytherapy (Figure 1C, p = 0.411). Thus, LEV was more
effective in patients with NI, especially those who received LEV as a single therapy.
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Figure 1. Efficacy after 6 months receiving LEV described in (A–C). (A) Comparing the efficacy of monotherapy and
polytherapy, there was no significant difference in seizure reduction between two groups. (B) Comparing the efficacy of
patients with NI and ID in monotherapy, patients with NI showed higher response rate of being seizure free than those
with ID (Chi square test, p = 0.011). (C) Comparing the efficacy of patients with NI and ID in polytherapy, there was no
significant difference of response rates between two groups. (D,E) Response rate of seizure reduction before and after
addition of LEV in polytherapy. Both NI and ID groups were significantly affected by the addition of LEV (paired t test,
p = 0.033, p = 0.041, respectively). An asterisk indicates the statistically significant difference between the two groups;
LEV, levetiracetam; NI, normal intelligence; ID, intellectual disability.

3.4. Retention Rate
The retention rates for LEV treatment after 6 and 12 months were 87% and 81%, re

spectively, in patients with NI, and 84% and 78%, respectively, in patients with ID (Fig
ure 2A). Patients with NI and ID remained on LEV treatment at similar rates after 24
months (76% and 74%, respectively; p = 0.612). Thirty five patients with NI and 40 pa
tients with ID dropped out of the treatment. The most common reasons for discontinua
tion of LEV treatment in patients with NI and ID were lack of efficacy (11% and 13%,
respectively), followed by intolerable adverse reactions (7% and 8%, respectively). Alt
hough there was a trend that patients with NI in the monotherapy group and patients
with ID in the polytherapy group showed longer retention times, no statistically signifi
cant differences were observed (monotherapy: 76% with NI and 75% with ID; poly
therapy: 76% with NI and 73% with ID; Figure 2B, p = 0511).

Figure 1. Efficacy after 6 months receiving LEV described in (A–C). (A) Comparing the efficacy of monotherapy and
polytherapy, there was no significant difference in seizure reduction between two groups. (B) Comparing the efficacy of
patients with NI and ID in monotherapy, patients with NI showed higher response rate of being seizure-free than those
with ID (Chi-square test, p = 0.011). (C) Comparing the efficacy of patients with NI and ID in polytherapy, there was no
significant difference of response rates between two groups. (D,E) Response rate of seizure reduction before and after
addition of LEV in polytherapy. Both NI and ID groups were significantly affected by the addition of LEV (paired t-test,
p = 0.033, p = 0.041, respectively). An asterisk indicates the statistically significant difference between the two groups; LEV,
levetiracetam; NI, normal intelligence; ID, intellectual disability.

3.4. Retention Rate

The retention rates for LEV treatment after 6 and 12 months were 87% and 81%, respec-
tively, in patients with NI, and 84% and 78%, respectively, in patients with ID (Figure 2A).
Patients with NI and ID remained on LEV treatment at similar rates after 24 months (76%
and 74%, respectively; p = 0.612). Thirty-five patients with NI and 40 patients with ID
dropped out of the treatment. The most common reasons for discontinuation of LEV treat-
ment in patients with NI and ID were lack of efficacy (11% and 13%, respectively), followed
by intolerable adverse reactions (7% and 8%, respectively). Although there was a trend
that patients with NI in the monotherapy group and patients with ID in the polytherapy
group showed longer retention times, no statistically significant differences were observed
(monotherapy: 76% with NI and 75% with ID; polytherapy: 76% with NI and 73% with ID;
Figure 2B, p = 0511).
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Figure 2. Retention rates at 6, 12, and 24 months after treatment with levetiracetam. (A) Patients with normal intelligence
and intellectual disability. (p = 0.612). (B) Patients with normal intelligence and intellectual disability in monotherapy and
polytherapy (p = 0.511).

4. Discussion
ID and epilepsy appear to share common pathogenic mechanisms [9]. The preva

lence of epilepsy in patients with ID is about 22% and increases with the severity of ID
[10]. Therefore, it is important to ascertain the optimal ASM for pediatric patients to
prevent avoidable impairment, especially in this vulnerable group. Children with neu
rodevelopmental disorders have higher recurrence rates after a single unprovoked sei
zure than those with NI [1]. In addition, prolonged or repetitive seizures and status epi
lepticus are more common in children with multiple disabilities and are difficult to treat
[11]. Vice versa, clusters of seizures can increase the severity of the neurodevelopmental
disability. Forsgren’s study reported that children with ID tend to have refractory sei
zures and are more likely to need polytherapy [12]. Likewise, in our study, 76% of pa
tients with ID required treatment with more than one ASM, a higher percentage than
among patients with NI (65%), suggesting that children with ID are more likely to de
velop ASM resistance.

Behavioral and cognitive problems can significantly impact the quality of life of
children with epilepsy and can be obstacles to ASM tolerability [13]. However, certain
ASMs have negative effects on cognition and bring out behavioral problems. For exam
ple, cognitive impairment can be caused by long term use of phenobarbital, and somno
lence can be caused by phenytoin [14]. Therefore, these adverse reactions to ASMs must
be considered in treatment decision making, especially for children with neurodevel
opmental disorders and children who need to acquire new academic skills [15].

Adverse behavioral effects in children associated with LEV treatment affect
15 38.5% of patients with NI and more in patients with ID [16–21]. The rate of adverse
reactions in this study was 14% and 10% in groups of NI and ID, respectively. As op
posed to previous reports, these adverse reaction rates could be contributed to some
minor side effects, including dizziness and mild fatigue, which might not have been
noted in children with ID due to communication problems. Somnolence and fatigue, the
most common side effects in both groups in this study, were considered minor and
manageable effects and rarely led to discontinuation of LEV treatment. Neuropsychiatric
adverse events, mostly irritability, hyperactivity, and aggression, were the second most
frequent adverse effects in both groups, and all of these patients discontinued LEV
treatment. However, children who had to discontinue LEV due to those effects com
prised less than 8% of each group.

ASM that affects neurocognitive function should be avoided in school aged children
engaging in learning and skill acquisition. Although Levisohn et al. demonstrated

Figure 2. Retention rates at 6, 12, and 24 months after treatment with levetiracetam. (A) Patients with normal intelligence
and intellectual disability. (p = 0.612). (B) Patients with normal intelligence and intellectual disability in monotherapy and
polytherapy (p = 0.511).

4. Discussion

ID and epilepsy appear to share common pathogenic mechanisms [9]. The prevalence
of epilepsy in patients with ID is about 22% and increases with the severity of ID [10].
Therefore, it is important to ascertain the optimal ASM for pediatric patients to prevent
avoidable impairment, especially in this vulnerable group. Children with neurodevel-
opmental disorders have higher recurrence rates after a single unprovoked seizure than
those with NI [1]. In addition, prolonged or repetitive seizures and status epilepticus are
more common in children with multiple disabilities and are difficult to treat [11]. Vice
versa, clusters of seizures can increase the severity of the neurodevelopmental disability.
Forsgren’s study reported that children with ID tend to have refractory seizures and are
more likely to need polytherapy [12]. Likewise, in our study, 76% of patients with ID
required treatment with more than one ASM, a higher percentage than among patients
with NI (65%), suggesting that children with ID are more likely to develop ASM resistance.

Behavioral and cognitive problems can significantly impact the quality of life of
children with epilepsy and can be obstacles to ASM tolerability [13]. However, certain
ASMs have negative effects on cognition and bring out behavioral problems. For example,
cognitive impairment can be caused by long-term use of phenobarbital, and somnolence
can be caused by phenytoin [14]. Therefore, these adverse reactions to ASMs must be
considered in treatment decision-making, especially for children with neurodevelopmental
disorders and children who need to acquire new academic skills [15].

Adverse behavioral effects in children associated with LEV treatment affect 15-38.5%
of patients with NI and more in patients with ID [16–21]. The rate of adverse reactions
in this study was 14% and 10% in groups of NI and ID, respectively. As opposed to
previous reports, these adverse reaction rates could be contributed to some minor side
effects, including dizziness and mild fatigue, which might not have been noted in children
with ID due to communication problems. Somnolence and fatigue, the most common side
effects in both groups in this study, were considered minor and manageable effects and
rarely led to discontinuation of LEV treatment. Neuropsychiatric adverse events, mostly
irritability, hyperactivity, and aggression, were the second most frequent adverse effects in
both groups, and all of these patients discontinued LEV treatment. However, children who
had to discontinue LEV due to those effects comprised less than 8% of each group.

ASM that affects neurocognitive function should be avoided in school-aged children
engaging in learning and skill acquisition. Although Levisohn et al. demonstrated through
neurocognitive testing in children that memory and attention in children who received
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LEV were not significantly different from those in children who did not [6], another study
showed that cognitive functions including attention, executive ability, and abstract and
directional score improved after treatment with LEV [22]. Likewise, the International
League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) reported that LEV could positively affect mood and
cognitive functions [23]. We also have not found a noticeable decline of cognition in
association with LEV treatment, and we anticipate that LEV would have less significant
impacts on existing cognitive function, but additional studies related to cognitive functions
are needed to confirm our hypothesis

Previous reports have suggested that even for refractory epilepsy patients, LEV had a
favorable outcome and tolerable side effects [24]. LEV as an add-on treatment in pediatric
patients has shown over a 50% seizure reduction in 20–60% of patients [4,25], and 20–
46% of patients achieved seizure-freedom in three prospective open-label studies [26–28].
Although Brodtkorb, E. et al. found no significant difference in the efficacy of LEV between
patients with or without ID [24], the seizure-freedom in patients with ID was lower than
in the general population in some studies [29]. In our study, LEV appeared to be more
effective in patients with NI since the response rate for seizure-free was greater in these
patients (37%), whereas among those with ID, only 12% became seizure-free (p = 0.031). In
a similar vein, more patients with ID (17%) had no change or a <50% reduction in seizure
frequency than those with NI (4%).

Our results indicate that the tolerability of LEV is generally good, constituting about
75% of retention rates at 2 years in both groups and only minor side effects. The retention
rates of patients with NI and ID were 76% and 74%, respectively, higher than other studies
reporting retention rates of 47–72% [30]. This discrepancy might result from differences in
the patient populations investigated. Throughout the retention time, side effects accounted
for only a small portion of the reasons for the discontinuation of LEV in both groups. Thus,
LEV can be a well-tolerated and safe ASM option in school-aged childhood epilepsy with ID.
Since genetic alternations play an important role in epileptogenesis and neurogenesis [31],
genetic testing is becoming increasingly crucial in patients with poor seizure control, other
neurodevelopmental or neurological symptoms, or a strong family history of epilepsy [32]
for a genetic epilepsy diagnosis. For instance, individuals with a clinical diagnosis of Dravet
syndrome are likely to have a variant in a gene called SCN1A, and sodium-channel blockers
should be avoided for treatment. Although several studies demonstrated that LEV showed
effectiveness on epilepsy with genetic alteration (e.g., CACNA1 and STXBP1 mutation) [33,34],
studies based on the efficacy of LEV as a treatment for epilepsy with genetic alterations
are very scarce. Only a small number of children underwent genetic tests in this study;
therefore, further extensive research efforts are required to identify the therapeutic effect
of LEV associated with genetic abnormalities. The main limitations of this study were its
retrospective collection of data from medical charts, small sample of pediatric patients, and
short length of follow-up observations during LEV treatment. Further prospective studies
using larger cohorts are needed to establish a standard treatment protocol for children
with epilepsy and ID. Since our results of the response rate to LEV were assessed as three
categorical values, we consider that these categorical values might not represent the actual
meaning of original continuous values and might have a risk of reducing statistical power.
To instill confidence in the use of LEV, well-designed, double-blind, randomized controlled
trials are needed to estimate the efficacy, adverse reactions, and tolerability of LEV in
children with epilepsy and ID.

5. Conclusions

In pediatric epilepsy with ID, especially in school-age children, choosing the appro-
priate ASM is an unavoidable and important factor to protect against deterioration of
neurodevelopment. The goal of ASM in children with epilepsy and ID is complete control
of seizures and a positive impact on cognitive function without side effects. In this study,
about 83% of children with ID showed ≥50% of seizure reduction, and 74% of them showed
2 years of retention rate without serious adverse reactions, confirming that LEV could be
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effective, well-maintained, and safe not only for the general population but also for such
vulnerable children. However, the limited information derived due to the small sample
included in this study suggests that more data on the effectiveness and practical utility of
LEV based on controlled studies among children with ID and epilepsy are needed.
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Seizures are the most frequent neurological disturbance in the neonatal period, and there are no evidence-based guidelines for the treatment

of neonatal seizures. Here we report a study on the use of levetiracetam as second-line therapy in the treatment of seizures in term and

preterm neonates.

D-/I

The aim of this study was to assess the efficacy and safety of levetiracetam for seizures of term and preterm neonates.

2'##-"J*+%"4+K'*-J"I

We retrospectively analyzed data of the patients who had seizures and who were treated with levetiracetam as an add-on therapy to

phenobarbital during the neonatal period.

2#%#-*#-.%9+D"%9L*-*I

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software, version 15.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois), was used for statistical analysis.

Continuous variables were expressed as mean values and standard deviations.

F'*)9#*I

Thirty-six patients (8 term and 28 preterm) received levetiracetam. Mean dose of levetiracetam was 31.67 ± 14.83mg/kg/day. Twenty-five of

the patients (69.4%) were seizure free with levetiracetam treatment. Electroencephalography recordings improved in 28 (77.8%) of the

patients after levetiracetam. No severe adverse effects were observed.

G(".9)*-("I

Our data suggest that levetiracetam may be a safe and effective treatment for neonatal seizures, which are unresponsive to phenobarbital.

KEYWORDS: Levetiracetam, neonatal convulsions, neonatal seizures, neonates, treatment
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Seizures are the most frequent neurological disturbance in the neonatal period, occurring 1–3 per 1000 live births in term infants and 10

times more in preterm infants.[1] Hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy, stroke, cerebral malformations, central nervous system infections, and

metabolic disturbances are the most common causes of neonatal seizures in term infants, whereas in preterm infants, intraventricular

hemorrhage is the main underlying etiology.[2,3] Neonatal seizures are observed very early in life, mostly within the 1st day and 1st week.[1]

They may harm the developing brain and cause adverse neurological outcome.[4] There are no evidence-based guidelines for the treatment of

neonatal seizures.[5]

Phenobarbital is the most common first-line drug used to manage neonatal seizures.[6] However, it can control seizures only in 40%–50% of

cases after a loading dose and in 70% after repeating loading doses.[7,8,9] When seizures are not responsive to phenobarbital, second-line

drugs are needed. Phenytoin and midazolam are most commonly used second-line drugs.[10] Levetiracetam has been reported as a first- and

second-line treatment for seizure management in preterm and term neonates.[11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19] It has been used in children and

adults with good efficacy and safety profile.[20] It has a broad spectrum of antiepileptic activity.[6] It does not increase apoptosis in
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developing rodent brain, and it decreases neurodegeneration in hypoxia–ischemia models of rodents.[21,22,23]

Levetiracetam is approved as an adjunctive treatment for partial-onset seizures in infants and children from 1 month of age by the US Food

and Drug Administration but not for the neonatal age-group.[24] Levetiracetam is studied on small groups of neonates, and data are limited

for its routine usage in neonates, especially in preterm infants. Here, we report our experience about intravenous levetiracetam treatment in

term and preterm neonates. The aim of this study was to assess the efficacy and safety of levetiracetam for seizures of term and preterm

neonates.

ND1OF!D,2+D6K+NO1;MK2

The study was a retrospective review of patients who had seizures and who were treated with levetiracetam during the neonatal period in

Dokuz Eylül University Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Izmir, Turkey. The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee.

Clinical data were obtained from patient’s medical records. Progress notes of neonatologists and pediatric neurologists, laboratory and

radiologic test results, and electroencephalography (EEG) recordings were evaluated. Patient’s gender, gestational age, birth weight, type of

delivery, semiology of seizures, etiology of seizures, age at seizure onset, neurological examination, results of cranial imaging, antiepileptic

drug names and doses, response to treatment, adverse effects, and examination during follow-up visits were noted.

Seizures were classified as subtle, focal clonic, multifocal clonic, focal tonic, generalized tonic, and myoclonic.[25]

In the neonatal intensive care unit, infants had first received phenobarbital as first-line treatment and then levetiracetam as second-line.

Patients with phenobarbital unresponsive seizures had received intravenous levetiracetam at a loading dose of 10mg/kg and maintained on a

dose of 10mg/kg/day. In some patients, whose seizures had continued after first loading, levetiracetam had been titrated up to 60mg/kg/day.

EEG recordings were obtained after the first seizure and after levetiracetam treatment. They were performed bedside in neonatal intensive

care unit. EEG recordings were reviewed and classified as (1) normal or mild abnormalities: normal pattern for gestational age, including

slightly abnormal activity, for example, mild asymmetry and mild voltage depression; (2) moderate abnormalities: discontinuous activity

with interburst interval too long for gestational age, clear asymmetry or asynchrony, and absence of age-appropriate EEG features; and (3)

major abnormalities: severe discontinuity in EEG for gestational age, burst suppression pattern, no appropriate sleep-wake cycle for

gestational age, and multifocal sharp waves.[17] Improvement on EEG was defined as a 50% or more decrease or disappearance of

epileptiform discharges.[13]

Cerebral ultrasonographies were classified as (1) normal: no pathology; (2) moderately abnormal: grade 1 or 2 intraventricular hemorrhage,

mild ventriculomegaly, and periventricular echodensities; and (3) severely abnormal: grade 3 and 4 intraventricular hemorrhage, cystic

periventricular leukomalacia, and malformation.[17] Neurologic examination was evaluated as (1) normal: normal muscle tone, active

muscle movements, and normal alertness for age; (2) mildly abnormal: hypertonia and hyperexcitability; (3) moderately abnormal: hypotonia

or hypertonia, decreased muscle movements, and lethargy; and (4) severely abnormal: flaccid, inactive, and coma.[17] The Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software, version 15.0 (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois), was used for statistical analysis. Continuous

variables were expressed as mean values and standard deviations.
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In this study, 36 neonates (8 term and 28 preterm) who had received levetiracetam as a second-line agent for seizure control were analyzed.

There were 15 (41.7%) females and 21 (58.3%) males. Seventeen (47.2%) of them were born <28th gestational weeks, 11 (30.6%) were

between !28 and 37 weeks, and 8 (22.2%) were term neonates (!38 weeks). The mean gestational age was 30 ± 5.72 weeks. The mean birth

weight was 1.604 ± 1.066 kg. Eight neonates (22.2%) had a diagnosis of hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy, 11 (30.6%) had intraventricular

hemorrhages, 10 (27.8%) had prematurity-related problems (respiratory distress syndrome), 4 (11.1%) had sepsis, and 2 (5.6%) had

metabolic disorders, propionic acidemia and methylmalonic acidemia. Etiology in one patient was not identified. Twenty-three (63.9%)

patients had multifocal clonic, 6 (16.7%) had subtle, 3 (8.3%) had focal clonic, 2 (5.6%) had generalized tonic, 1 had (2.8%) focal tonic, and

1 had (2.8%) myoclonic seizures. Clinical data of all infants are summarized in Table 1.



Table 1:

Characteristics of patients

EEG recordings had been evaluated after the first seizure and after levetiracetam treatment. The first EEGs showed major abnormalities in 12

(33.3%), moderate abnormalities in 13 (36.1%), and normal or mild abnormalities in 11 (30.6%) patients.

Cerebral ultrasonographies were normal in 12 (33.3%) and abnormal in 24 (66.7%) patients. Thirteen (36.1%) patients had moderately

abnormal and 11 (30.6%) had severely abnormal cerebral ultrasonography.

Response to treatment was determined clinically and electrophysiologically. The mean dose of levetiracetam was 31.67 ± 14.83mg/kg/day.

Twenty-five (69.4%) patients were seizure free in 72h. Eleven (30.6%) needed a third-line antiepileptic drug for seizure control. It is unclear

whether levetiracetam decreased the seizure frequency in the neonates that required a third-line drug given the lack of documentation. EEG

recordings improved in 28 (77.8%) patients after levetiracetam treatment. Levetiracetam controlled seizures in 13 of 17 (76.5%) neonates

<28 weeks, in 7 of 11 (63.6%) neonates between 28–37 weeks, and in 5 of 8 (62.5%) term neonates [Table 2].

Table 2:

Levetiracetam efficacy and neurological outcome

Levetiracetam was tolerated well in our study group. No serious side effects were evident during or after the infusion of levetiracetam. Vital

signs of the patients did not change during the infusion. One patient had neutropenia (white blood cell count: 3900/mm ) and another had

agranulocytosis (hemoglobin: 9.1g/dL, white blood cell count: 3400/mm , and platelet count: 92000mm ) during maintenance treatment with

no signs of infection. But this could not be clearly attributed to levetiracetam, as these patients were also receiving phenobarbital.

Levetiracetam and phenobarbital were discontinued in these patients, and white blood cell counts turned to normal in 2 weeks.

The mean duration of levetiracetam use was 124.44 ± 127.39 days. Levetiracetam was administered by intravenous route during loading. The

duration of the intravenous treatment for each patient is unknown given the lack of documentation. Twenty-four (66.7%) patients were

followed up after discharge from neonatal intensive care unit. Among 24 patients who had been followed, 11 (30.6%) had been using oral

levetiracetam at last follow-up visit and were seizure free. Among the patients with follow-up, neurologic examination was normal in 12

(50%). No side effect was reported during follow-up visits.

K!2G@22!M6

Therapeutic options for neonatal seizures are limited.[6] Phenobarbital, which acts through gamma-aminobutyric acid-ergic (GABAergic)

mechanisms, still remains as the most frequently used antiepileptic drug for the treatment of neonatal seizures.[26] Efficacy of phenobarbital

for neonatal seizures is reported to be <50%, and there is a growing recognition of its potential to worsen neurodevelopmental outcome.

[7,8,9,26,27]

Levetiracetam is a drug with a different mechanism of action and has been used in children and adults with good efficacy and safety.

[24,28,29,30] It is thought to act through interaction with the synaptic vesicle protein 2A, which is implicated in the control of synaptic

vesicle fusion, exocytosis, and neurotransmitter release.[6] Multiple studies reported the efficacy and tolerability of levetiracetam in acute

seizure management, both as adjunctive and monotherapy in children.[28,29,30] Levetiracetam is also reported to be effective for the

treatment of status epilepticus, nonconvulsive status, refractory status epilepticus, and electrical status epilepticus during sleep in children.

[31,32,33,34]

Levetiracetam is increasingly being used to treat seizures in neonates. In a study with six newborns (body weight >2000g and gestational age

3
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>30 weeks), levetiracetam was administered orally, and all six patients became seizure free within 6 days. Four of these patients received

single phenobarbital doses before and during titration. Mild sedation was reported in one infant. Five patients remained seizure free after 3

months with ongoing levetiracetam monotherapy, and one infant developed pharmacoresistant epilepsy.[12] In a study with 22 term neonates,

levetiracetam was reported to stop seizures immediately in 86% and in all patients at the end of 72h. Loading dose of levetiracetam was 10–

50mg/kg and maintenance dose was 25mg/kg. Three patients (14%) were started on levetiracetam initially, and others were using other

antiepileptic drugs, mostly phenobarbital. No serious side effects were reported.[14] Rakshasbhuvankar et al.[15] showed seizure cessation

or at least 80% reduction of seizures in 6 of the 8 neonates with refractory seizures. Levetiracetam was administered as first-line treatment in

38 newborns in a study by Ramantani et al.[17] They started levetiracetam at 10mg/kg, increased to 30mg/kg over 3 days, and titrated up to

45–60mg/kg. They reported that 30 infants were seizure free under levetiracetam at the end of the 1st week and 27 remained seizure free at 4

weeks. EEGs markedly improved in 24 patients in 4 weeks. In a cohort of 23 neonates, levetiracetam was associated with a greater than 50%

seizure reduction in 35% (8 of 23) of the neonates, including seizure termination in seven patients.[33] The mean initial dose of levetiracetam

was 16 ± 6mg/kg, and the mean maximum dose was 45 ± 19mg/kg/day. It was administered as a first-line anti-seizure medication in 4

neonates (17%), second-line in 14 neonates (61%), and third-line or later in 5 neonates (22%).[35] In a retrospective chart review of three

infants aged between 2 days and 3 months, who were initially treated with other antiepileptic drugs, each patient was reported to be seizure

free on levetiracetam without adverse effects.[36] Levetiracetam was reported to be effective in controlling both ictal and interictal status in a

neonate with malignant migrating partial seizures unresponsive to phenytoin, phenobarbital, midazolam, vigabatrin, lamotrigine,

clonazepam, and pyridoxine.[37] Levetiracetam was reported to be effective in controlling status epilepticus in a neonate with Sturge–Weber

syndrome.[38] In a retrospective study of 127 neonates !36 weeks gestation with hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy, 32 received

levetiracetam after phenobarbital, and the seizures stopped in 27 of these neonates.[18] A systematic review of the efficacy of levetiracetam

in neonatal seizures suggests that levetiracetam may be at least or more effective for neonatal seizures as phenobarbital.[39]

Studies about levetiracetam use in preterm neonates are limited. Retrospective analysis of 12 preterm infants by Khan et al.[13] showed 82%

seizure cessation within the first 24h of levetiracetam in preterm neonates without serious side effects. Patients received a loading dose of 25

and 50mg/kg. Maintenance dose was 25mg/kg. Three (25%) patients were initially started on levetiracetam, others were priorly receiving

phenobarbital. A retrospective analysis of 37 preterm infants reported that 21 infants (57%) were seizure free with levetiracetam as the first-

line treatment at the end of the 1st week.[19]

In our study, we evaluated the efficacy and safety of levetiracetam in preterm and term neonates. Levetiracetam, as a second-line agent after

phenobarbital, controlled seizures in 69.4% of the patients, and EEGs improved in 77.8% of the patients. Levetiracetam controlled seizures in

76.5% (13/17) of neonates <28 weeks and 63.6% (7/11) of neonates between 28 and 36 weeks, and 62.5% (5/8) of term neonates. This study

suggests that intravenous levetiracetam can be a therapeutic option for seizure management in preterm and term neonates.

Levetiracetam is known as neuroprotective. In a study comparing neurotoxic properties of sulthiame and levetiracetam on developing rat

brain, it is reported that sulthiame significantly enhanced neuronal death in the brains of rats but levetiracetam did not show this neurotoxic

effect.[21] Another study showed that systemic hypoxia differentially affected expression of hypoxia-inducible transcription factor-1 (HIF-

1)-regulated vasoactive factors in the newborn mouse brain, and levetiracetam treatment did not alter HIF-1-regulated neuroprotective

mechanisms.[22] In the rat middle cerebral artery occlusion model, levetiracetam reduced the infarct volume suggesting neuroprotective

properties.[23] Maitre et al.[27] reported worse Bayley Scales of Infant Development cognitive and motor scores with increased exposure to

phenobarbital, and the effect was less with levetiracetam in 280 infants with comparable seizure etiology and cranial imaging results. Rats

with hypoxic–ischemic brain injury were treated with levetiracetam, and the number of apoptotic brain cells decreased.[40] Neuroprotective

effects of an antiepileptic drug might be particularly important during the neonatal period. On the basis of these findings, levetiracetam may

be an especially good candidate for the treatment of seizures in neonates.

Pharmacokinetic studies have established a benign safety profile for levetiracetam.[24] Levetiracetam is not expected to cause significant

drug interactions as it is less than 10% protein bound in plasma, and it is not dependent on liver cytochrome P450 enzymes for metabolism.

[24] In a study about the pharmacokinetics of levetiracetam in neonates, it was observed that neonates had lower clearance, higher volume of

distribution, and a longer half-life than children and adults.[16] The study consisted of 18 neonates "30 days of age and !32 weeks

gestational age. Mild somnolence was the only reported effect.[16] A review on pharmacokinetics of levetiracetam in neonates reported no

significant interactions with other drugs and no severe side effects, as it is not bound to plasma proteins.[41]



Studies about levetiracetam use in neonates did not report serious side effects except mild sedation in some infants.[14,16,17] A neonate has

been reported to develop anaphylactic shock due to intravenous administration of levetiracetam.[42] In our study, levetiracetam was tolerated

well, and no important side effects were evident. Only two patients (5.5%) had cytopenia during maintenance treatment. But this could not be

clearly attributed to levetiracetam as the patients were also receiving phenobarbital. Levetiracetam can cause neutropenia. However, this has

not been mentioned before in other reports about levetiracetam use in neonates. White blood cell counts of the patients increased after

levetiracetam and phenobarbital were discontinued. The major limitation of our study was the lack of continuous EEG monitoring of the

patients during the treatment.

In conclusion, our data suggest that levetiracetam may be a safe and effective treatment for neonatal seizures, which are unresponsive to

phenobarbital. Larger, randomized controlled trials should be performed to assess the efficacy and safety for levetiracetam in neonates.
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Abstract 
 
Introduction 
To examine efficacy and tolerability of Levetiracetam monotherapy as a first line agent in a national cohort of children 
with epilepsy, naïve to anti-epileptic medication. 
 
Methods 
A retrospective analysis of children with epilepsy who attended 4 Irish tertiary Paediatric Neurology Clinics (2009-
2015) started on Levetiracetam as a first line monotherapy.  
 
Results 
182 children were identified aged one month to 16 years (mean 6.2 years (SD=5.1) Retention at 6 and 12 months was 
88% (n=161) and 83% (n=145) respectively. 75% (n=104) achieved seizure freedom or > 50% improvement in seizure 
control at 12 months. 30% (n=55) experienced ≥1 adverse effect with aggression (12%; n=21) the most frequent. 
Treatment was discontinued in 16% (n=29) because of intolerance.  Underlying conditions and epilepsy type were 
not found to influence efficacy or tolerability. 
 
Conclusion 
Levetiracetam monotherapy was observed as effective and safe for children with epilepsy although side effects limit 
tolerance in a sizeable minority. 

 

Introduction 

Epilepsy in childhood frequently presents as a significant challenge to treatment. The decision to choose a specific 
antiepileptic drug (AED) as the first drug in any child is based on the age profile, gender, seizure types and EEG findings 
balanced with the perceived efficacy of the drug, its safety profile and impact on behaviour and existing co-morbidities.  
Levetiracetam has been proven to be effective in controlling seizures, with a favourable safety profile in adults and 
children over the age of 16 years as both an adjunctive and a monotherapy1, and as an adjunctive therapy for children 
under the age of 16 years2,3,4.  

Two recent systematic reviews report that since Levetiracetam received a license for adjunctive use in childhood 
epilepsy in 2005 there has been widespread use of Levetiracetam as an initial monotherapy in children. This is despite 
insufficient evidence to confirm its effectiveness as an initial monotherapy in childhood epilepsy6,7. 
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There is strong evidence to support the use of Levetiracetam in adults and as an adjunctive treatment for children. 
Positive outcomes with these populations have supported its use as monotherapy in childhood epilepsy despite a 
deficit in published evidence in this cohort. While Sodium Valproate is considered a very effective option it is not 
recommended for use in females5. Alternatives to Levetiracetam such as Oxcarbazepine and Lamotrigine are available. 
However, more favourable cognitive outcomes with Levetiracetam have supported it use in this population1. 

 A study published since this review, identified 231 children from a single hospital in Turkey over a 10-year period, who 
were prescribed Levetiracetam as monotherapy and found that Levetiracetam was effective in treating this group8. It 
would seem important that clinicians continue to report experiences with this medication. 
 
In the current study, the findings are presented from the first national evaluation of Levetiracetam, focusing on efficacy 
and tolerability, in a group of Irish children with epilepsy who were naïve to AEDs and who were prescribed 
Levetiracetam as monotherapy. 
 
 
Methods 
 
The aim of this study was to assess (i) the efficacy; (ii) tolerability of Levetiracetam as monotherapy in a national sample 
of children with a diagnosis of epilepsy and; (iii) to evaluate patient variables that might influence efficacy and 
tolerability. The children included were 16 years or younger with a diagnosis of epilepsy who were naïve to medication 
and had been started on Levetiracetam as a first line monotherapy between January 2009 and December 2015.  

All the children were attending a Consultant Paediatric Neurologist and had a diagnosis of epilepsy based on history 
and EEG findings. The EEGs were all interpreted by a Consultant Neurophysiologist. Seizure semiology and epilepsy 
syndrome were based on International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) guidelines. The presence of an underlying 
condition was based on review by a Consultant Paediatric Neurologist (motor impairment), formal evaluation by a 
Paediatric Neuro-psychologist (cognitive impairment) and review by a Child Psychiatrist (ADHD and ASD). 
Levetiracetam was commenced at 10mg/kg/day in two divided doses and increased typically to 20-60mg/kg/day over 
a period of 8-10 weeks. Parents (and children where appropriate) were informed of potential side effects of 
Levetiracetam prior to starting treatment. Parents and children were asked to keep careful seizure and side effect 
diaries and patients were reviewed at 6-month intervals.  

An audit of medical records was undertaken across all four acute Tertiary Paediatric Hospital sites in the Republic of 
Ireland.  Total population sampling was employed. An audit tool was designed by the research team. The tool included 
age, gender, co morbidities as well as seizure and treatment history. It was piloted on one site (n=10).  No other 
identifying information was gathered and only data previously collected as part of patient usual care was included. 
Prior to data collection, a letter informing families of the study, was sent to all those who met the inclusion criteria, 
by the on-site clinical staff involved in the study. The audit was completed by on-site clinical staff who worked directly 
with the medical records involved. Anonymised data was gathered at each hospital site using the questionnaire. This 
data was cleaned by the Principal Investigator (PI) in collaboration with the on-site collaborator and then entered onto 
SPSS. Ethical approval was granted by each of the four Hospital Ethics Committees and approval to conduct the study 
was granted by Hospital Management. A condition of approval was that the sample would be pooled together to 
minimise identification of hospital sites and thus individual patients. 

In total, n=182 patients from across the four sites were included. Given the nature of the data type there was some 
missing data. Where information pertaining to a variable was missing, this case was excluded from analysis. Data was 
analysed using SPSS (version 23). A range of descriptive and inferential tests (T-tests, chi analysis, Fisher’s exact tests, 
Kruskal-Wallis test) were used to profile the sample, identify the efficacy levels, type the prevalence of tolerability 
issues and identify possible predictors of efficacy and tolerability with p < 0.05 considered significant. 
 
 
Results 
 
Patient Profile and Co-morbidities 

A multi-site chart review identified information on 182 patients prescribed Levetiracetam during a seven-year period 
(January 01st 2009-December 31st 2015) (Table 1). The mean age was 6.2 years (SD=5.1) ranging one month - 16 years 
and 62% (n=113) were female. Almost half of the sample (49%; n=89) experienced generalised epilepsy while 44% 



(n=80) had focal epilepsy and 7% (n=13) experienced both. Co-morbidities were reported in 44% (n=80) of the group 
and cognitive impairment was the most common (79%; n=63) (Table 1).   
 
 

Table 1. Patient profile (n=182 unless otherwise stated) 
Age 
Mean 6.2 years (SD=5.1) 
Median 4 years 
Range 1 month to 16 years 
 % (n) 
<2 years 25% (46) 
2-7 years 34% (62) 
8-11 years 18% (33) 
12-16 years 23% (41) 
Gender 
Female 62% (113) 
Male 38% (69) 
Seizure semiology  
Focal only  44% (80) 
Generalised only  49% (89) 
Both focal and generalised 7% (13) 
Epilepsy Syndrome (n=176*) 
Idiopathic 56% (98) 
Symptomatic 28% (49) 
Cryptogenic  17% (29) 
Co-morbidities (n=80**) 
One or more  44% (80) 
Cognitive impairment 79% (63) 
Motor impairment 51% (41) 
ASD 23% (18) 
Behavioural 18% (14) 
ADHD 4% (3) 
*ES data inconclusive (n=5) or missing (n=1).  
**Some patients experienced more than one comorbidity 

 
 
Retention Rate 

The retention rate at 6 months was 88% (n=161). Retention data at 12 months was available for n=175 (i.e. observation 
period was less than 12 months for n=7) and a retention rate of 83% (n=145) was recorded.  Of the 17% (n=30) who 
discontinued by 12 months, the median length of time on treatment was 3.7 months. The most frequently cited reason 
for discontinuation was adverse effects (60%; n=18) followed by insufficient improvement (20%; n=6) or both (13%; 
n= 4).   
 
Efficacy of Levetiracetam 

Treatment was continued to at least 12 months in N=145 patients. Of these patients, efficacy of Levetiracetam, in 
terms of seizure control was available for n=139 patients (n=3 non-compliant, n=3 data missing), Table 2. Improvement 
in seizure control by one year was recorded in 75% (n=104), of which 54% (n=75) reported seizure freedom for at least 
6 months and 21% (n=29) reported >50% seizure reduction (Table 2). 
 
Further analysis revealed that boys were significantly more likely to report seizure freedom (of at least 6 months) than 
girls (68% versus 45%, p<0.05) and, whilst younger children reported a higher response rate (i.e. freedom or reduction 
versus no improvement), Kruskal-Wallis analysis found no significant difference between response rate and age. 
Epilepsy type, seizure semiology, seizure frequency pre-treatment or presence of an underlying condition did not 
significantly contribute to response rate for this group (Table 2).  
 



Table 2. Patient profiles and response to Levetiracetam at 12 months (n=139) 
Variable (n) Response rate (139)   
 Seizure free 

> 6 months  
 
(75/139) 

> 50% Seizure 
reduction  
 
(29/139) 

No 
improvement  
 
(35/139) 

Test score p 

Age (138) 
(median) 

3 years 3 years 5 years 0.871 >0.05 

Gender (139)     % (n)     % (n)     % (n)  
Female (85) 45% (38) 25% (21) 31% (26) N/A2 <0.05* 
Male (54) 68% (37) 15% (8) 17% (9) 
Seizure 
Semiology (139) 

     

Focal (63)  54% (34) 22% (14) 24% (15) N/A2 >0.05 
 
 

Generalised (64) 53% (34) 20% (13) 27% (17) 
Both (12) 58% (7)  17% (2) 25% (3) 
Underlying condition present (139) 
Yes (63) 46% (29) 27% (17) 27% (17) N/A2 >0.05 
No (76) 61% (46) 16% (12) 24% (18) 
1 Kruskal-Wallis test 
2 Fishers exact test, score not produced 
*Significant 
N/A Not applicable 

 
 
Tolerability of Levetiracetam (n=182) 

At least one adverse effect was experienced during treatment in 30% of patients (n=55). The most commonly reported 
were aggression (12%; n=21) and low mood (10%; n=18) followed by irritability (8%; n=15). In total, 16% (n=29) 
stopped Levetiracetam medication due to side effects and the majority of this group (76%, n=22) discontinued within 
12 months (Median=4 months). Amongst this group who stopped, nearly half (48%; n=14) experienced aggression, 
38% (n=11) a low mood and 35% (n=10) irritability (Table 3).   
 

Table 3. Adverse effects (A/E) of Levetiracetam (n=182) 
     % (n) 
Any A/E reported 30% (55) 
A/E and drug withdrawal*  16% (29) 
 Study population (n=182) Drug withdrawal due to A/E* (n=29) 
Two or more side effects 13% (23) 55% (16) 
Breakdown of adverse effects reported 
Aggression 12% (21)  48% (14) 
Low mood 10% (18) 38% (11) 
Irritability 8% (15) 35% (0) 
Tiredness/Somnolence 6% (10) 17% (5) 
Anxiety 3% (5) 17% (5) 
Insomnia 3% (5) 3% (1) 
Depression  2% (3) 7% (2) 
Inattention 2% (3) 7% (2) 
Attempted suicide 2% (3) 7% (2) 
Self-harm 1% (2) 3% (1) 
Poor appetite 1% (1) 3% (1) 
Weight gain 1% (1) 3% (1) 
Dizziness  1% (1) 0% (0) 
Rash 1% (1) 3% (1) 
Hallucinations 1% (1) 0% (0) 
* Patients in whom drug withdrawal was primarily due to drug side effects 



Those who discontinued Levetiracetam due to adverse effects were significantly more likely to have experienced two 
or more adverse effects (55% versus 45%; p<0.001). Children who experienced adverse effects were significantly older 
(Median=8 years) than those who did not (Median=3 years; p<0.005). No other association between adverse effects 
and patient profile were observed (Table 4). 
 
 

Table 4: Adverse effects and patient profile (n=182) 
 Adverse effects   
Category Yes (55) No (127) Z P 
Age     
Median 8 years 3 years 3.51 <0.005* 
Gender     % (n)     % (n)  
Male 25% (17) 75% (52) 1.22 >0.05 

Female 34% (38) 66% (75)  
 

Epilepsy type  

Focal 24% (19) 76% (61) 3.72 >0.05 
 
 Generalised 34% (30) 66% (59) 

Both 46% (6) 54% (7) 

Seizure frequency pre-treatment 

<5 seizures 29% (20) 71% (50) 0.22 >0.05 

≥5 seizures 33% (33) 67% (67)  
 

Underlying condition 3 
Yes 35% (28) 65% (52) 1.22 >0.05 

No 27% (27) 73% (75)  
 

*Significant 
1 Mann Whitney test 
2 Chi test 
3 Note, each underlying condition from table 1 was also analysed 
separately with no significant association 

 
 
Discussion 

This study examined the efficacy and tolerability of Levetiracetam as initial monotherapy in a national paediatric 
population with epilepsy.  Overall, the efficacy and tolerability of Levetiracetam in the majority of patients was well 
demonstrated. The observation of patients who experienced adverse effects and /or did not show improvement 
highlights the need for pre-treatment education and counselling for patients and their families on the limitations of 
AED treatment. 

This study reports a patient response rate of 75% at twelve months, in children on monotherapy who were naive to 
AEDs. This was similar to a recent study which reported a patient response rate of 78%8. An international systematic 
review of Levetiracetam reported seizure freedom of up to 100% but also recognised that many patients represented 
in these figures had benign epilepsy syndromes and seizure types6.  Several studies report a response rate of over 90%, 
but the higher response rate in these studies may be explained by small sample size and the benign nature of the 
epilepsy syndromes included9,10.The current study provides an analysis of a large national sample of children with a 
broad range of epilepsy syndromes with only one patient identified as having a benign Rolandic epilepsy.  

This study also indicates that males are significantly more likely to experience seizure freedom on Levetiracetam, a 
finding previously not reported.  Like other studies, no association was found between efficacy and age, dosage or 
seizure type/epilepsy syndrome or underlying diagnosis6,8.  Not surprisingly perhaps, patients who discontinued 



medication did so more quickly if they had adverse effects than if they were not seeing improvements in seizure 
control-a finding not extrapolated in other studies to make comparisons.  

Nearly a third of children were found to experience adverse effects but overall tolerability was high and no associated 
profile risk factors were observed.  A recent study identified only 17% of children reported experiencing adverse effects 
and of these only a minority 14% were on monotherapy8. The most commonly reported adverse effects in the current 
study were emotional and behavioural changes, which mirrors the small number of randomised controlled trials 
undertaken with children on Levetiracetam6.  More specifically, aggression and low mood are the most common 
reason for cessation in most studies6,7,8 and this was also the case in the present study.   Other studies identified 
somnolence as another common adverse effect6,8, a finding not replicated in this study.  While efficacy was not 
associated with age, Levetiracetam was more likely to have been tolerated by younger children but this may be related 
to their ability to communicate what they were experiencing.  

A systematic review examining Levetiracetam as monotherapy, concluded that retention rates were considered the 
most appropriate method of examining tolerability6.  The current study records a 12 month retention rate of 83%, 
substantially higher than the 54% reported in a similar recent study8, and within the range reported in an international 
review of 57-100%. Whilst reasons for retention drop off were not provided by Tekgul and colleagues8, we found that 
retention rates and reasons behind these rates vary considerably depending on the time period examined.  In this 
study, a total of 16% of patients discontinued treatment due to adverse effects.  This compares with rates ranging 
from 0-17% in other studies6,7,8. 

The lack of consistency across studies concerning the inclusion of patients who have underlying conditions was 
identified in one published systematic review6. Whilst the list of underlying conditions captured in the current study 
was not exhaustive, our study did not identify any association between having a motor or cognitive impairment and 
efficacy and/or tolerability. However, the small numbers limits the conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis. 
It is also likely that the young age and cognitive profile of a small number of this sub-group further limits their ability 
to clearly define adverse effects being experienced. Data on positive effects on the child other than seizure control 
were also not recorded.  

The findings of this study add to the body of literature available by identifying the efficacy and tolerability of 
Levetiracetam. Considering that this drug is now outside of patent it is unlikely that further expensive randomised 
controlled trials will be undertaken in children. Since completion of data collection Levetiracetam has continued to be 
widely used as monotherapy in childhood epilepsy11. It is important therefore that clinicians continue to share 
experiences with Levetiracetam from different clinical settings so that medical staff, patients and their families are 
fully informed on the risks and benefits of taking this medication. 
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Abstract 

Objective
One-third of epilepsy of children is refractory, and this study was 
conducted to evaluate the efficacy and adverse events of levetiracetam 
as add-on therapy in the treatment of refractory epilepsy of children. 

Materials & Methods
In this quasi-experimental study, seizures frequency and side effects of 
314 children aged 1-14 years with refractory epilepsy were referred to 
the Pediatric Neurology Clinic of Shahid Sadoughi Medical Sciences 
University, Yazd, Iran, and treated with levetiracetam for six months, 
were evaluated. 

Results
We evaluated 142 girls and 172 boys with a mean age of 6.78±2.12 
years. At the end of six months of treatment with levetiracetam, 20% 
became seizure-free, 28% had more than 50% decrease in seizure 
frequency, 38% did not have a notable change in seizure frequency, 
and 14% experienced an increase in seizure frequency. Good response 
(stopping of all seizures or more than 50% reduction in seizure 
frequency) was seen in 51% of mixed types, 61% of myoclonic 
seizures, 64% of generalized tonic-clonic seizures, 69 % of partial 
seizures, 100 % of tonic seizures, and in 40 % of atonic seizures. 
Levetiracetam was significantly more effective in partial seizures, 
idiopathic epilepsies, and children with normal developmental status 
and normal brain MRI.
Twelve children discontinued the treatment due to severe drowsiness, 
restlessness, and exacerbation of seizures. Transient and mild side 
effects, including somnolence, anorexia, fatigue, headache, ataxia, 
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and diplopia, were seen in 9% (N=28) of patients.

Conclusion
Levetiracetam could be considered an efficient and safe 
adjunct therapy in treating refractory epilepsy in children.
Keywords: Levetiracetam; Refractory Epilepsy; Children; Side 
effects 
DOI: 10.22037/ijcn.v15i4.29028

Introduction
Epilepsy as a brain disorder is defined based on “ 
the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE), 
by any of the following conditions: 
1. At least two unprovoked (or reflex) seizures 

occurring >24 h apart
2. One unprovoked (or reflex) seizure and a 

probability of further seizures similar to the 
general recurrence risk (at least 60%) after two 
unprovoked seizures, occurring over the next 
ten years

3. Diagnosis of an epilepsy syndrome” (1).
“The clinical diagnosis of epilepsy usually 
requires the occurrence of at least one unprovoked 
epileptic seizure with either a second such seizure 
or enough electroencephalogram (EEG) and 
clinical information to demonstrate an enduring 
predisposition to develop recurrences convincingly. 
For epidemiologic and, commonly, for clinical 
purposes, epilepsy is considered when two or more 
unprovoked seizures occur in a time frame of longer 
than 24 hr. The cumulative lifetime incidence of 
epilepsy is 3%, and the annual prevalence is 0.5–
1.0%. “ (2)
Intractable or refractory epilepsy is defined by 
the ILAE as recurrence of at least one seizure in 
a week despite taking two or three appropriate 

antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) with sufficient dosage 
(3), which includes approximately one-third of 
newly treated patients with epilepsy. (4) 
Intractable seizures, on the one hand, may lead 
to more extensive brain insult and, on the other 
hand, result in frequent referring to neurologists, 
hospitalization, financial burden, and the negative 
impact on the quality of life of the affected child and 
his or her family. Complete elimination of seizures 
or effective control of seizures is necessary to reduce 
epilepsy-related morbidity and mortality, and new 
AEDs with greater efficacy and fewer side effects 
are fiercely needed. Levetiracetam (LEV) is one of 
the newest antiepileptic drugs that has entered the 
market since 2000 and has been approved by the 
Food and Drug Administration since 2006 and is 
currently available in pills of 250, 500, and 1000 
mg and also syrup (100 mg/ ml) in our country. 
For metabolism, it does not enter the cytochrome 
P450 enzyme system and is excreted directly and 
unchanged from the kidney, and its dose adjustment 
in patients with kidney failure is inevitable. In 
children, well toleration of the drug, its linear 
pharmacokinetics and complete oral absorption, 
the low extent of metabolism, and no interaction 
with other AEDs, lead to low discontinuation rates. 
The most common reported side effects in children 
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are behavioral symptoms (irritability, agitation, 
hyperactivity, and cognitive slowing), and CNS 
adverse events, such as somnolence, asthenia, and 
dizziness, are usually less than other AEDs. LEV 
side effects are reversible, mild, and transient. Its 
mechanism of action is not precisely understood 
and has multiple mechanisms, but possibly act 
through voltage-dependent sodium channels that 
lead to a suppressive effect on the presynaptic 
release of excitatory neurotransmitter (glutamate 
and aspartate) release, as well as an increase in 
the concentration of inhibiting neurotransmitter 
gamma-aminobutyric acid in the brain, reducing 
the flow with no apparent impact on the activity 
of NMDA glutamate receptors, and carbonic 
anhydrase of the erythrocyte. The effective dose in 
pediatric patients is 20-40 mg/kg/day, given in two 
or three divided doses; however, it may be given 
up to 60 mg/kg/day. There is no direct correlation 
between LEV blood levels and seizure control, 
the drug side effects, or administered dosage. 
Therefore, the measurement of blood levels of 
LEV does not seem to be helpful. (2, 5, 6) 
Its efficacy has substantially controlled generalized 
tonic-clonic, myoclonic, and partial seizures in 
children. (5-14)  Given that children with refractory 
epilepsy represent a significant percentage of 
referral cases to pediatric neurology clinics and 
because LEV has lately been introduced in our 
country, this study was conducted with the primary 
objective of evaluation of the efficacy, safety, and 
tolerability of this medication as add-on therapy in 
the treatment of intractable pediatric epilepsy.

Materials & methods
In this quasi-experimental study, all consecutive 
1-14-year-old children diagnosed with intractable 
epilepsy based on history, physical examination, 

and clinical judgment of a pediatric neurologist 
who were referred to the Pediatric Neurology Clinic 
of Shahid Sadoughi Medical Sciences University, 
Yazd, Iran, from March 2014 to January 2019 
treated with LEV for six months were enrolled.
Classification of seizure types, epileptic syndromes, 
and definition of drug-resistant epilepsy in 
this study was based on ILAE Commission on 
Therapeutic Strategies Consensus. (3, 15) 
Initially, the parents of the children who met the 
criteria to enter the study were interviewed by the 
researcher, and after receiving their consent of 
them, their children entered the study.
Care was taken to include epileptic children aged 
1-14 years who had not responded to adequate 
dosage of at least two conventional antiepileptic 
drugs in mono or polytherapy, had at least one 
seizure in a week, had no allergy to LEV, had not 
used LEV formerly, and maintained on LEV for 
six months. 
In the baseline phase of the study, the average 
number of seizures per month in one month 
before registering into the study was recorded, and 
information on variables of the study, including 
age, sex, age of seizure onset, type and frequency 
of seizures (based on history), number of previous 
anticonvulsant drugs, type of epilepsy, etiologic 

electroencephalographic results were reviewed. 
In the titration phase of the research, to minimize 
LEV clinical adverse effects, LEV was added to 
previous antiepileptic drugs in a four-week period 
as follows: 10, 20, 30, and 40 mg/kg/day in two 
divided doses and in the maintenance phase of 
the study, maximum dose or the dose, which 
controlled seizures maintained for six months. 
Clinical information about the type and frequency 
of seizures and clinical adverse effects of LEV 
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were recorded by interviewing their parents. 
At the end of the period, the evaluation of LEV 
efficacy was made based on a comparison of the 
weekly frequency of major seizures of the patient 
in one month before and six months after LEV 
treatment.
Stopping of all seizures or reduction of more 
than 50% in the weekly frequency of seizure was 
considered as a good response to LEV, and also 

basis:
Seizure-free: No more seizure attack was expe-
rienced.
Improved: The patient’s seizure frequency was 
reduced by more than 50%.
Unchanged: No notable change was seen in sei-
zure frequency. 
Worsened: seizure frequency increased more 
than 25%.

LEV serum levels were not checked in this research. 
Side effects of the medication were surveyed by a 
researcher via asking directly from the patient and, 
in case of a child having mental retardation, the 
questions were directed to the mothers. In case of 
non-attendance, phone follow-up was pursued with 
the availability of the patient’s address and phone.
The data were analyzed using Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences version 17 (SPSS, Chicago, 
IL, USA) statistical software. The Chi-square test 
was used to analyze qualitative variables, and mean 
values were compared using paired T-test. 
Informed consent was taken from children’s parents 
before the administration of the drug, and the study 
was approved by the Ethics Committee of Shahid 
Sadoughi University of Medical Sciences, Yazd, 
Iran, and the researchers received no support from 
the drug company. 

Results
Three hundred thirty eligible children were 
enrolled in the study, but 16 patients were excluded 
from the study due to not returning or inadequate 
compliance and finally, 314 children, including 
142 girls and 172 boys with a mean age of 6.78 ± 
2.12 years, were evaluated and completed the entire 
course of the study. The age of onset of seizures 
was two months to 12.5 years, with a mean age of 
2.01± 0.82 years. MRI was normal in 119 (38%), 
and 243 patients (77.3%) had developmental delay.
In this study, 106 children (33.7%) showed a mixed 
type of seizures (more than one type of seizure), 
and the major seizure type was myoclonic in 89 
children (28.3%), generalized tonic-clonic in 59 
(18.8%), partial in 29 (9.2%), tonic in 22 (7%) and 
atonic in nine (3%) children. Seizures were not 
controlled despite the usage of 5-14 antiepileptic 
drugs (mean ± SD: 7.4 ± 3.2). Based on the 

had symptomatic, 36% (114) cryptogenic, and 65 
(21%) had idiopathic epilepsy. 
At the end of six months of LEV treatment, 
20% (63 children) became seizure-free, 28% (88 
children) had more than 50% reduction in seizures 
frequency, 38% (119 children) did not have a 
notable change in seizure frequency, and 14% (44 
persons) experienced more than 25% increase in 
seizure frequency. 
The mean dose of LEV for seizure control was 
27.9 ± 5.4 mg/kg/day (range: 10-40). Good 
response (stopping of all seizures or more than 
50% reduction in seizure frequency) was seen in 
51% of mixed type seizures, 61% of myoclonic 
seizures, 64% of generalized tonic-clonic seizures, 
69 % of partial seizures, 100 % of tonic seizures, 
and in 40 % of atonic seizures.
During the study, six children discontinued 
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treatment for severe drowsiness, three children 
for severe restlessness, and three children for 
exacerbation of seizures. Mild adverse events 
were seen in 9 % (N=28) of patients, including 
drowsiness and somnolence in 10 children, 
anorexia in eight, fatigue in five, headache in 
three, and ataxia and diplopia in two children. Side 
effects of using the drug occurred within the first 
2-4 weeks, and such transient complications were 
resolved with continued use of the drug. No life-
threatening side effects were reported.
The frequency distribution of good response to LEV 

Table 1. Frequency distribution of good response to levetiracetam based on some patients’ characteristics

Response 

Data 

Good response P. Value

Yes No

Sex Girl 73 (51%) 69 (49%) 0.8

Boy 78 (45%) 94 (55%)

Seizure type Partial 20 (69%) 9 (31%) 0.03

Generalized 77(43%) 102 (57%)

Partial and generalized 54 (51%) 52 (49%)

Family history of epilepsy Yes 91 (48%) 98 (52%) 0.9

No 60 (48%) 65 (52%)

Etiologic classification Symptomatic 48 (35%) 87 (65%) 0.02

Cryptogenic 58 (51%) 56 (49%)

Idiopathic 45 (70%) 20 (30%)

Developmental status Delay 112 (46%) 131(54%) 0.02

Normal 50 (70%) 21(30%)

MRI findings Normal 36 (30%) 83 (70%) 0.01

Abnormal 115(59%) 80(41%)

Levetiracetam side effects Yes 13(46%) 15(54%) 0.8

No 138(48%) 148 (52%)

Age in year (mean ±SD) 6.26 ± 1.12 5.87 ± 2.54 0.8

Onset age of seizure in year (mean ±SD 2.01± 0.28 0.91± 0.3 0.02

based on some patients’ characteristics is shown in 
Table 1, which indicates that LEV was significantly 
more effective in partial seizures, idiopathic 
epilepsies, children with normal developmental 
status, and normal brain MRI. Also, no statistically 
significant differences were seen from viewpoints 
of sex distribution, family history of epilepsy, and 
mean age of patients in both groups. 
In the responders group, the mean age of onset of 
seizures was higher than in non-responders. 
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Discussion 
This study was designed to evaluate the efficacy, 
tolerability, and safety of LEV in children with 
refractory epilepsy in Yazd, Iran. The present 
research demonstrated that LEV appears to be 
effective on different types of seizures (generalized, 
focal, and mixed), which is consistent with the 
results of preceding studies. (8-16)
A meta-analysis study showed that LEV at the 
dosage of 60 mg/kg/day compared to placebo was 
a more effective and safer antiepileptic drug in 
treating generalized or partial intractable epilepsies 
of children. (5) 
In this research, children aged 1-14 years (mean 
age: 6.78 ± 2.12 years) were enrolled. However, 
in studies conducted in Tehran, Iran, children aged 
0.6–15 years (median: 5.9 years) (11), in France, 
patients aged 2.1-19 years (mean age: 10.8 years) 
(16), and in Adana, Turkey, children with a mean 
age 96.00 ± 31.15 months were evaluated (4). 
In the present research, the mean dose of LEV 
for seizure control was 27.9 ± 5.4 mg/kg/day. 
However, the average control dose was 46.1 mg/
kg/day in Japan (9), 43.7 ± 20 mg/kg/day in Israel 
(12), and 47 mg/kg/day in Seoul, Korea (17).
In this study, at the end of six months of LEV 
treatment, 20% of epileptic children became 
seizure-free. Complete seizure control rate was 
8.7% in Iran (11), 15.6% in Turkey (4), 10.3% 
in China (8), 24.6% in Japan (9), 44% in Israel 
(12), 23.8% in France, (16) and 22% in South 
Korea (17). Also, in this research, a good response 
(more than 50% reduction in seizures frequency) 
was seen in 28% of epileptic children. However, 
28.3% in Tehran, Iran (11), 45.1% in Turkey (4), 
37%, 24.6%, and 42% in Japanese patients (6,9, 
10), 95% in Israel (12), 38.1% in France (16), and 
48% in South Korea (17) achieved more than 50% 

seizure frequency reduction. 
A possible explanation for these discrepancies 
is the difference in sample size, age of patients, 
duration of the study, drug pharmacokinetics, race, 
and geographic location. 
In the present study, a good response to LEV was 
more frequent in epileptic children with normal 
brain MRI. In Japan, 72% (13 of 18 children) of 
children with a good response (more than 50% 
reduction in seizures frequency) had normal brain 
MRI. (6) 
In this research, a good response was seen in 51% 
of mixed type, 61% of myoclonic seizures, 64% 
of generalized tonic-clonic seizures, and 69% of 
partial seizures.
In Turkey, LEV decreased seizure frequency by 
at least 50% in 58.3% of partial seizures, 32% of 
generalized seizures, and 17.6% of patients with 
both partial and generalized seizures. (4) In Japan, 
a 50% reduction in seizures frequency was seen in 
42% of localization-related epilepsy and in 35% of 
generalized epilepsy. (10) In France, the efficacy of 
LEV was similar in partial and generalized epilepsy 
(16). In South Korea, a good response was seen in 
52% of partial seizures and in 44% of generalized 
seizures, and efficacy did not differ significantly 
among seizure types (17).
In this study, during the research period, 12 
children (3.8%) discontinued LEV due to severe 
drowsiness, restlessness, and exacerbation of 
seizures. However, these adverse events were 
not serious and life-threatening and were seen in 
a small number of studied patients. Also, 9% of 
children had mild and transient side effects, such 
as somnolence, anorexia, fatigue, headache, ataxia, 
and diplopia. Frequency of adverse effects was 
17% (16), 22% (6), 30% (12), and 37.5% (18) in 
other studies. Dysphoria and mental and behavior 
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disorders occurred in 3% of children in the study 
by Chen et al.. (8). Asthenia, behavioral disorders 
(16), irritability (5,10), and hyperactivity and 
impulsivity (10) were reported in other studies. 
However, age has been shown to have a significant 
contribution in experiencing adverse reactions, 
and the difference in adverse effects observed in 
these studies can be related to differences in the 
evaluated age groups by these studies. 
In the present study, the aforementioned adverse 
effects in the majority of children were transient and 
mild and did not require the drug discontinuation, 
and LEV add-on therapy was safe and tolerable 
in the treatment of refractory epilepsy of children 
that is consistent with the results of other studies. 
(5,9,10, 12 , 16-19)
In conclusion, based on the results of this study, 
LEV was effective in reducing the frequency 
of seizures in children with refractory epilepsy 
and can be used as an effective, tolerable, and 
relatively safe drug in the treatment of generalized, 
mixed, and partial seizures, as well as various 
types of epilepsy (idiopathic, cryptogenic, and 
symptomatic epilepsy). LEV can be suggested as 
a safe and efficacious modality in the treatment of 
childhood seizures.
In conclusion, based on the results of this study, 
levetiracetam was effective in reducing the 
frequency of seizures in children with refractory 
epilepsy and can be used as an effective, tolerable 
and relatively safe drug in the treatment of 
generalized, mixed and partial seizures, as well as 
various types of epilepsy (idiopathic, cryptogenic, 
and symptomatic epilepsy). Levetiracetam can be 
suggested as a safe and efficacious modality in the 
treatment of childhood seizures.
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Background: Neonatal seizures are a common neurological emergency in newborns.

Phenobarbital (PB) is the first-line antiepileptic drug (AED). However, PB has some side

effects, such as hypotension and respiratory depression, and it can accelerate neuronal

apoptosis in the immature brain. Levetiracetam (LEV), a new antiepileptic drug, has

been used as a second-line drug for the treatment of neonatal seizures. Compared

with PB, LEV has many advantages, including a low incidence of side effects and better

neurodevelopmental outcomes. However, there are only a few systematic reviews of LEV

for the treatment of neonatal seizures.

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and safety of LEV for neonatal seizures and to

compare the efficacy, side effects, and neurological outcomes between LEV and PB

in the treatment of neonatal seizures.

Methods: The keywords LEV, PB, and neonatal seizure were searched in the MEDLINE,

Cochrane Library, Web of Science, EMBASE, clinicaltrials.gov, and China National

Knowledge Internet (CNKI) databases with a last update in July 2021 to collect

high-quality studies. We collected studies studying the efficacy or safety of LEV and PB in

the treatment of neonatal seizures applying strict inclusion and exclusion criteria. The data

were extracted and outcome measures, including efficacy, side effect rate, neurological

score, and mortality rate, were analyzed with RevMan 5.3 software.

Results: Ten articles were finally included in the meta-analysis. The meta-analysis

showed that there was no difference in efficacy between LEV and PB in the treatment of

neonatal seizures. Compared with PB, the incidence of side effects of LEV was lower. The

incidence of hypotension and respiratory depression in the LEV group was significantly

lower than that in the PB group. In terms of long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes,

there was no significant difference in the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID)

scores between LEV and PB.

Conclusion: PB is still the first-line AED recommended by the WHO for the treatment

of neonatal seizures. The new AEDs LEV may not have better efficacy than PB. At the
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same time, LEV is associated with better neurodevelopment outcomes and a lower risk

of adverse effects. In addition, continuous EEG monitoring should be used to diagnose

neonatal seizures to evaluate the severity of the seizures, remission, and drug efficacy.

Systematic Review Registration: PROSPERO, identifier: CRD42021279029.

Keywords: levetiracetam, phenobarbital, neonatal seizure, meta-analysis, efficacy

INTRODUCTION

Neonatal seizures are one of the common neurological
emergencies in newborns. The incidence of neonatal seizures
in full-term infants is 1–3.5‰, in premature infants of 1,500–
2,500 g it is 4.4–13.5‰, and in premature infants with birth
weight < 1,500 g it is 57.5–1,132‰ (1). Compared with other age
groups, the incidence of seizures is higher in the neonatal period.
Although most infants with seizures have a good prognosis,
20–30% have seizures that are difficult to control, and most
of these have a poor prognosis and long-term neurological
sequelae, including cerebral palsy, intellectual disability, and
epilepsy. Phenobarbital (PB) is still the first-line antiepileptic
drug (AED). It can not only control seizures but also reduce the
metabolism of the brain (2). PB can control 43–80% of electrical
seizures (abnormal electroencephalograms) in newborns (3, 4).
Some children need to use other AEDs as second-line or third-
line treatments. However, PB has some side effects, such as
hypotension and respiratory depression, and it can lead to
cognitive decline in infants and young children (5, 6). At the same
time, some studies have found that PB can accelerate neuronal
apoptosis in the immature brain.

Levetiracetam (LEV) is a new AED. It was approved by the
FDA for clinical antiepileptic treatment in 2012. At present, LEV
has been used as a second-line drug for the treatment of neonatal
seizures, and the seizure control rate is 35–86% (7, 8). Studies
have confirmed that LEV has a neuroprotective effect and does
not cause neuronal apoptosis or disrupt synaptic development
(9). The Hammersmith neurological examination (HNNE) score
in newborns treated with LEV was better than that in the PB
group. At the same time, the use of LEV had a significant positive
effect on the tone and posture development of the infants (5).
Compared with LEV, the neurological prognosis of newborns
in the PB group was worse (10). In the past decade, because
of the good efficacy, high safety, and good pharmacokinetic
characteristics of LEV, it has been increasingly widely used in the
treatment of seizures (including neonatal seizures) (11).

LEV is a pyrrolidine derivative that regulates the release of
neurotransmitters in synaptic vesicles by binding to synaptic
vesicle protein 2A (SV2A) to control seizures (12). Compared
with PB, LEV has many advantages, including a lower incidence
of side effects and better neurodevelopmental outcomes (3,
5, 10). Furthermore, unlike PB, LEV does not appear to

Abbreviations: LEV, Levetiracetam; PB, Phenobarbital; AEDs, Antiepileptic
drugs; BZDs, Benzodiazepines; c-EEG, Continuous electroencephalography;
a-EEG, Amplitude-integrated electroencephalography; v-EEG, Video
electroencephalography; RCT, Randomized controlled trial; OR, Odds ratio;
BSID, Bayley Scales of Infant development; NOS, Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

promote neuronal apoptosis in animal models (13) and may
have neuroprotective and antiepileptogenic effects (14, 15). For
infantile epilepsy, LEV may be more effective than PB for initial
monotherapy of non-syndromic epilepsy (16). At the same time,
LEV is associated with a lower risk of major malformations than
PB during pregnancy (17). After neonatal exposure to PB and
LEV, fewer cognitive and motor impairments were seen at 24
months in the LEV group than in the PB group (10). Therefore,
LEV may replace PB as the first-line drug for the treatment
of neonatal seizures in the future. To date, there are only a
few systematic reviews of LEV for the treatment of neonatal
seizures. A recent review included only 4 retrospective and 1
prospective study (18). A study directly evaluated the efficacy
of LEV vs. PB, but the quality of evidence was very low. With
the wide application of LEV, many high-quality studies have
been published in recent years. In this study, we systematically
evaluated the existing evidence of LEV for the treatment of
neonatal seizures and performed a meta-analysis to compare
the efficacy and safety of LEV and PB in the treatment of
neonatal seizures.

METHODS

Search Strategy
We searched for studies on the treatment of neonatal seizures
with PB and LEV in the Medline, Cochrane Library, Web
of Science, EMBASE, clinicaltrials.gov, and China National
Knowledge Internet (CNKI) databases with a last update in
July 2021 using the keywords LEV, PB, and neonatal seizure.
Search words included infant or newborn or neonat∗, seizure∗

or epileps∗ or convulsi∗, and anticonvuls∗ or antiepileptic∗. The
types of studies included randomized controlled trials, cohort
studies, and case-control studies. The search terms and limits are
provided in the supporting information (Tables e-1–e-6).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion Criteria
① All of the subjects were neonatal seizure patients [including

seizures diagnosed by clinical or electroencephalogram
(EEG)]. There was no limitation on gender, race, or other
basic characteristics.

② Interventions: Neonatal seizures treated with PB or LEV as
the first-line treatment.

③ Outcome measures: The study reported at least one outcome
measure considered in our study, such as effectiveness, safety,
and neurological prognosis.
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TABLE 1 | The flow chart of literature search and screen.

Exclusion Criteria
① Neonatal seizures caused by electrolyte disorders (such

as hypoglycemia and correctable hypocalcemia), metabolic
disorders (such as non-ketotic hyperglycemia and pyridoxine
deficiency), or opioid withdrawal.

② Case reports, review articles without original data, and
articles with incomplete or non-standardized data

(e.g., the article does not include the outcomes or
outcome data required for analysis in this meta-analysis)
were excluded.

③ Studies that included seizures at ages other than neonates
were excluded.

④ Studies with a total sample size of fewer than 10 cases
were excluded.
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Outcome Measures
Efficacy Outcome Measures
After LEV or PB monotherapy, the seizure stopped for at least
24 h or longer (48 h−7 d). Cessation of seizures is defined as the
disappearance of clinical seizures. Seizure arrest is defined as the
disappearance of clinical seizures (e.g., no abnormal gaze or eye
movement, tongue extension, apnea, clonus, tonic or convulsive
movements, etc.) and/or normal EEG monitoring. At the same
time, we also included a reduction in seizures by more than 50%.

Adverse Effects
Adverse effects included hypotension, respiratory depression,
heart rate abnormalities, poor feeding, irritability, infection,
and anorexia. Considering that hypotension and respiratory
depression were the most common drug side effects, this study
performed subgroup analysis on the occurrence of different
side effects.

Neurological Prognosis
Neurological development was followed up and a poor prognosis
was defined as intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, epilepsy,
and other complications, and the neurobehavioral score (Bayley
Scales of Infant development-III, BSID-III) was analyzed.

Data Extraction and Literature Evaluation
Data Extraction
A specification data extraction form was predesigned, and two
authors (Q.M.Y. and C.H.T.) independently extracted data using
the form. Discrepancies were resolved through discussion with
other authors (Z.L.Z. and C.Q.X.). The extracted data included:

① Basic information: title, year, journal, impact factor (IF), first
author, country, type of publication, etc.

② The qualifications of the included study: whether the
participants were neonates with definite seizures, whether the
intervention measures met the requirements, etc.

③ Characteristics of the subjects: sample size, grouping sample
size, gestational age, sex, birth weight, etc.

④ Intervention: the total dose and course of treatment of PB
and LEV.

⑤ Outcomes: efficacy, safety, and neurological system.
⑥ Elements of risk assessment of bias in different study types.

Literature Evaluation
Two authors (Q.M.Y. and C.H.T.) independently evaluated
the quality of the study. Discrepancies were resolved through
discussion with the other authors (Z.L.Z. and C.Q.X.). We
adopted different evaluation methods according to the different
types of study research. The Cochrane risk of bias tool was used
to evaluate the quality of the randomized controlled trials (RCTs).
It includes seven items: random sequence generation, allocation
concealment, blinding of participants and personnel, blinding
of outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective
reporting, and other bias. Each item was divided into low-risk,
unknown, and high-risk (19). Cohort studies and case-control
studies were evaluated by the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS):
there were 8 items in 3 sections with 9 scores, including the
selection of the study population, comparability between groups,

and the measurement of exposure factors, among which ≥6 was
a high-quality study (20).

Statistical Analysis
We performed a meta-analysis if data were available using
RevMen5.3, and the odds ratio (OR) and 95% CI were calculated.
The included studies were tested for heterogeneity by the chi-
square test. According to the system evaluation manual, the
significance level of heterogeneity was P = 0.1, I2 = 50%:

① The fixed-effects model was used for analysis if P > 0.1 and I2

≤ 50%, which meant that the studies had good homogeneity
and heterogeneity.

② The random-effects model was used for analysis if P
≤ 0.1 and I2 > 50%, which meant that there was
significant heterogeneity between studies. Subgroup analysis
or sensitivity analysis was carried out to identify the sources
of heterogeneity. Finally, a funnel plot was used to evaluate
the publication bias.

RESULTS

Search Strategy
A total of 12,434 relevant articles were initially retrieved (see
Table 1). We read the full text of 320 studies and finally included
10 studies with a total of 930 patients.

Characteristics of the Included Studies
Ten studies were included in this study (3, 5, 10, 21–27),
including 8 in English and 2 in Chinese. A total of 930
participants were included, and individual study sample sizes
ranged from 22 to 280 patients. Four articles were retrospective
studies, 2 were prospective cohort studies, and 4 were
randomized controlled trials. Three studies used clinical seizures
as the diagnostic criteria, 4 studies used EEG abnormalities as
the diagnostic criteria, and 3 studies included neonatal seizures
diagnosed by clinical or EEG seizures. The doses of PB were
mostly between 10 and 20mg/kg/d. The dose of LEVwas between
20 and 60 mg/kg/d. As detailed in Table 2, 6 studies reported
efficacy outcomes and 5 studies reported drug-related side effects.
As detailed in Table 3, 4 studies reported neurological outcomes.

Study Quality and Publication Bias
The Cochrane risk of bias tool was used to evaluate the quality
of the RCTs. As shown in Figure 1, each item was divided
into low risk, unclear, and high risk. The NOS was used to
evaluate the quality of cohort studies and case-control studies, for
which ≥6 was considered a high-quality study (see Table 4). The
results suggested that all studies were high quality. Risk of bias
was assessed for the 6 articles included in the efficacy analysis.
The funnel plot distribution was approximately symmetrical,
indicating that there was no publication bias in this field (see
Figure 2).

Efficacy Analysis
Six studies reported the efficacy of LEV compared with PB
for neonatal seizures (3, 21–25). The results are shown in
Figure 3. There was no significant difference in efficacy between
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TABLE 2 | Characteristic of included studies on efficacy analysis (6 studies).

References Study type Diagnostic

criteria

Intervention group Efficacy and

numbers (%)

Side effects (%) Death

(%)

PB LEV

Li et al. (24) RCT v-EEG
confirmed
seizures

N = 31
GA, (wk): 39.1
Male, n (%):17 (57%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
3.4 (2.5–5.0)
Dose: 10–20
mg/kg/d iv

N = 30
GA, (wk): 39.4
Male, n (%):18 (48%)
BW, kg [median
(IQR)]:3.4 (2.5–4.8)
Dose: 30–60 mg/kg/d
po

PB: SF 24 h 8/31
(26%), 2–7 d 9/31
(30%), Total
17/31 (55%)
LEV: SF 24 h 16/30
(53%), 2–7 d 4/30
(13%), Total
20/30 (67%)

PB: Urinary Retention
1/31 (3%)
LEV: 0/3

ND

Tan et al. (23) Prospective
study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

N = 35
GA, (wk): ND
Male, n (%):21 (57%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
4.6 (3.0–6.7)
Dose: 10–20
mg/kg/d iv

N = 35
GA, (wk): ND
Male, n (%):19 (48%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
4.7 (3.1–6.8)
Dose: 30–60 mg/kg/d
po

PB: SR 10 h
29/35 (83%)
LEV: SR 10 h
34/35 (97%)

PB: Increased
respiratory secretions
7/35 (20%), Respiratory
depression 3/35 (9%),
Rash 1/35 (3%)
LEV: Increased
respiratory secretions
1/35(3%), Respiratory
depression 2/35 (6%)

ND

Gowda et al.
(25)

RCT Clinical
confirmed
seizures

N = 50 GA: ND
Male, n (%):28 (56%)
BW, kg: 2.73
Dose: 20–30 mg/kg/d

N = 50
GA: ND
Male, n (%):28 (56%)
BW, kg: 2.56
Dose: 20–40 mg/kg/d

PB: SF 24 h
31/50 (62%)
LEV: SF 24 h
43/50 (86%)

PB: Hypotension 5/50
(10%), Bradycardia
3/50 (6%), Mechanical
ventilation is required
2/50 (4%)
LEV: 0/50

ND

Thibault et al.
(21)

Retrospective
single center
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

N = 31
GA, (wk) [median
(IQR)]: 38 (37–39)
Male, n (%): 20 (35.5%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
3.2 (2.9–3.5)
Dose: 10–20 mg/kg/d

N = 22
GA, (wk) [median
(IQR)]: 38 (37–39)
Male, n (%): 10 (54.5%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
3.1 (2.3–3.5)
Dose: 20–30 mg/kg/d

PB: SF 18/31 (58%)
LEV: SF 12/22 (55%)

PB: Hypotension 7/31
(23%), Respiratory
depression 1/31 (3%)
LEV: 0/22

ND

Sharpe et al.
(3)

RCT c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

N = 42
GA, (wk) [median
(IQR)]: 39.1 (38.3–40.3)
Male, n (%):24 (57%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
3.3 (2.9–3.7)
Dose: 20–40 mg/kg/d

N = 64
GA, (wk) [median
(IQR)]: 39.3 (38.3–40.3)
Male, n (%): 31(48%)
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
3.3 (3.0–3.6)
Dose: 40–60 mg/kg/d

PB: SF 24 h
24/30 (80%)
LEV: SF 24 h
15/53 (28%)

PB: Serious side
effects 5/42 (12%)
LEV: Serious side
effects 4/64 (6%)
PB: Hypotension 7/42
(17%), Respiratory
depression 11/42
(26%)
LEV: Hypotension 3/64
(5%), Respiratory
depression 8/64 (12%)

PB:
1/42 (2%)
LEV:
2/64 (3%)

Wagner et al.
(22)

Retrospective
cohort study

Clinical
or v-EEG
confirmed
seizures

N = 73
BW, (wk) (M ± SD):
36.01 ± 5.1
Male, n (%): ND
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
2.7 (2.0–3.2)
Dose:
15.7–23.6 mg/kg/d

N = 73
BW, (wk) (M ± SD):
37.91 ± 2.33
Male, n (%): ND
BW, kg [median (IQR)]:
3.0 (2.5–3.5)
Dose: 35.4–60
mg/kg/d

PB: SF after elimination
of BZDs 29/56 (52%)
LEV: SF after
elimination of BZDs SF
26/51 (51%)

ND ND

PB, phenobarbital; LEV, levetiracetam; BZDs, benzodiazepines; RCT, Random Clinical Trail; GA, Gestation Age; BW, Birth Weight; SF, Seizure Free; SR, Seizure Reduce; ND, Not Data;

v-EEG, Video electroencephalography; c-EEG, Continuous electroencephalography; IQR, interquartile range; M ± SD, mean ± standard deviation.

LEV and PB for treating neonatal seizures [OR = 0.79, 95%
CI (0.25–2.44), P = 0.68]. Subgroup analysis was performed
according to the different study types (see Table 5). In three
study types (randomized controlled trials, prospective cohort
studies, and retrospective studies), no significant difference in
efficacy was observed between LEV and PB (P = 0.95, P

= 0.83, P = 0.08), showing that different types of studies
had no influence on the efficacy analysis. However, statistical
heterogeneity between individual studies was noted using the I2

statistic (I2 = 85%). The results of the subgroup analysis showed
that the diagnostic criteria of seizures and different doses of PB
all led to heterogeneity (see Table 5). Clinical-confirmed seizures
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TABLE 3 | Characteristics of included studies on neurodevelopmental outcomes (4 studies).

References Study type Diagnostic

criteria

Number Neurodevelopment CP (%) Death (%) Other AEDs

Maitre et al.
(10)

Retrospective
study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 174
PB = 247

BSID-III a:
LEV (24m)

Cognition: 85 (60–93) LEV: 28/174
(16%)
PB: 67/247
(27%)

LEV:
31/174 (18%)
PB:
67/247 (27%)

A total of 141
patients received
PB combination
with LEV

Motor: 85 (69–94)

Language: 82 (67–95)

BSID-III a:
PB (24m)

Cognition: 85 (70–95)

Motor: 85 (65–96)

Language: 89 (71–97)

Ghosh et al.
(26)

Retrospective
cohort study

Clinical or
EEG
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 7
PB = 15

BSID-III a:
LEV (9–14m)

Cognition: 70 (60–83.75) ND ND 2 patients received
cross treatmentMotor:61 (49–92.5)

Language: 86 (77–97)

BSID-III a:
PB (9–14m)

Cognition:85 (65–90)

Motor:82 (58–86.5)

Language:86 (72.5–94.5)

Falsaperla
et al. (5)

Randomized
single blind
prospective
study

EEG
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 15
PB = 15

HNNE b:
LEV

Before treatment: 27.33 ± 4 03 ND ND 0

A month after treatment: 32.4 ±

1.75

HNNE b:
PB

Before treatment: 27.83 ± 3.25

A month after treatment: 28.63
± 2.73

Arican et al.
(27)

Prospective
study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 40
PB = 22

BSID-III b:
LEV
(18–24m)

Cognition: 84.6 ± 28.1 ND ND 0

Motor:83.6 ± 34.4

Language: 82.6 ± 31.7

BSID-III b:
PB (18–24m)

Cognition:90 ± 27.6

Motor:94.3 ± 34.8

Language:89.1 ± 31.3

aData was presented as median (interquartile range).
bData was presented as mean ± standard deviation (M ± SD).

PB, phenobarbital; LEV, levetiracetam; BSID-III, Bayley Scales of Infant development-III; ND, Not date; CP, cerebral palsy; HNNE, Hammersmith Neonatal Neurological Examination.

FIGURE 1 | Quality evaluation of the included RCTs.

were used as the diagnostic criteria in 2 studies (23, 25), and
EEG-confirmed seizures were used as diagnostic criteria in 3
studies (3, 21, 24). Subgroup analysis was performed according
to the different diagnostic criteria. The results showed that for
neonates with clinical seizures, the efficacy of the LEV group
was better than that of the PB group [OR = 0.24, 95% CI

(0.10–0.58), P = 0.002]. However, for neonates with an EEG
diagnosis, there was no significant difference in efficacy between
the two groups [OR = 1.53, 95% CI (0.20–11.50), P = 0.68]. The
difference might be caused by the atypical clinical manifestations
of neonatal seizures, which lead to the inability to clearly observe
the efficacy of drugs. Therefore, we recommend that continuous
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EEG monitoring should be used to diagnose neonatal seizures to
evaluate the severity of the seizures, remission, and drug efficacy.
Using different doses of PB also led to heterogeneity. The efficacy
of high-dose PB (20–40 mg/kg/d) was better than that of LEV

TABLE 4 | Quality evaluation of the included cohort studies or case control
studies (NOS).

References Selection Comparability Outcome Overall score

Maitre et al.
(10)

4 0 3 7

Tan et al. (23) 3 1 3 7

Ghosh et al.
(26)

4 1 3 8

Arican et al.
(27)

3 2 2 7

Thibault et al.
(21)

4 2 3 9

Wagner et al.
(22)

3 2 3 8

NOS, Newcastle-Ottawa Scale.

FIGURE 2 | Funnel plot. OR, odds ratio.

[OR= 10.13, 95% CI (3.46–29.72), P < 0.0001], while the efficacy
of medium-dose PB (20–30 mg/kg/d) was inferior to that of LEV
[OR = 0.27, 95% CI (0.10–0.71), P = 0.008]. However, there was
only one study each of high-dose (3) and medium-dose PB (25)
for the treatment of neonatal seizures. Due to the lack of studies,
it is still unclear whether the efficacy of different doses of PB is
superior or inferior to LEV.

Sensitivity analysis was carried out. The results show that the
study of Sharpe et al. had a large influence on the heterogeneity
of research. We found that the I2 decreased to 56% when Sharpe’s
study was removed (3). However, after removing this study, there
was still no significant difference in efficacy between the two
groups [OR = 0.50, 95% CI (0.24–1.06), P = 0.07], indicating
that the result of the meta-analysis was stable.

Adverse Effects
Five studies reported the adverse effects of LEV and PB for
the treatment of neonatal seizures (3, 21, 23–25). The results
are shown in Figure 4: PB has a higher incidence of adverse

TABLE 5 | Subgroup analysis in efficacy between PB and LEV.

Subgroup OR 95% CI P

Study type Random clinical trails 0.93 0.09–9.41 0.95

Retrospective study 1.07 0.57–2.00 0.83

Prospective study 0.14 0.02–1.25 0.08

Total 0.79 0.25–2.44 0.68

Different diagnostic Clinical confirmed seizures 0.24 0.10–0.58 0.002

criteria of seizures EEG confirmed seizures 1.53 0.20–11.50 0.68

Clinical or EEG confirmed
seizures

1.03 0.48–2.21 0.93

Total 0.79 0.5–2.44 0.68

Different doses 10–20 mg/kg/d 0.61 0.27–1.39 0.24

of PB 20–30 mg/kg/d 0.27 0.10–0.71 0.008

20–40 mg/kg/d 10.13 3.46–29.72 <0.0001

Total 0.79 0.5–2.44 0.68

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of efficacy in the PB and LEV groups. M-H, Mantel–Haenszel; CI, confidence interval.
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FIGURE 4 | Comparison of adverse effects in the PB and LEV groups. M-H, Mantel–Haenszel; CI, confidence interval.

TABLE 6 | Subgroup analysis in adverse effects between PB and LEV.

Subgroup OR 95% CI P

Hypotension 6.84 2.18–21.44 0.001

Respiratory depression 2.41 1.06–5.46 0.04

Bradycardia 7.44 0.37–147.92 0.19

Increased respiratory secretions 8.50 0.99–73.28 0.05

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.

effects in treating neonatal seizure than LEV, which means
that LEV has fewer adverse effects, and the difference was
statistically significant [OR = 5.61, 95% CI (2.53–12.44), P <

0.0001]. Hypotension and respiratory depression were the most
common adverse effects. Three studies reported medication-
related hypotension (3, 21, 25). The incidence of hypotension in
the LEV group was 0–5%, while that in the PB group was as high
as 0–23%. Four studies reported the occurrence of respiratory
depression during treatment (3, 21, 23, 25). The incidence of
respiratory depression in the LEV group was 0–12%, while that
in the PB group was as high as 0–26%. Subgroup analysis
was carried out on the adverse effects (see Table 6). Significant
differences were found for the incidence of hypotension and
respiratory depression, whichwere higher in the PB group than in
the LEV group [OR = 6.84, 95% CI (2.18–21.44), P = 0.001; OR
= 2.41, 95% CI (1.06–5.46), P = 0.04]. However, no statistically
significant difference was found in the incidence of bradycardia
or increase in respiratory secretions between the two groups
(P = 0.19, P = 0.05).

Neurodevelopmental Outcomes
Three articles (10, 26, 27) reported the BSID scores of neonatal
seizures treated with LEV or PB, and they reported scores for
various domains (cognitive, motor, language). The results are
shown inTable 7. There was no difference in cognitive andmotor
scores between the LEV and PB groups [SMD = 0.05, 95% CI
(−0.13 to 0.23), P= 0.57; SMD= 0.07, 95% CI (−0.11 to 0.24), P
= 0.47]. However, the language score in the PB group was higher
than that in the LEV group [SMD = 0.32, 95% CI (0.14–0.50),

TABLE 7 | Comparison of BSID scores in the PB and LEV groups.

BSID SMD 95% CI P

Cognitive 0.05 −0.13 to 0.23 0.57

Motor 0.07 −0.11 to 0.24 0.47

Language 0.32 0.14–0.50 0.0005

BSID, Bayley Scales of Infant development; SMD, standardized mean difference; CI,

confidence interval.

P = 0.0005]. This is not consistent with previous studies. After
removing Maitre’s study during a sensitivity analysis (10), there
was no difference in language scores between the two groups.
In the study of Maitre, 141 people were treated with PB in
combination with LEV, whichmay have impacted the BSID score.

DISCUSSION

Summary of the Main Results
At present, AEDs are still the main treatment for neonatal
seizures. PB is still the first-line treatment recommended by the
WHO because it can not only control seizures but also reduce the
brain metabolic rate. PB has been proven to be able to control
neonatal seizures caused by various etiologies. Existing studies
have shown that the efficacy of PB in controlling neonatal seizures
is 43–80% (3, 4). Some children with refractory seizures need to
be treated with second-line or third-line AEDs. However, there
are still many problems because of the adverse effects of PB,
such as hypotension, respiratory depression, abnormal heart rate,
poor feeding, and hypothermia (6, 28). At the same time, some
studies have reported that PB may damage the developing brain,
accelerate nerve cell apoptosis, and cause cognitive impairment.
Therefore, its safety and neurodevelopmental prognosis need to
be evaluated. LEV, a new type of AED, has many advantages
including a low incidence of side effects and little neurological
harm. Randomized controlled trials and observational studies
have shown that the incidence of serious side effects such as
hypotension and mechanical ventilation under treatment with
LEV is lower than that under treatment with PB (18). Thus, LEV
has been increasingly used for the treatment of neonatal seizures,
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and it may replace PB as the first-line drug for the treatment
of neonatal seizures. In recent years, there have been many
high-quality studies comparing the efficacy of LEV and PB for
the treatment of neonatal seizures. Therefore, we evaluated the
efficacy and safety of LEV for neonatal seizures and performed a
meta-analysis to evaluate the efficacy and safety of LEV vs. PB for
neonatal seizures.

We evaluated 24 studies (see Table 8) on LEV for the
treatment of neonatal seizures, including 15 retrospective studies
(7, 8, 21, 22, 31, 32, 35, 37–44), 6 prospective studies (29, 30, 33,
34, 36), and 3 RCTs (3, 24, 25). In these studies, the dosage of
LEV was mostly between 10 and 60 mg/kg/d. Thirteen studies
used electrical seizures as the diagnostic criteria for newborns
(3, 7, 8, 21, 24, 30–32, 34, 37, 38, 41, 43), 5 studies used clinical
or electrical seizures as the diagnostic criteria (22, 29, 35, 39, 40),
and 6 studies confirmed seizures only by clinical manifestations
(23, 25, 33, 36, 42, 44). Nine studies defined seizure cessation on
EEG within 24 h as a primary outcome (3, 8, 24, 25, 31, 32, 34,
37, 39), some studies contained longer seizure control times (48
h−7 d) (29, 30, 33, 38, 44), and 7 articles did not describe the
seizure control times (21, 22, 35, 36, 40, 41, 43). One study defined
seizure remission ≥ 50% by EEG within 24 h as the primary
outcome (7), and another study defined seizure reduction ≥

50% clinically as the secondary outcome (42). In most studies,
LEV was used as the second-line or third-line drug. Most of
the studies, including one in particular (41), considered LEV to
have good efficacy (35–100%). In most studies, more than 50% of
neonates stopped their seizures after LEV treatment. When LEV
was used as a second-line or third-line drug for the treatment of
neonatal seizures, the seizure control rate was 35–100%. When
LEV was used as the first-line treatment, the seizure control rate
within 24 h was 28–86%, and the seizure control rate within 7
d was 79–100%. When LEV was combined with PB or PHT for
the treatment of neonatal seizures, the effective rate was as high
as 83% (40). The incidence of adverse effects of LEV is 0–12%
(3, 23, 42), and the most common adverse effects are respiratory
depression and hypotension, which occur in 0–12% and 0–5% of
cases, respectively. In a retrospective study (43), high-dose LEV
had no adverse effects. In 5 prospective studies, only one study
(23) reported adverse effects of LEV: one patient had respiratory
secretions and 3 patients had respiratory inhibition. Therefore,
it is concluded that LEV has a low incidence of side effects and
high safety.

An open-label randomized controlled trial (25) enrolled 100
neonates with clinical seizures. The seizure control rate was 86%
(43/50) in the LEV group and 62% (31/50) in the PB group (P
< 0.01). A prospective study (23) also compared the efficacy of
LEV with PB for the treatment of clinically confirmed neonatal
seizures and found that the seizure control rate in the LEV
group (97.1%) was superior to that in the PB group (82.9%,
P < 0.01). However, in both studies, neonatal seizures were
diagnosed by clinical manifestations, and EEG monitoring and
confirmation were not performed. Due to the atypical nature of
neonatal seizures, continuous video-EEG monitoring (electrical
seizures) has been used as the diagnostic criterion for seizures
in recent years. No study has shown that the efficacy of LEV
is better than that of PB when using electrical seizures as the

diagnostic criterion for seizures. A retrospective cohort study
(22) compared the efficacy of LEV and PB for the treatment of
neonatal seizures diagnosed by clinical or EEG diagnosis. In that
study, for children with seizures who received BZD treatment in
advance, the seizure control rate in the PB group was 61.6%, and
the seizure control rate in the LEV group was 41.1%. However, in
children with seizure who did not receive treatment with BZDs
prior, the seizure control rate of LEV group was like that of
the PB group (52, 51%), which was like the results of another
retrospective study. A retrospective single-center study (21)
compared the efficacy of LEV to PB for treating neonatal seizures
diagnosed by EEG after cardiopulmonary bypass cardiac surgery,
and found that there was no significant difference between LEV
and PB as the first-line treatment (54.5%, 58.1%, P = 1.0). A
multicenter, randomized, double-blind, controlled IIb trial (3)
enrolled children diagnosed with electrical seizures. The efficacy
of the PB group was better than that of the LEV group (P <

0.001), considering PB was a better ADE. After considering all
studies’ diagnostic criteria, we performed ameta-analysis, and the
results showed that there was no significant difference in efficacy
between the LEV group and PB group (P= 0.68). However, there
was heterogeneity in the literature. Subgroup analysis showed
that the diagnostic criteria of seizures and different doses of
PB were the main causes of the heterogeneity. For the children
with clinical seizures, the efficacy of the LEV group was better
than that of the PB group (P < 0.002). However, there was no
significant difference between the LEV group and the PB group
(P > 0.05) among the children diagnosed by electrical seizures.
This is the same as the results of previous studies. Therefore, it
is suggested that continuous EEG monitoring should be used to
diagnose neonatal seizures to evaluate the severity of seizures,
remission, drug efficacy, and so on.

In a retrospective study (21), there were 7 patients with
hypotension and 1 patient with respiratory depression in the
PB group but no adverse effects in the LEV group (P = 0.006).
In a randomized controlled trial (25), there were no adverse
effects in the LEV group, while the incidences of hypotension,
bradycardia, and respiratory depression in the PB group were
10, 6, and 4%, respectively. In the other two studies (3, 23), the
incidence of adverse effects in the PB group was higher than
that in the LEV group. In our study, meta-analysis showed that
the incidence of side effects of LEV was lower than that of PB
(P < 0.0001). Subgroup analysis showed that the incidence of
hypotension and respiratory depression in the LEV group was
significantly lower than that in the PB group (P = 0.001), which
is consistent with previous research results. At the same time, we
found that hypotension and respiratory depression were themost
common side effects of the two drugs, and the incidences in the
PB group were 0–23% and 0–26%, respectively, and those in the
LEV group were 0–5% and 0–12%, respectively.

A study (10) found that the long-term neurodevelopmental
outcomes (BSID score) of newborns in the LEV group at 24
months of age were better than those in the PB group. A
randomized double-blind prospective study (5) found that the
HNNE score of newborns treated with LEV was better than that
of newborns treated with PB, and the use of LEV had a significant
positive effect on tone and posture development (P = 0.001).
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TABLE 8 | Studies on levetiracetam for the treatment of neonatal seizures (24 studies).

References Type Diagnostic

Criteria

N The doses of

LEV (mg/kg/day)

Efficacy and

Numbers (%)

Adverse

effects (%)

Neurodevelopment Other AEDs

Fürwentsches
et al. (29)

Prospective
cohort study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

6 po 10–50 mg/kg/d SR 6 d (100%) 0 ND 5 patients received PB
before LEV and 5
patients received PB
after PB

Abend et al. (7) Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

23 10–64 mg/kg/d SR≥50% 24h
8 (35%)
SR≥50% 24–72
h 12(52%)

0 ND 5 patients received PB
and 2 received PB +

PHT before LEV

Khan et al. (8) Retrospective
study

EEG confirmed
seizures

22 10–50 mg/kg/d SF 24 h 14 (64%),
48 h 19 (86%),
72 h 22 (100%)

0 ND 16 patients received
other ADEs before LEV

Ramantani et al.
(30)

Prospective
study

EEG confirmed
seizures

38 10–65 mg/kg/d SF 7 d 30 (79%) 0 Postnatal epilepsy at
12 months: 17%,
developmental delay:
25%

Khan et al. (31) Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

12 25–50 mg/kg/d SF 24 h 9(82%),
48–72 h 10(91%)

0 ND 9 patients received PB
before LEV

Yau et al. (32) Retrospective
study

EEG confirmed
seizures

12 5–60 mg/kg/d SR 24 h 7 (58%),
72 h 9 (75%)

0 ND 12 patients received
PB before LEV

Sedighi et al. (33) Prospective
cohort study

Clinical
confirmed
seizure

50 20–40 mg/kg/d SF 7 d 47(94%) 0 ND 0

Li J et al. (24) RCT v-EEG confirmed
seizures

30 po 30–60 mg/kg/d SF 24 h 16(53%),
2–7d 4 (13%),
Total 20 (67%)

0 ND 10 patients received
PB before LEV

Falsaperla et al.
(34)

Prospective
cohort study

v-EEG confirmed
seizures

16 10–64 mg/kg/d SR 24 h 6 (38%),
48 h 10 (63%), 6 d
14 (88%), 15 d
16 (100%)

0 ND 0

Venkatesan et al.
(35)

Retrospective
study

Clinical or EEG
confirmed
seizures

32 20–65 mg/kg/d SF 27 (84%) 0 ND 32 patients received
PB before LEV

Mollamohammadi
et al. (36)

Prospective
cohort study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

42 po 10–50 mg/kg/d SF 40 (95.3%) 0 ND 42 patients received
PB before LEV

Rao et al. (37) Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

18 20–60 mg/kg/d SF 24 h 9(50%) 0 ND 10 patients received
PB before LEV

Han et al. (38) Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

37 20–60 mg/kg/d SF 48 h 21(57%) 0 ND 0

Tan et al. (23) Prospective
study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 35
PB = 35

LEV: po 30–60
mg/kg/d
PB: iv 10–20
mg/kg/d

LEV: SR 10
h 34/35(97%)
PB: SR 10
h 29(83%)

LEV:
Increased
respiratory
secretions 1
(3%),
Respiratory
depression 2
(6%)

ND 0

Özalkaya et al.
(39)

Retrospective
study

Clinical or a-EEG
confirmed
seizures

26 7.7–26.2 mg/kg/d SF 24 h 16(61%) 0 ND 13 patients received
other ADEs before LEV

Kreimer et al.
(40)

Retrospective
study

Clinical or c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

36 17.8–61.2
mg/kg/d

SF 17(47%) 0 ND 1 patients received
BZDs before LEV

Kurtom et al. (41) Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

61 40–80 mg/kg/d SF 16(26%) 0 ND 45 patients received
PB, fos-PHT after LEV

(Continued)
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TABLE 8 | Continued

References Type Diagnostic

Criteria

N The doses of

LEV (mg/kg/day)

Efficacy and

Numbers (%)

Adverse

effects (%)

Neurodevelopment Other AEDs

Gowda et al. (25) RCT Clinical
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 50
PB = 50

LEV: 20–40
mg/kg/d
PB: 20–30
mg/kg/d

PB: SF 24 h
31/50 (62%)
LEV: SF 24 h
43/50 (86%)

LEV: 0 ND 0

Liu et al. (42) Retrospective
study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 59
PHB = 66

LEV: po 8–54
mg/kg/d
PB: iv 5 mg/kg/d;
po 3–11 mg/kg/d

LEV: SF 3 d
12(20%), SR ≥

50% 16w
47 (80%)
PB: SF 3 d
28(42%), SR ≥

50% 16
w 38(58%)

LEV: Irritability
3 (6.38%) and
anorexia 3
(6.38%).

LEV: 16
w 66.0–76.6%
PB: 16
w 50.0–60.5%

0

Thibault et al.
(21)

Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 22
PB = 31

LEV: 20–30
mg/kg/d
PB: 10–20
mg/kg/d

LEV: SF 12 (55%)
PB: SF 18 (58%)

0 ND 0

Hnaini et al. (43) Retrospective
study

c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

15 Low dose: 40–60
mg/kg/d
High dose:
80–100 mg/kg/d

Low dose SF
6/10 (60%) High
dose SF
8/10 (80%)

0 ND 6 patients received
PB\PHT\OXC after
LEV

Kanmaz et al.
(44)

Retrospective
study

Clinical
confirmed
seizures

67 10–50 mg/kg/d SF 7 d 43(64%) 0 ADSI: Good: 23
(69.7%)

24 patients received
combination therapy
after LEV

Sharpe et al. (3) RCT c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 64
PB = 42

LEV: 40–60
mg/kg/d
PB: 20–40
mg/kg/d

PB: SF 24 h
24/30 (80%)
LEV: SF 24 h
15/53 (28%)

LEV:
Hypotension
3 (5%),
Respiratory
depression 8
(12%)

ND 0

Wagner et al.
(22)

Retrospective
study

Clinical or c-EEG
confirmed
seizures

LEV = 73
PHB = 73

LEV: 35.4–60
mg/kg/d
PB: 15.7–23.6
mg/kg/d

LEV: SF 30 (41%)
LEV: Seizure
control rate after
excluding pre-use
of BZD drugs
26/51 (51%)
PB: SF 45 (62%)
PB Seizure control
rate after
excluding pre-use
of BZD drugs
29/56 (52%)

0 ND 22 patients received
BDZ before LEV
17 patients received
BZD before PB

PB, phenobarbital; LEV, levetiracetam; PHT, phenytoin; fos-PHT, fos-phenytoin; OXC, Oxcarbazepine; BZDs, benzodiazepines; RCT, Random Clinical Trail; SF, Seizure Free; SR, Seizure

Reduce; ND, Not Data; v-EEG, Video electroencephalography; c-EEG, Continuous electroencephalography; IV, intravenous; PO, oral; ADSI, Ankara Developmental Screening Inventory.

However, in a retrospective cohort study (26), there was no
significant difference in BSID scores between the LEV group and
the PB group at the age of 9–14 months. Similarly, another study
(27) found that there was no difference in BSID scores between
the LEV group and the PB group at the age of 18–24 months. We
performed a meta-analysis of continuous variables according to
the BSID scores. The results showed that there was no significant
difference in cognitive and motor scores between the LEV group
and the PB group (P = 0.57, P = 0.47). However, the language
score of the PB group was higher than that of the LEV group
(P = 0.0005). This is not consistent with previous studies. After
removing Maitre’s study (10) in sensitivity analysis, there was
no difference in language scores between the two groups. In the

study of Maitre, 141 people were treated with PB in combination
with LEV, which may have impacted the BSID score.

Limitations
This study also has some limitations. First, due to the lack of
sufficient randomized clinical trials, observational studies were
included, resulting in a decline in the quality of the literature.
Therefore, it is recommended that randomized, double-blind,
placebo or controlled trials should be conducted to provide
additional evidence. Second, this literature base has substantial
heterogeneity. Different measures of diagnosing seizures and
different drug doses of PB all lead to heterogeneity. Finally,
although we used clinical or electrical seizures as the outcome
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index in accordance with previous studies, subgroup analysis
showed that different measures of diagnosing seizures led
to heterogeneity. Considering the atypical manifestations of
neonatal seizures, it is suggested that EEG monitoring should
be used to diagnose neonatal seizures to evaluate the severity of
the convulsions, the time needed to control the seizures, and the
efficacy of the drugs.

Strengths
Our results were consistent with another study (45). That study
evaluated the efficacy of LEV vs. PB and found that there
was low quality evidence suggesting that LEV might not be
more effective than PB. At the same time, that study did not
analyze the efficacy of LEV and PB by different diagnostic
methods of seizures (clinical seizures or electrical seizures) and
did not compare the BSID scores between LEV and PB. In our
meta-analysis, we adopted strict inclusion criteria and included
high-quality literature and performed subgroup analyses for
different diagnostic methods of seizures and different side effects,
which supports the reliability of the results of this study. Our
sensitivity analyses confirmed the stability of the results.

Conclusion
PB is a first-line AED drug recommended by the WHO for the
treatment of neonatal seizures. The new AEDs LEVmay not have
better efficacy than PB. At the same time, LEV is associated with
a better neurodevelopment outcome and a lower risk of adverse
effects. In addition, continuous EEG monitoring should be used
to diagnose neonatal seizures to evaluate the severity of seizures,
remission, and drug efficacy.
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